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ABSTRACT 
 
HIV/AIDS is a pandemic infecting and affecting millions of people worldwide. South Africa 
is also severely affected by this disease. Because hospitals cannot cope with patients admitted 
daily especially with the influx caused by HIV/AIDS patients, the government has introduced 
home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS. Amongst those who practice home-based 
care are the volunteers. This study is aimed at exploring and describing the experiences of 
volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS in the Lusikisiki 
Magisterial district in the former Transkei area of the Province of the Eastern Cape. The 
researcher used a qualitative methodology with the aim of finding out what it is like to be a 
volunteer involved in home-based care in a rural area. The data was collected by means of 
semi-structured one-to-one interviews or guided interviews. A total sample of thirteen 
research participants was acquired through purposive as well as snowball sampling. The 
interviews were guided by a number of broad question themes. Data was analyzed using 
Tesch’s framework of data analysis as described in Creswell (1994). The researcher used 
Guba’s model as outlined in Krefting (1991) to ensure trustworthiness of the research 
findings. A literature control was undertaken to find out what other researchers and authors 
say about the issues raised by the study. There were five themes that came out of the data 
analysis process and these themes are: 
o The experiences of volunteers with home-based care. 
o Factors facilitating the work of volunteers. 
o Problems encountered by volunteers. 
o Possible solutions to problems encountered. 
o Views of volunteers regarding home-based care. 
 
These broad themes were further reduced into sub-themes and categories. Based on the 
discussion of themes, sub-themes, and categories, some research findings were presented. The 
discussion of the themes, sub-themes and categories was supported by verbatim quotations 
from the participants. On the basis of research findings, conclusions and recommendations 
were made. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
HIV/AIDS is a killer disease. It is a pandemic that has social, physical, economic and health 
consequences. The biggest problem with HIV/AIDS is that it has no cure (Van Dyk, 2001:82 
& 326). Once infected, death is inevitable although it takes several years to develop 
symptomatic AIDS illnesses. The disease does not discriminate but there are behaviours that 
make one vulnerable or at risk of contracting the disease.  Because the disease infects millions 
of people world-wide, hospitalization of people suffering from HIV/AIDS is a huge problem 
and institutions of care are overflowing with AIDS patients (Van Dyk, 2001:326). 
 
In responding to problems associated with institutionalization such as overcrowding and the 
high costs of care, the South African Government has introduced alternative care options e.g. 
home-based care.  This alternative care option is based on a number of policy documents that 
provide guidelines for the practice of home-based care. These policy documents include the 
Final Draft: National Guidelines on Community-based Care (CC) and Home-based Care 
(HBC) as an integral part of a continuum of care (2000), (hereafter referred to as the Final 
Draft, National Guidelines on HBC); the HIV/AIDS/STD Strategic Plan for South Africa 
2000-2005 (2000), (hereafter referred to as the Strategic Plan); Draft Guidelines for 
Community Home Based Care and Palliative Care for people living with AIDS (1998), 
(hereafter referred to as the Draft Guidelines for CBC) and the Integrated Home/Community 
Based Care Model Option (2001), (hereafter referred to as the Integrated Care Model). 
 
The home-based Care policy documents mentioned above provide guidelines on the 
prevention, care and treatment of those infected by HIV/AIDS.  In terms of the Home-based 
Care policy a number of stakeholders need be involved and among these are volunteers. This 
study seeks to investigate the experiences of volunteers participating in home-based care of 
those living with HIV/AIDS in the Lusikisiki Magisterial District in the Province of the 
Eastern Cape, with a view to making recommendations for the consideration of stakeholders 
and identifying any gaps that hinder effective implementation of this policy. 
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1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM 
 
In South Africa, the incidence of HIV/AIDS was minimal in the 1980's and the early 1990's 
(Bernstein & Van Rooyen, 1994:375; Setiloane, 1990:5).  In 1991 the estimated number of 
people infected in the whole country was 123 but the figure increased rapidly in 1992, rising 
to 446 000 (Bernstein and Van Rooyen, 1994:375). The major mode of transmission was 
heterosexual contact. From these relatively low numbers, the figures increased dramatically 
and the then Minister of Health, Dr. Nkosazana Zuma warned that "if South Africans did not 
change their behaviours, the worst was still to come" (Daily Dispatch, 4 March 1999:2). 
 
South Africa has about 4,2 million people living with HIV/AIDS (Strategic Plan, 2000:8; 
Whiteside & Sunter, 2000:69). Between 20 and 25 percent of adults are infected (Daily 
Dispatch, 28 June 2000:7; Strategic Plan, 2000:8). South Africa is amongst countries with the 
fastest growing HIV/AIDS infections and the death rate due to AIDS is expected to rise 
incredibly (Steinberg, Kinghorn, Soderlund, Schierhout, and Conway, 2000:2-4). 
 
The reason for the high explosion in Southern Africa, argues Peter Piot, Head of the U.N. 
Joint Program on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) is the legacy of apartheid "which separated men 
from their families in rural areas and forced them to work in towns with only prostitutes for 
relief" (Daily Dispatch, 28 June 2000:7). Steinberg et al., (2000:7) concurs with Peter Piot 
that the legacy of apartheid left many South Africans vulnerable to HIV/AIDS.  The latest 
official AIDS prevalence statistic for the Eastern Cape is 18 percent of the population of this 
Province (Daily News, 1 December 2000:18; Strategic Plan, 2000:8). 
 
Lusikisiki is a rural town in the northern region of the Province of the Eastern Cape. Many 
adult males have left the area to become migrant workers. Some have been recruited to work 
in the mines in the Free State, Gauteng and North West Provinces, while others work in 
Durban in Kwa-Zulu Natal. All these provinces have higher HIV/AIDS statistics than the 
Eastern Cape (Strategic Plan, 2000:8). Clearly, such conditions make the residents of 
Lusikisiki vulnerable to infection when these migrant workers return home. 
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1.3        LITERATURE REVIEW ON HOME-BASED CARE AND VOLUNTEERS 
 
Home-based care is "the care given to individuals in their own homes supported by their 
families, the extended family or those of their choice, supported by a multi-disciplinary team 
and complementary caregivers to meet the specific needs of the individual and family" (Draft 
Guidelines for CBC, 1998:4). Home-based care as an alternative care option does not 
originate with the HIV/AIDS epidemic. It is treatment/care option of long-standing that was 
introduced in many Western, Scandinavian and North American countries to care for the 
elderly, mental patients and those suffering from other debilitating diseases (Bailey, 1996:29-
30; De Kock, 1996:14-16; Means and Smith, 1998; Ryan and Thomas, 1993:242-244). 
 
Although the idea of home-based care came as a result of financial considerations and cost 
effectiveness (Bailey, 1996:29), the emphasis and rationale was placed on the accessibility of 
social care services based on community participation and local helping networks (Audit  
Commission and Heginbotham in Bailey, 1996:29). 
 
The trend toward deinstitutionalization globally and in South Africa in particular is influenced 
by the same economic factors with regard to the care of the elderly, the mentally ill and those 
living with HIV/AIDS. The reduction of social expenditure by a government promotes the 
development or formulation of policies that emphasize deinstitutionalization. 
 
According to the Final Draft, National Guidelines on HBC (2000:3), home-based care is 
meant for various people including older persons, people with severe functional disabilities, 
those recovering from illnesses, the terminally ill, as well as those living with HIV/AIDS and 
other debilitating diseases. 
 
Some of the advantages of home-based care are: the early identification and referral of those 
living with HIV/AIDS to reduce expensive hospitalization, the reduction of overcrowding in 
hospitals, the sharing of resources and linking with and complementing existing health 
services. In addition the family and friends are around the patient, the community is 
participating, and care is holistic, comprehensive and needs based (Final Draft, National 
Guidelines on HBC, 2000:5; Van Dyk, 2001:328). 
 
Home-based care is based on certain principles which include the fact that services are: 
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* Holistic and integrated in nature.  By involving an inter-disciplinary team which takes 
care of physical, social, cultural, emotional, psychological, religious and spiritual 
needs of those living with HIV/AIDS in an integrated manner, the service promotes 
people's well being in totality. 
* Person-centred.  Care given is sensitive to people's value systems, norms and beliefs 
and services are geared to individual needs. 
* Comprehensive. Home-based care includes preventative, rehabilitative and palliative 
care and the person's dignity is maintained in the familiar home setting. 
* Empowering and cost-effective.  Both care givers and patients are empowered by the 
use of care plans that promote and value self-reliance and self-worth as people are 
helped to help themselves. Care at home saves the cost of moving in and out of 
institutions. 
* Care is given by family and/or significant others. The family and significant others are 
             a valuable resource in home-based care and patients prefer care given by their next of  
             kin. 
* Networking and sensitive to individual needs. Inter-disciplinary team members meet 
and discuss the prognosis of the illness and the need for referrals. 
 
(Draft Guidelines for CBC, 1998:6-9; Final Draft, National Guidelines on HBC, 2000:4; 
Integrated Care Model, 2001:4 and Van Dyk, 2001:328). 
 
Home-based care is not, however, without some drawbacks for both the caregiver and the 
person being cared for. Those related to caregivers include the fact that they (caregivers) are 
often not ready for home-based care because of ignorance, superstition or stigmatization on 
their part and the community at large; incompetence regarding disease management; 
inadequate support mechanisms; they may experience exhaustion and burnout; and they may 
have no adequate resources (Final Draft, National Guidelines on CBC, 2000:8; Van Dyk, 
2001:329).  Drawbacks of home-based care for people living with HIV/AIDS include the fact 
that they often feel lonely and isolated at home; non-compliance with treatment is common; 
and their confidentiality is compromised (ibid). 
 
Apart from the home-based care model, there exist other models of care and support in South 
Africa. Russell and Schneider (2000:2-4) have identified other models of care and support 
found in South Africa and these are: 
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1. Funding, technical assistance and support programmes: These are structures which 
specialize in channelling funds, providing technical assistance and monitoring and 
evaluation of programmes. 
2. Advocacy and community mobilization: This model deals with community structures 
which protect the rights of individuals and facilitate access to health and welfare 
services and schooling. 
3. Drop-in-centres/support groups: This is a non-resident physical facility that provide a 
range of services depending on means which can include HIV/AIDS counselling and 
education, support group activities, income generating activities (IGA), meals for 
orphans and vulnerable children. 
4. Home visiting programmes: This model involves home visiting by volunteers or 
friends, assistance with home chores, psychological support and educating the client 
and the family about basic care needs. 
5. Services that focus on orphans and vulnerable children (OVCs): These services 
include placing OVCs with extended family members, identifying one child to head 
the family (Child headed families), creating a family of cluster foster care where a 
surrogate mother is hired to care for the OVCs. 
 
Volunteers are key caregivers in home-based care. A caregiver can be defined as "a person 
who regularly cares for a child or for an elderly or disabled person" (The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary 1995:198). Darville and Mundy (in Osborne, 1996:8-9) define a volunteer as a 
person who voluntarily provides an unpaid direct service for one or more other persons to 
whom the volunteer is not related. A volunteer normally provides his or her services through 
some kind of formal structure rather than through an informal neighbouring arrangement 
which lacks accountability. Volunteerism is active and spontaneous help given to fellow 
humans who are in need of such help. Volunteers differ in many ways in terms of their 
motivation, intent, the type of services they render and the culture of the organization under 
whose auspices they do their work. In HIV/AIDS programmes, as in all programmes, 
volunteers need to be recruited, trained, assigned tasks and have their duties supervised 
(Omoto & Crain, 1995:188). Volunteers perform diverse roles in home-based care, inter alia 
preventative and basic care, rehabilitation, hygiene and safety, support to patients, 
counselling, health promotion, education, emergency care, referrals and household chores 
(Final Draft, National Guidelines on HBC, 2000:6). 
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When volunteers have been recruited, a mechanism through which to retain them has to be 
developed and this is through, among others, motivation and recognition (Kruger, & 
Schreuder, 1999:340). The retention of volunteers is vital because of the expenses involved in 
recruiting new volunteers.  It is cost-effective in terms of training and supervision. 
 
According to Brudney (in Connors, 1995:38) volunteerism is not free. Depending on the 
organisational culture, some volunteers receive cash either as a stipend per month to cover 
transport expense and other expenses incidental to volunteering or as low monthly wage. 
Organizations require money to launch recruitment campaigns, to provide resources for 
orientation and to conduct in-service training. The South African Government is considering 
giving community caregivers a monthly stipend of R500-00 or alternatively R1000-00 
although the former is favoured because the latter would be tantamount to low wages paid to 
employees (Integrated Care Model, 2001:10). A stipend serves as a motivation and a way of 
reimbursing volunteers for the expenses they incur in their voluntary work, particularly 
volunteers who are unemployed. 
 
The researcher found some literature and research studies relating to home-based care, 
HIV/AIDS and volunteerism (Ross, Greenfield & Bennet, 1999; Russel & Schneider, 2000; 
Stewart & Weinstein, 1997 and Van Dyk, 2001). However, a gap was identified in the 
knowledge base of the social work profession pertaining to these issues as they relate to rural 
areas of South Africa. One of the reasons for this may be the secrecy, stigmatization and 
denial surrounding HIV/AIDS. 
 
1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
Available figures of the numbers of people who are HIV/AIDS infected do not reflect the 
specific incidence of the disease at Lusikisiki, but HIV/AIDS knows no boundaries.  People 
bury their dead every day and among those buried are AIDS victims, although in some 
instances relatives, friends and communities are not aware that the dead person is an AIDS 
victim. The South African Government has introduced a relatively new form of care namely 
home-based care as outlined in previous sections of this chapter and among those who 
practise home-based care are volunteers. There is little knowledge about their experiences 
relating to the voluntary work they do. Research is therefore needed to explore the impact of 
this new policy on the volunteer caregivers as well as those for whom they care. 
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This knowledge is vital for the planning, development and implementation of voluntary 
programmes related to home-based care. The research findings may also identify aspects of 
the policy that need to be reconsidered, or indicate areas in which further research is needed. 
 
1.5 RESEARCH  QUESTION 
 
The question formulated to guide this research endeavour is: 
What are the experiences of volunteers regarding the voluntary work they do as part of home-
based care of people living with HIV/AIDS? 
 
1.6 GOAL AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
 
1.6.1 GOAL 
The primary goal of this exploratory study is to explore and describe the experiences of 
volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS in the Lusikisiki 
district. 
 
1.6.2 OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives that guided the research process can be stated as follows: 
6.2.1 To explore the experiences of volunteers participating in home-based care in 
Lusikisiki through semi-structured one-to-one interviews involving  
volunteers. 
6.2.2   To find out more about the challenges faced by volunteers involved in home-
based care of people living with HIV/AIDS. 
6.2.3   To suggest possible solutions to challenges faced by volunteers. 
 6.2.4 To reduce the data to themes and categories using a coding procedure. 
 6.2.5 To analyse and interpret the data gathered. 
6.2.6 To conduct a literature control by comparing the data with existing theories 
and/or literature. 
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6.2.7 To draw conclusions and make recommendations for the consideration of 
relevant stakeholders involved in the home-based care of those living with 
HIV/AIDS. 
 6.2.8 To disseminate the findings by compiling a research report in the form of a 
                        treatise. 
 
1.7 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
1.7.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
This study assumed a qualitative design. The major assumption in qualitative research 
is that there is no single reality and each narrative is knowledge on its own (Van 
Rooyen & Engelbrecht, 1995:3). According to Tutty, Rothery & Grinnell (1996:52) a 
qualitative study is used when one seeks to "gain an understanding of the perspective 
of the person being interviewed.  It is relevant when the researcher wishes to explore 
experiences, behaviours and feelings." There is no intention to quantify findings and 
words are rich in meaning. The study is also phenomenological in nature meaning that 
the approach seeks to "understand and interpret the meaning that subjects give to their 
everyday lives" (De Vos & Fouche in De Vos, Strydom, Fouche, Poggenpoel, 
Schurink, 1998:80). The research is aimed at acquiring knowledge in order to 
understand, shape or reshape home-based care as practised by volunteers. This study 
is exploratory in nature as there is not much social work knowledge with regard to 
HIV/AIDS home-based care in this country. Based on the findings, areas for further 
research will be identified. 
 
 
 1.7.2   RESEARCH POPULATION & SAMPLING 
  
The study is based in Lusikisiki Magisterial District, Province of the Eastern Cape.  
The population of interest is volunteers doing home-based care in various localities of 
Lusikisiki particularly those attached to Sinosizo Project. Sinosizo Project has twelve 
active volunteers. 
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The sample to be studied was purposively selected with a snowball effect so as to 
achieve the objective of this study. It was not possible to determine the sample at the 
outset since this depended on data saturation, meaning when no more new data 
emerged (Strydom & Delport, 2002:334). The researcher selected those volunteers 
with not less than 3 months of active involvement. The threshold of 3 months active 
involvement was chosen because those volunteers with less experience would not 
have provided sufficient data to meet the objectives of the study. 
 
1.7.3 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 
 
The researcher gathered information by means of semi-structured one-to-one interviews or 
guided interviews. According to May as quoted by Greeff (in De Vos et al., 2002:298) “Semi-
structured interviews are defined as those organised around areas of particular interest, while 
still allowing considerable flexibility in scope and depth”. A semi-structured one-to-one 
interview was chosen because of its strengths that include: 
I. This method has an interview guide that permits a comprehensive and comparable 
data gathering while ensuring that all the main issues are covered. 
II. It is good on obtaining data on non-verbal behaviour and communication. 
III. It makes use of a face-to-face encounter with informants which is more person-
centred. 
IV. It is flexible allowing follow-ups, clarifications and sequencing of questions can be 
changed depending on the flow of an interview. 
V. It gathers in-depth information through probing. 
VI. The researcher can obtain a complex, comprehensive, sensitive and personal 
information. (De Vos et al., 2002:298-302;Tutty et al., 1996:56) 
 
The researcher contacted the co-ordinator of Sinosizo Projects who acts as a gatekeeper and is 
in a position to grant access of the researcher to Sinosizo Project volunteers.  Sinosizo Project 
granted permission to conduct research with volunteers attached to the project. These 
volunteers were asked to refer the researcher to any other volunteer practising home-based 
care in Lusikisiki they know of (snowball sampling). 
 
Since Sinosizo Project volunteers meet regularly in town, the researcher requested a slot in 
one of their meetings to introduce himself, the study, its purpose and other relevant 
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information as well as asking them to be research participants. They were also informed about 
the procedure to be followed.  
 
Each participant decided on the venue and time convenient to him/her. One interview per 
participant was conducted and the length thereof varied depending on the participant and 
whether he/she was willing to accept a follow-up interview if need be. Permission to tape-
record the interviews was sought. 
 
The semi-structured one-to-one interviews were guided by a number of broad questions.  This 
helped the researcher to ensure that the main issues were covered, though not necessarily in a 
predetermined sequence (Schurink in De Vos et al., 1998:299). The following question 
themes guided the  interviews:  
 
1. Tell me about your experiences as a volunteer involved in HIV/AIDS home-based               
care? 
 
(Kha undixelele ngokuthe gabalala ngamava akho ekusebenzeni njengevolontiya 
nabantu abaphethwe yi HIV ne AIDS?) 
 
2.  What helps you do good work as a volunteer? 
 
(Yintoni ekuncedisayo ukuze uwenze ngokukuko umsebenzi wakho wobuvolontiya?) 
 
3.  What problems do you encounter in your work as a volunteer? 
 
(Ngxaki zini ohlangabezana nazo ekusebenzeni kwakho njengevolontiya?) 
 
4.  What do you think can be done to solve these problems? 
 
(Ucinga ukuba kungenziwa ntoni ukusombulula ezi ngxaki?) 
 
5.  What do you think about home-based care for people living with HIV/AIDS? 
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(Uyibona injani le nto yokunakekelwa kwabantu abaphethwe sisigulo se HIV ne 
AIDS emakhaya?) 
 
The researcher liaised with the project co-ordinator and participants regarding the 
arrangements of interviews. The question themes were distributed among participants prior to 
the interviews so as to solicit vital information. Before the interviews began, participants  
were given letters to sign in which they agreed to participate voluntarily in this study, 
although they were free to withdraw at any subsequent stage of the study. 
 
The researcher took notes during the interviews the interviews.  Note-taking supplemented a 
tape-recorder with regard to the non-verbal communication that would be difficult to analyse 
via tape recordings for example head nodding or shaking.  The researcher also took notes 
related to his feelings, interests, reactions and thoughts as well as jotting key issues to be used 
for summary, probing and clarification purposes. The researcher is a social worker with 12 
years of experience and used his skills to facilitate the guided interviews. 
 
1.7.4   METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 
 
The researcher used Tesch's method of data analysis as described in Creswell (1994:154-155) 
and Poggenpoel (in De Vos et al., 1998:343-344). The interviews were transcribed and 
translated into English by the researcher.  These transcripts incorporated information from the 
tapes and notes taken by the researcher. The steps identified by Tesch are discussed in chapter 
2 in 2.3.4. 
 
1.7.5 LITERATURE CONTROL 
 
This is a vital step in qualitative research. Guided by the themes, sub-themes and categories 
that have been identified, the researcher conducted a literature control. A literature control 
involves studying what other writers and researchers have found and written about the 
themes, sub-themes, and categories comparing and contrasting findings with those of the 
researcher. 
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1.7.6 TRUSTWORTHINESS 
 
In qualitative research, it is important to develop strategies to ensure the trustworthiness of 
research findings. In this study, the researcher was guided by Guba's model of ensuring 
trustworthiness as described in Krefting (1990:214-222), Marshall & Rossman (1995:143-
148) and Poggenpoel (in De Vos et al., 1998:348-351).  This model is based on four criteria 
namely, truth value, applicability, consistency and neutrality. The four criteria and their 
implementation are discussed further in chapter 2 in 2.3.6. 
 
1.8 ETHICAL & LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Ethical and legal considerations have to be addressed in any research study. The following 
considerations were identified and will be discussed in chapter 2, namely: informed consent, 
violation of privacy, actions and competence of researcher, co-operation with collaborators, 
release or publication of the findings, restoration of participants, confidentiality and 
management of information. 
 
1.9    LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY  
There are limitations which have been identified in the process of conducting this study.  
These limitations are: 
 
1. There is a gap between the development of a research proposal, holding of 
actual interviews and the data analysis. A research proposal was developed in 
2002, the actual interviews were held in 2004 and the data analysis was 
undertaken in 2006. 
2. Linked to the first limitation is the fact that reference is made to documents 
that have or might have changed especially in chapter one where reference is 
made to HIV/AIDS/STD STRATEGIC PLAN FOR SOUTH AFRICA 2000-
2005 and the FINAL DRAFT: NATIONAL GUIDELINES ON 
COMMUNITY-BASED CARE (CC) AND HOME-BASED CARE (HC) AS 
INTEGRAL PART OF A CONTINUUM OF CARE. 
3. Interviews were held in Xhosa and the narrations of respondents are in Xhosa 
and therefore verbatim quoations. The Supervisor of the study was not familiar 
with Xhosa and that made her to depend on the interpretations of the 
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researcher. This deprived her the opportunity to capture and understand the 
exact narrations directly from the respondents. 
4. Studying human beings is always fraught with problems where as a researcher 
you are not sure whether respondents give you the information that they think 
you need or are honestly telling you their real life experiences. 
 
1.10  LAYOUT OF CHAPTERS IN THE RESEARCH REPORT 
 
The research report has been laid out as follows: 
 
Chapter 1 : Introduction and overview 
Chapter 2 : Research methodology 
Chapter 3 : Discussion of findings and literature control regarding issues of  
                                    HIV/AIDS and factors facilitating the work of volunteers 
Chapter 4        :           Discussion of findings and literature control in relation to problems, 
                                    Possible solutions and views of volunteers regarding home-based care 
Chapter 4 : Summary, conclusions and recommendations 
 
1.11  CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
Chapter one provides a general introduction and overview of the main aspects pertaining to 
the research study. The study aimed to explore and describe the experiences of volunteers 
involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS in the Lusikisiki area of the 
Province of the Eastern Cape. Limitations pertaining to the study were highlighted. 
 
In the following chapter, the research methodology will be described.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1      INTRODUCTION 
 
In the previous chapter a brief overview of the research process was presented. This chapter 
outlines in more detail the research methodology followed in the study. It is a step by step 
account of the processes involved. Firstly the goal and objectives of the study are discussed. 
The goals and objectives bring us closer to the setting and why and what will be done about 
the results of the study. Secondly, a step by step process of a research methodology is given. 
The most appropriate research design for this study is highlighted and a discussion ensues of 
the research population, sampling method and methods of data collection. The reader is also 
informed of the data analysis methods used in the study. Thirdly, strategies to ensure 
trustworthiness of the research findings are presented. Lastly this chapter covers ethical and 
legal aspects attended to in the implementation of the study. 
 
2.2  GOAL AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 
 
2.2.1  GOAL 
 
The definition of goal or objective can be extracted from Webster’s third international 
dictionary (in Fouche & De Vos, 2005;104) which defines goal and objective as “the end 
toward which effort or ambition is directed”. T he primary goal of this study is to explore and 
describe the experiences of volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with 
HIV/AIDS. 
 
2.2.2 OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives formulated to support the attainment of the goal of the study are as follows: 
 
 To explore the experiences of volunteers participating in home-based care in 
Lusikisiki through semi-structured one-to-one interviews involving  
volunteers. 
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           To find out more about the challenges faced by volunteers involved in home-
based of people living with HIV/AIDS. 
           To suggest possible solutions to challenges faced by volunteers. 
            To analyse the data by reducing it to themes and categories. 
            To interpret the data gathered. 
           To conduct a literature control by comparing the data with existing theories 
and/or literature. 
           To draw conclusions and make recommendations for the consideration in the 
home-based care of those living with HIV/AIDS. 
            To disseminate the findings by compiling a research report in the form of a       
                        treatise. 
 
          2.3  RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
          2.3.1  RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Yegidis & Weinbach (1996:89) assert that a research design is a plan for conducting 
research. A research design informs the researcher what methods to use to study the 
nature of problem under investigation (Ibid). This study assumed a qualitative design 
because of the nature of the problem that was studied. The major assumption in 
qualitative research is that there is no single reality and each narrative is knowledge on 
its own (Van Rooyen & Engelbrecht, 1995:3). According to Tutty, Rothery and 
Grinnell (1996:52) a qualitative study is used when one seeks to "gain an 
understanding of the perspective of the person being interviewed.  It is relevant when 
the researcher wishes to explore experiences, behaviours and feelings".  There was no 
intention to quantify findings.   
 
The study was also phenomenological in nature meaning that the approach sought to 
"understand and interpret the meaning that subjects give to their everyday lives" (De 
Vos & Fouche, 1998:80).  The research was aimed at acquiring knowledge in order to 
understand, shape or reshape home-based care as practised by volunteers.  This study 
was exploratory in nature. Exploratory research mechanism is used when our 
knowledge and understanding about a particular phenomenon is limited (Yegidis & 
Weinbach, 1996:92). This design was also selected because of its descriptive nature 
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whereby volunteers would describe the meaning of the experiences they have with 
home based care (Creswell in Fouche, 2005:270). A literature review was undertaken 
before this study commenced which indicated that there was not much social work 
knowledge with regard to HIV/AIDS home-based care in this country. Based on the 
findings exploratory studies of areas for further research are identified. 
  
           2.3.2  RESEARCH POPULATION & SAMPLING 
 
The concept ‘population’ can be defined as the specific pool of cases that the 
researcher wishes to study (Neuman, 2003:216). Whereas Yegidis and Weinbach 
(ibid) define population as “the entire collection of people or elements that share some 
defined characteristics”. The study was conducted in the Lusikisiki Magisterial 
District, Province of the Eastern Cape. The population of interest was volunteers 
doing home-based care in various localities of Lusikisiki particularly those attached to 
Sinosizo Projects. There were 12 volunteers attached to Sinosizo Project that were 
interviewed. One additional volunteer interviewed was attached to another NGO. This 
means that there were 13 volunteers interviewed for this research. 
 
A sample is “a subset of a larger population that has been selected for the inclusion in 
the study” (Graziano and Raulin in Nyengane, 2005:22). The sample studied was 
purposively selected and employed the technique of snowball sampling so as to 
achieve the goal of this study. The snowball technique means that other than the 
participants that the researcher had located, the researcher made use of the available 
participants to refer the researcher to others (Babbie in De Vos et al., 2002:336). As a 
result, one volunteer who was not under the auspices of Sinosizo Project was included 
in the sample. The researcher selected those volunteers with not less than 3 months of 
active involvement in home-based care. 
 
           2.3.3  METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 
 
The researcher gathered information by means of semi-structured one-to-one  
interviews or guided interviews.  According to May as quoted by Greeff (in De Vos et 
al., 2002:298) “Semi-structured interviews are defined as those organised around areas 
of particular interest, while still allowing considerable flexibility in scope and depth”. 
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This kind of interview is also known as a guided interview because a check list is 
prepared before going into the research setting to make sure that important issues 
pertaining to the research question and goal are not left out (Greeff in De Vos et al., 
2002:297) A semi-structured one-to-one interview was chosen because of its strengths 
that include :  
 
v  This method has an interview guide that permits comprehensive and 
comparable data gathering while ensuring that all the main issues are 
covered. 
v  It is useful in obtaining data on non-verbal behaviour and 
communication. 
v  A guided interview makes use of a face-to-face encounter with 
informants which is a more person-centred approach. 
v  It is flexible allowing follow-ups, probing and clarification and 
sequencing of questions can be changed depending on the flow of the 
interview. 
v  Semi-structured interviews gather in-depth information through 
probing. 
v  The researcher is able to obtain complex, comprehensivel, sensitive 
and personal information. 
v  The setting of the interviews was negotiated with research participants 
and agreed upon before the start of interviews (De Vos et al.,  2002: 
298-302; Tutty et al., 1996:56). 
 . 
The researcher contacted the co-ordinator of Sinosizo Project who acted as a gatekeeper and 
was in a position to grant access by the researcher to the volunteers. The Sinosizo Project  
granted permission to conduct research with volunteers attached to the project. Sinosizo 
Project volunteers were asked, through their co-ordinator to identify and invite any home 
based care volunteer in Lusikisiki they know of to participate in the research. 
 
 Since Sinosizo Project volunteers meet regularly in town, the researcher asked for a slot in 
one of their meetings to introduce himself, the study, its purpose and other relevant 
information as well as asking them to be research participants for the study. Participants were 
informed about the procedure to be followed. The research question themes were also 
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presented to participants in the same meeting of self-introduction and they were explained 
thoroughly in Xhosa to enable them to get prepared for the interviews and to solicit vital 
information.  Permission to tape-record the interviews was sought. 
 
In the joint meeting with the informants it was decided that the interviews were to be 
conducted at the Roman Catholic Church in Lusikisiki Town, the central venue of meetings 
of volunteers. The researcher had to pay transport expenses of volunteers travelling from their 
villages to the central venue in town. The interviews were scheduled for 3 days and each 
research participant came on the day scheduled. The Sinosizo Project Co-ordinator organised 
a separate room for the interviews and assisted with other logistical arrangements. 
 
The semi-structured one-to-one interviews were guided by a number of broad question 
themes.  This helped the researcher to ensure that the main issues were covered, though not 
necessarily in a predetermined sequence (Schurink in De Vos et al., 1998:299).  The 
following question themes guided the interviews and they were also translated into Xhosa:  
   
1. Tell me about your experiences as a volunteer involved in HIV/AIDS home-based               
care? 
(Kha undixelele ngokuthe gabalala ngamava akho ekusebenzeni njengevolontiya 
nabantu abaphethwe yi HIV ne AIDS?) 
 
2.  What helps you do good work as a volunteer? 
 
(Yintoni ekuncedisayo ukuze uwenze ngokukuko umsebenzi wakho wobuvolontiya?) 
 
3.  What problems do you encounter in your work as a volunteer? 
 
(Ngxaki zini ohlangabezana nazo ekusebenzeni kwakho njengevolontiya?) 
 
4.  What do you think can be done to solve these problems? 
 
(Ucinga ukuba kungenziwa ntoni ukusombulula ezi ngxaki?) 
 
5.  What do you think about home-based care for people living with HIV/AIDS? 
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(Uyibona injani le nto yokunakekelwa kwabantu abaphethwe sisigulo se HIV ne 
AIDS emakhaya?) 
 
Before the interviews began, participants were given letters to sign in which they agreed to 
participate voluntarily in this study. Although the letter was written in English, it was 
explained in detail in Xhosa. Interviewees were also informed that they were free to withdraw 
at any time during the interview and the study. 
 
Probing was used repeatedly during the process of interviewing. Probing refers to attempts 
made by the researcher to deepen the responses to questions or to increase the quality of 
responses given by the interviewee (Greeff in De Vos et al., 2002:295). Probing serves to ask 
the interviewee to go deeper in answering. A number of the probing methods suggested by 
Greeff (ibid) were used and these include faking puzzlement, challenging, encouraging, 
acknowledging and direct questioning. Interviewees were able to expatiate in their responses. 
 
Tutty et al., (1996:67) believe that the purpose of the interview is lost if the researcher cannot 
record the exact words of the interviewee. It was therefore imperative that the researcher 
should develop recording mechanisms. The information gathered from the interviews was 
recorded by using a tape recorder. Although there was a slight disturbance particularly when 
tapes had to be changed, the tape recorder produced good tapes. The environment was also 
conducive to good recording in the sense that it had enough privacy, not noisy and was non- 
threatening to the interviewees (Greeff in De Vos et al., 2002:300).  The researcher also took 
brief notes during interviews particularly on points that needed probing and clarification. The 
researcher also took notes on issues surrounding non-verbal cues that were difficult to capture 
by means of a tape recorder. Tape recording the information allowed the researcher not to 
take comprehensive notes but instead to concentrate on the responses of interviewees and the 
interview process.  
 
2.3.4 METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS 
 
The researcher used Tesch's method of qualitative data analysis as described in Creswell 
(1994:154-156) and Poggenpoel (in De Vos et al., 1998:343-344). The researcher listened to 
all the tapes and transcribed them verbatim. These transcripts were then in Xhosa since the 
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interviews were conducted in Xhosa. The transcripts incorporated information from the tapes 
and personal notes written by the researcher. The researcher typed the transcripts and then 
followed Tesch’s data analysis methods.  The steps identified by Tesch in qualitative analysis 
include: 
• The researcher read all the transcripts carefully so as to get a sense of what is 
contained in the transcripts.  
• The most interesting transcript was selected and read again. As the researcher was 
reading this transcript he asked himself what it was all about. The researcher’s ideas 
and thoughts were written in the margin. 
• This process was repeated with all the transcripts jotting down all the thoughts. Topics 
and themes that emerged were then clustered into ‘Themes’, ‘Sub-themes’ and 
‘Categories’. 
• Codes were then allocated to similar topics. This exercise was repeated with all the 
transcripts coding all the topics. 
• The researcher found the most descriptive wording for the topics as themes, sub-
themes and categories were developed.  
• Appropriate abbreviations for each of the above were finalised.  
• The data in each category were grouped together. 
• The data were checked to see if re-coding was necessary and the process of analysis 
was then finalised. 
 
2.3.5 LITERATURE CONTROL 
 
This is a vital step in the qualitative research process. Guided by the themes, sub-themes and 
categories and that were identified, the researcher went out to study what other writers and 
researchers have found and used the existing literature to compare and contrast findings with 
those of the current research. 
 
2.3.6 ENSURING TRUSTWORTHINESS 
 
In qualitative research, it is important to develop strategies to ensure the trustworthiness of 
research findings.  In this study, the researcher was guided by Guba's model of ensuring 
trustworthiness as described in Krefting (1990:214-222), Marshall & Rossman (1995:143-
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148) and Poggenpoel (in De Vos et al., 1998:348-351).  This model is based on four criteria 
namely, truth value, applicability, consistency and neutrality. 
 
2.3.6.1 Truth value 
 
Truth value means that the researcher is confident that the findings are a true and honest 
reflection of the views, thoughts and experiences of the respondents in view of the research 
design, the informants and the setting that was used (Lincoln & Guba in Krefting, 1990:215). 
The strategy that was used to ensure truth value was credibility which was achieved in the 
following ways: 
       - Investigator triangulation was ensured by using an experienced independent coder 
who assisted with coding and analysis in order to confirm the researcher’s own 
analysis of the transcribed data. 
       -  The interviews were tape-recorded to capture verbatim accounts by participants 
(Krefting, 1990:218-220). 
       - Triangulation of the data sources was achieved through multiple interviews with the 
13 participants who volunteered to participate in the study. 
 
2.3.6.2 Applicability 
 
Applicability refers to the extent to which the research findings can be generalised to other 
populations, contexts and other situations (Krefting, 1990:216). This criterion was ensured by 
the fact that the researcher has provided detailed background information about the setting, 
informants and the context of research for others to determine the transferability of the 
findings to other groups and contexts. The onus to determine transferability of the findings, 
however, lies with those who would wish to transfer the findings. 
 
2.3.6.3 Consistency 
 
Dependability is the strategy used to ensure consistency in qualitative research and the 
measures that were used include the following: 
 
          - A detailed description of the research methodology including the question themes have been  
provided. 
         - A code-recode procedure was used through which the researcher re-checked the accuracy of his 
coding. 
         - The services of an independent coder were employed in order verify the researcher's coding and 
analysis. 
 
2.3.6.4 Neutrality  
 
Neutrality means that the findings are a true reflection of the informant’s experiences only and that there 
are no external influences (Krefting, 1990:216). Neutrality was ensured through the strategy of 
confirmability which was established in the following ways: 
         - An independent coder was used to check and verify coding, data analysis and interpretation of 
the research findings. 
         - The researcher's report contains verbatim narrations to substantiate statements                 
            made and to provide an audit trail or chain of evidence for interpretations.  
 
2.4 ETHICAL & LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Ethical and legal considerations have to be addressed in any research study. These are discussed in the 
section  which follows below. 
 
2.4.1  INFORMED CONSENT  
 
The research participants have a legal right to informed consent. They should be provided with adequate 
information regarding the goals, procedures, process as well as advantages and disadvantages of the 
research (Strydom in De Vos et al., 1998:25). The participants were informed about the goal and the 
methodology of the research, what their participation involves and the fact that they may refuse to 
participate or may withdraw from participating at any stage (Schurink in De Vos et al., 1998:26, Tutty 
et al., 1996:40). Participants were also informed about the time involved, the time frame of the study 
and how the information will be recorded. Participants were asked to sign a letter indicating their 
voluntary participation and their rights. A specimen of this letter is attached as Appendix 1 
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The original letter was retained by the research participant and a copy was kept by the researcher. The 
Sinosizo Project granted a letter of permission for the researcher to conduct research with volunteers 
attached to Sinosizo Project (Refer to Appendix 3). 
 
2.4.2 VIOLATION OF PRIVACY 
 
Privacy can be defined as “that which normally is not intended for others to observe or analyse” (Sieber 
in Strydom, 2005:61). Yegidis & Weinbach (in Strydom, 2005:61) remind any researcher to ensure that 
privacy and identity of research participants is always respected. The right to privacy was upheld 
through seeking informed consent of participants and they were assured that the researcher would not 
force any unwilling disclosure during the semi-structured one-to-one interviews. In addition, no 
identifying details by which participants’ anonymity or privacy could be violated will be included in the 
research report. 
 
2.4.3 ACTIONS AND COMPETENCE OF RESEARCHER 
 
The researcher is committed to good ethical standards. He has completed an advanced research 
methodology module at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) that enables him to plan 
and undertake this research study in a responsible and competent manner (Strydom, 2005:63). 
 
2.4.4 CO-OPERATION WITH COLLABORATORS 
 
The researcher co-operated with all those involved in different aspects of this study for example the 
supervisor and independent coder and the relevant gatekeepers. Although good relations were 
maintained with all those involved in different aspects of this research, the researcher did not allow such 
relations to influence the study in any manner that would violate ethical considerations (Strydom, 
2005:64). 
 
2.4.5 RELEASE OR PUBLICATION OF THE FINDINGS 
 
It is important to be transparent about any issue of the research and to compile a sound research report. 
The researcher is obliged not to manipulate any aspect of the report as he is obliged to compile an 
accurate and an objective report (Strydom, 2005:65). The report contains solely what transpired from 
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the study. A copy of the research report will be handed to Sinosizo Project whose volunteers 
participated in the study. A copy of the research report will be kept in the NMMU library to facilitate 
access to it in the future. 
 
2.4.6 RESTORATION OF RESPONDENTS 
 
The researcher convened a meeting with all volunteers after the completion of the study to clarify any 
misconceptions that might have been created in the process of the study. This is necessary so as to give 
research participants an opportunity to review and evaluate their experience in the study (Judd et al., in 
Strydom, 2005:66). Respondents highlighted the fact that the interviews enabled them to be confident 
about the work they do especially that some one like the reasearcher was interested to know about their 
work as volunteers. They also stated that their presentation skills were improved. Volunteers were more 
interested in seeing the final document of the study. 
 
2.4.7 CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
It is likely that participants will want to know how confidential their narratives are. The researcher dealt 
with confidentiality issue by not using participants’ real names in the transcripts or the research report. 
Acronyms and codes for participants and their localities were used. This was done to ensure that 
participants remain anonymous as per their right (Strydom, 2005:61). 
 
2.4.8 MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION 
 
Management of information refers to the handling of tapes, notes and transcripts both during the study 
and after it is completed (Tutty et al., 1996:40). The informants were assured of the proper safe-keeping 
of information by the researcher and that the only people who had access to it were the researcher, 
academic supervisor and the independent coder. 
 
The tapes and notes will be destroyed after the study has been completed and examined. Although the 
research report becomes a public document it does not contain any information identifying participants 
or their localities. The Sinosizo Projet has granted permission for the use of its real name in the research 
report.  Lusikisiki as the setting of the study is not concealed. 
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2.5  CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
This chapter focussed on describing the process followed in gathering data. The research design was 
unpacked and why this particular design was selected. The research population was described as the 
volunteers doing home based care under Sinosizo Project. One participant obtained through the 
snowball technique was also interviewed to make the total of 13 participants that were interviewed. The 
method of data collection was discussed as a semi-structured one-to-one interviews or guided 
interviews. The advantages and disadvantages of this method were highlighted as well as broad question 
themes that formed the basis of interviews. The method of data analysis using Tesch’s method was 
discussed as outlined in Creswell (1994:154-156). 
 
The steps of ensuring trustworthiness of research findings were presented in accordance with Guba’s 
model as described in Krefting (1991:214-222). This model has the following topics truth value, 
applicability, consistency and neutrality. 
 
Lastly, the ethical and legal considerations that were observed by the researcher were presented as well 
as how, practically, the researcher ensured that these ethical and legal considerations were respected.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND LITERATURE CONTROL REGARDING ISSUES OF 
HIV/AIDS AND FACTORS FACILITATING THE WORK OF VOLUNTEERS 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In chapter two the reader was provided with a discussion of the research methodology implemented in 
this study. In chapter three the research findings are presented as they emerged during the process of 
data analysis. The qualitative data were analysed using Tesch’s framework as described in Creswell 
(1994). The services of an independent coder were employed as a strategy to enhance the dependability 
and neutrality of the findings (Guba in Krefting, 1991). 
 
 Based on the consensus discussion between the researcher and the independent coder, five themes were 
identified. These themes are: 
 (1) Issues of HIV and AIDS.  
(2) Factors facilitating the work of volunteers.  
(3) Problems encountered by volunteers.  
(4) Possible solutions to problems encountered.  
(5) Views of volunteers regarding home-based care.  
 
This chapter will, however, focus on the discussion of the first two themes namely: 
I. Issues of HIV and AIDS. 
II. Factors facilitating the work of volunteers. 
 
Each of these themes has been sub-divided into sub-themes and in turn each sub-theme into its 
categories. 
 
Before the discussion of themes, sub-themes and categories begins, it is important to highlight that the 
researcher was in a dilemma as to how to term the persons to whom volunteers render care. Although 
there is no formal relationship of a volunteer and a client, for convenience throughout the chapter, these 
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individuals are referred to as clients. It is however, acknowledged that this terminology might carry 
other connotations. 
 
3.2   BIOGRAPHICAL PROFILE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
 
The table below provides a brief profile of participants. 
Table 3.1  Biographical profile of participants 
Interview 
number 
Code Age Sex Employment  
Status 
Experience Educational 
level 
1 Mrs M 58 Female unemployed 6 years Std 5 
2 Mrs M2 63 Female unemployed 3 years Std 5 
3 Mrs P 60 Female unemployed 9 months Std 6 
4 Ms S 20 Female unemployed 4 months Std 8 
5 Ms N2 23 Female unemployed 4 months Std 10 
6 Ms N3 25 Female unemployed 5 months Std 10 
7 Ms X 31 Female unemployed 6 months Std 10 
8 Ms S2 27 Female unemployed 6 months Std 10 
9 Ms K 38 Female unemployed 4 years Std 9 
10 Ms N4 27 Female unemployed 11 months Std 9 
11 Ms T 26 Female unemployed 4 months Std 9 
12 Ms N 30 Female unemployed 4 years Std 10 
13 Mrs H 56 Female unemployed 4 months Std 7 
 
 
 
The analysis of the profile of the research participants in table 3.1 reveals important characteristics. 
Firstly, the gender bias of the participants is glaring. The composition of the research sample indicates 
that 100% of the participants are females. This confirms the assertion by many authors who argue that 
‘caring’ particularly ‘home caring’ is the burden of women Blinkhoff et al., 1999:49; Fitzwater, 1998:9; 
Walker et al., 2004:50). These authors (ibid) attribute this bias to tradition where the traditional role of 
caring within families is the responsibility of women. 
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Secondly, the profile shows that 100% of the research sample are women who are unemployed. Women 
in South Africa are disproportionately represented among the unemployed where more women are 
unemployed compared to men (May, Woolard & Klasen, 2000:39). 
 
Thirdly, in terms of the educational qualifications, they range from Std 5 to Std 10. Nearly 40% are 
youth with Std 10 which confirms the position propagated by Uys (2003:12) that volunteers are people 
who lack opportunities and therefore should not be exploited because they are vulnerable by being made 
to work for free. 
 
Fourthly, the sample is predominantly youth because about 70% is youth in their 20s and early 30s. This 
again represents the high unemployment rates among the youth. 
 
3.3  DISCUSSION OF THEMES, SUB-THEMES AND CATEGORIES 
 
Before embarking on the discussion of the findings, an overview of the themes, sub-themes and 
categories are displayed in the table below.  
 
Table 3.2  Overview of themes, sub-themes and categories 
THEMES SUB-THEMES CATEGORIES 
1. Issues of HIV and AIDS 1.1 Nature of  care offered 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.2  Relationship building and 
the disclosure of illness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3 Perceptions held by clients 
and relatives  
 
 
1.1.1 Diseases, 
symptoms  and 
treatment  
1.1.2 Spiritual and 
Counselling services 
1.1.3 Educating family 
members 
  
 
1.2.1 Managing 
process of entry and 
client reactions 
1.2.2 Secrecy and 
stigma  
1.2.3  Trust and 
disclosure 
 
 
1.3.1 Neglect of the 
patient  
1.3.2.Role of 
Caregiver versus that 
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1.4 Volunteers’ perceptions 
about HIV and AIDS  
of relatives 
 
 
1.4.1 Causes of HIV 
and Aids 
 
2. Factors facilitating the 
work of volunteers 
2.1 Assistance given by Sinosizo 
Home Based Care Project 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Motivation to become a 
volunteer 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Personality traits 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.4 Networking and collaboration  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.1 Training 
2.1.2 Provision of 
material assistance 
2.1.3 Professional  and 
emotional support  
 
 
2.2.1Personal 
experience at home 
2.2.2 Motivation from   
home and the church  
2.2.3 Hope for an 
incentive  
 
2.3.1Personal qualities 
2.3.2 Resourcefulness  
2.3.3 Positive relations 
with clients and 
families  
2.3.4 Commitment  
2.3.5 Effective 
communication skills 
 
 
2.4.1 Guidance and 
support by peers  
2.4.2 Government 
institutions  
2.4.3 Assistance by 
extended family, 
neighbours and 
traditional authorities  
2.4.4 Understanding 
by own family 
2.4.5 Marketing of 
home based care 
2.4.6 Christian values 
and principles 
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3.3.1 THEME ONE: ISSUES OF HIV AND AIDS 
 
Volunteers have expressed their experiences in a number of ways with a variety of overtones. Under 
this theme the discussion will center around four sub-themes and these are (1) Nature of care offered, 
(2) Relationship building and the disclosure of illness, (3) Perceptions held by clients and families, (4) 
Volunteers’ perceptions. Each of these sub-themes is discussed separately. 
 
3.3.1.1  Nature of care offered 
 
In this sub-theme volunteers unpacked what exactly it is that they do when they engage with their 
clients and families. This sub-theme is further divided into three broad categories. These categories are 
(1) Diseases, symptoms and treatment (2) Spiritual and counseling services and (3) Educating family 
members. The three categories will be discussed individually and there will be verbatim quotations from 
volunteers themselves to substantiate on the issue. 
 
1.  Diseases, symptoms and treatment 
 
 Almost all the volunteers touched on the various kinds of illnesses they attend to when visiting their 
clients. Wight, LeBlanc & Aneshensel (1998:61) contend that as a result of disease progression in 
people with AIDS there are various symptoms that appear and people living with HIV and AIDS 
(PLWHA) require assistance in all of these. It helps to defocus from HIV and AIDS or otherwise no 
client would wish to be seen by them. This is in line with the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS 
which will be discussed later. As it was highlighted, the diseases that are attended by volunteers are 
varied. The words of Ms K clarify the issue:  
“Sibona abantu abangaphilanga. Besingajonganga bantu bane AIDS kuphela, besidibana nezinto 
ezininzi ebantwini like abanye bane T.B., abanye banezitroke, abanye bane hayihayi, ibe zi AIDS.”  
 
[We see sick people. We were not focusing on people with AIDS only, we met various sicknesses in 
people like T.B., others have stroke, others have high blood pressure, then there is AIDS.] 
 
As it was stated earlier, the informant stresses that they do not attend only to people who suffer from 
AIDS. Other people they take care of suffer from T.B., others from high blood pressure and others have 
suffered stroke. Sims and Moss (1995:11) confirm that PLWHA often present diseases such as total 
body pain, neuropathy, weight loss, nausea/vomiting, diarrhea, skin problems etc. 
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Because the study focuses on the experiences of volunteers in caring for people with AIDS, there was 
no in-depth information asked in relation to other illnesses and the discussion throughout this chapter 
will ignore other illnesses and pay particular attention to issues around AIDS. This however does not 
water down, or undermine or treat as trivial / insignificant the work done by volunteers around other 
illnesses. 
  
In the narratives, volunteers mention a wide range of symptoms they observe in their clients. Hubley 
(2002:250 refers to symptoms such as “those opportunistic infections that take advantage of the 
damaged immune system”. They range from physically observable signs of illness to psychological 
mental disturbance and /or confusion. Ms N reports that: 
 
“Ndafika ene thrush emlonyeni, wayevomitha ngasentla, Ukutya kungahlali ngaphakathi esiswini, 
ndaphawula ukuba ne diarrhea ikhona, enayo ke ne rash ekhoyo apha emzimbeni and e weak 
emzimbeni wakhe. Ndibona futhi ne weight ukuba uyiluzile.”  
 
“Uye ufike umntu ebhityile, ufike enenwele eziyephuyephu entloko, ufike abanye ii nails ezi zabo 
zitshintshile umbala.”  
    
“Nee swollen feet kuyenzeka kwabanye zibe khona, kube khona nalaa nto yephika kwabanye abantu”  
 
[When I arrived he/she had thrush in the mouth, vomiting, I noticed that there was diarrhea, had rash 
on the body, was weak, had lost much weight.] 
 
[Others are very lean, hair funny and unusual, others have nails with changed colours.] 
 
[Others have swollen feet and others with asthma.] 
 
These quotations emphasize the fact that clients display a number of symptoms like thrush in the mouth, 
vomiting, diarrhea, rash on the body, weak physically, weight loss, lean , unusual hair, funny nails, 
swollen feet and then asthma.  Any combination of these symptoms would indeed make one weak and 
therefore be unable to sufficiently carry on with his/her normal life without a need to be supported in 
one way or the other by someone else. According to Wight et al., (1998:61) PLWHA often find it 
difficult to carry on with their life tasks without assistance. The nature of this support and care by 
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someone else depends largely on the stage of illness (Ibid), the length of illness and whether one has a 
stable family support system.  
 
In their own words, volunteers agree that from time to time, in their practice, they have to administer 
and issue treatment to their clients. In almost all the transcripts, volunteers have had to give treatment. 
Some of the direct quotations testify that indeed volunteers administer and issue treatment to clients.  
Ms N reports as follows:  
 
“Ndisakube ndizibonile iimpawu ezina ndiyakwazi ukuba ndimncede ngezinto ezithile mhlawumbi. If 
ngumntu one thrush emlonyeni ndiyakwazi ukuba ndizokumnceda ndize apha e Roma ndikhe I sourfig 
ndikwazi ukuba ndifike ndimhlikihle ngayo but ndingamxelelanga ukuba unantoni. Ndifike ndimfake 
yona kusuke laa thrush iphaya emlonyeni.” 
 
[When I have seen the symptoms, I do help the client with some treatment. If the client has thrush in the 
mouth, I go the Roman Catholic Church mission where I get sourfig and treat her/him with it in the 
mouth but without telling him/her his illness. I use the sourfig to treat thrush in the mouth.] 
 
This means that the volunteer looks at the symptoms and then make a decision as to the appropriate 
regime of treatment to use. Ms N states that in her clients with thrush in the mouth she uses sourfig that 
she gets from the mission. Sourfig is a medicinal plant usually used as a flower/decorative plant. 
Although volunteers use sourfig to heal thrush mostly, Neil (2005:83) adds that sourfig carpobrotus 
edulis is used for insects bites, skin irritation, vaginal thrush as well as sore throat. This plant is planted 
in the mission garden. The Sister who is Coordinator of Sinosizo Home Based Care Project, trained all 
volunteers on how to use the plant with clients with thrush. Some volunteers reported that they have 
planted the same plant at their homes so as to use it with their clients. 
  
The sourfig plant, in clients with HIV and AIDS, is used as alternative medicine and according to these 
volunteers it helps to treat thrush completely.   
 
Mrs H states that: “Uye athi umntu akhale ngeentlungu athi hayi ndiphethwe zintlungu . Ndithi ke mna 
hayi zikhona ezilapha kum kha ubambe ezi…athi omnye ndifa yintloko, omnye akhale ngesinqa. Mna ke 
ndisoloko ndisebenzisa i Brufen kuba ndingumntu wesifo samathambo, ndimcuntsulele kuba 
ndisebenzisa i Brufen ke mna nee panado…ndiye ndifike ngenye imini athi ke yena hayi zandinceda 
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iipilisi zakho. Okanye athumele umntwana athi kha utsho kubani ukuba akhe andiphe kweziya pilisi 
zibomvu wayendiphe zona.” 
 
[Client would complain of pains, then I say to him/her there are tablets with me so get them. One would 
complain of headache, another of lower abdominal pains. I use Brufen for my own illness. I use Brufew 
and panado as I am an orthopedic patient. Then I would give my client the same Brufew and panado. 
When I visit the client again, the client would say your tablets have helped me. Or the client would send 
a child to me to ask for those red tablets that you gave me the other day.] 
 
Clearly it shows that volunteers do give out tablets to their clients. But, unfortunately, these are usually 
tablets intended for their personal use, but coincidentally the clients get helped reportedly to such an 
extent that when the client feels the same pains, she/he would ask for the same tablets. Transfer of 
treatment by volunteers that is use of treatment not prescribed for that illness or for that patient may be 
caused by a number of reasons which will not be outlined here. Suffice it to note that treatment intended 
for another illness and for another person is used for someone else according to this study. Many writers 
agree that chronic and acute pain are common complications in people suffering from HIV/AIDS 
(Capaldini, 1999:257; Sims and Moss, 1995:77; Sherman, 2001:174; Van Dyk, 1999:103). This pain is 
usually experienced in the lower extremities, pain can be caused by Kaposi’s sarcoma lesions, there are 
often severe headaches, pain of the oral, rectal or vaginal mucous membranes, muscle aches, chest pain, 
alcerations and surgical wounds (Fahrner in Van Dyk, 1999:103). However, Sims and Moss (1995:77) 
argue that “It is important to identify the type, site, severity and persistence of the pain being described. 
Each pain should be clearly identified and, where possible, the patient should be asked to quantify the 
pain”. It is important to manage pain and any other symptoms so as to enhance the quality of life of the 
client (Sherman, 2001:174). Volunteers are not allowed to administer any treatment to their clients 
unless it was prescribed by the medical doctor for that particular condition.   
   
Ms S agrees that: “Nathi ngamanye amaxesha siyakwazi ukubaphathela i treatment , esiyithatha ezi 
clinic esiyifumana nase mission e town. Into ezinjenge panado, iipain drop, i glucose siyazifumana apha 
ku Sister. Nase clinic siyazinikwa izinto ezinje nge Dettol ii madugula zokuhlamba umntu mhlawumbi 
xa enezilonda.”   
 
[Sometimes we bring them treatment that we get from the clinic or from the mission in town. Things like 
panado, pain drop, glucose that we get from Sister. Sometimes the clinic supplies us with treatment like 
dettol, madugula which are used to wash the client with wounds.] 
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Ms S also highlights the fact that they give some form of treatment to clients. They get this treatment 
either from the Sister (The Sister is the Sister in the Roman Catholic Church mission at Lusikisiki town 
and she is the Head and Coordinator of Sinosizo Home Based Care Project, and from now Sister in this 
report would just be referring to her) or from the clinics. 
 
Volunteers also supervise taking of treatment by clients. This is due to a number of factors inter alia, (1) 
clients stay alone or have no family members who ensure that appropriate treatment is taken at 
appropriate times and at correct doses (2) family member is old or illiterate and does not understand 
directions for use of medication 
 (3) Family members may just forget and therefore client may not take treatment regularly as directed. 
Volunteers undertake much of this supervision of treatment.  
 
Lusikisiki, the site of the research study, is where Medecins Sans Frontieres in partnership with Nelson 
Mandela Foundation first piloted the roll out of ARV therapy in October 2003 (Siyaphila La 
Programme Report 2005:1). Volunteers were responsible for supervising ARV therapy treatment taken 
by PLWHA as well as any treatment taken by their clients including TB treatment. The report combines 
all the treatment taken and supervised by volunteers irrespective of the nature of illness. TB is the most 
common opportunistic disease affecting people with HIV/AIDS in Africa (Hubley, 2002:27; Walker, 
Reid, & Cornell, 2004:73; Van Dyk, 2001:43). According to the estimate by Coker & Miller and 
UNAIDS (in Van Dyk 2001:43) more that 50% of people with HIV/AIDS in Africa are also co-infected 
with TB. Van Dyk (1999:24) maintains that “Non-compliance with TB treatment and the resultant 
development of multidrug resistant TB strains are enormous obstacles in our fight against TB”. The 
same author (Ibid) argue that 20% of TB patients who start treatment do not complete it in South Africa.  
 
In relation to ARV therapy, Hecht and Chesney (1999:117) state that the administration of ARV therapy 
has underscored the importance of adherence to treatment because “missed doses of medication, 
however, reduce the efficacy of viral suppression, allowing new viral replication and the development 
of drug-resistant mutations”. 
 
In TB treatment, the strategy that has been adopted to help to cure TB is called the Directly Observed 
Treatment Short course (DOTS) and the DOTS strategy “uses patients observers to watch TB patients 
swallow each dose of medicine for the complete treatment period of six months (Van Dyk, 2001:47).   
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Volunteers are involved in educating their clients about the importance of adherence to treatment in 
order to achieve better results (Hecht and Chesney, 1999:120). The same authors emphasize that “for 
most patients, it is useful to provide clear, written directions that tell patients exactly what times during 
the day to take medications, and include other information such as whether to take medications on an 
empty stomach or with food” (Ibid). Volunteers make use of this information to explain and interpret on 
behalf of their clients and their relatives.     
 
Ms S reports: “Ndiye ndifike ndijonge le treatment ayinikiweyo kwa Gqira. Ukuba ii pilisi ziselwa 
kangaphi na ngemini. Ndimxelele ukuba ezipilisi zityiwa kanga ngemini, ezi pilisi zisebenzise phambi 
kokuba uzitye qale utye kuqala, fumana ukutya before utye ezi pilisi… le pilisi yiginye ekuseni naxa 
ulala, okanye le pilisi yitye ibe yi one ngeminiungazityi zibe mbini.”  
 
[When I arrive I look at the treatment given to the client by the Doctor. I check how many times per day 
are tablets taken. I tell the client that these tablets are taken this often per day, take these tablets after 
meals, this tablet you take in the morning and before going to bed or take this tablet only once a day.] 
 
What the volunteers do is just to supervise the taking of treatment to ensure that client adhere to 
treatment directions. This is very important even if the client is not on bed because clients may not 
recover or respond to treatment if it not taken according to directions.  
 
Ms K agrees with Ms S when she says: “Ndimjonge ukuba uyityile itreatment yakhe okanye uyitya 
njani. Mhlawumbi itreatment ubengekayityi , uzame ukumtyisa, ayitye”  
 
[I check whether she/he has taken treatment or how he/she takes it. If he/she has not yet taken 
treatment, you assist her/him to take treatment and he/she takes it.] 
 
2.  Spiritual and counseling services 
 
The study reveals that volunteers are involved in spiritual and counseling services. These services are 
directed at both the client and the family. Volunteers quote some instances when they have had to carry 
out these services. Ms X recalls: “Sifundiswa nange nkolo. Awuvele uye nje phaya kwesiya sigulani 
uyakwazi nokuba xa ubona namhlanje ubone ukuba ma uke udlule ngomthandazo, ubomeleze.”  
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[We are also taught Christianity. You do not just go to that client, when you feel that today you can just 
go for a prayer, just to strengthen them.] 
 
What volunteers report is that between their schedules they would decide that on a particular day they 
would visit the client to pray just to instill hope and invite the holy spirit. This spiritual aspect of service 
is fundamental in the whole concept of volunteerism. Firstly, Sinosizo Project, under whose auspices 
most of these volunteers work was founded by the Roman Catholic Church and is run by the church on 
christian principles and values. It is thus not surprising that volunteers state that they were taught 
christianity and when they deal with their clients they put christianity first. 
 
Ms K also admits the power of prayer when she argues: “Safika enomdla futhi sathandaza, futhi watsho 
naye iculo lakhe alithandayo, wayengena e Zion, sathandaza sonwaba.”   
 
[When we arrived she/he was in a good mood, and we prayed, she/he sang his/her own song that he/she 
likes, his/her church denomination was Zion, we prayed and enjoyed it.] 
 
Many authors highlight the importance of spiritual and religious counseling of HIV/AIDS clients. 
Hodge, Hodge & Williams, Jacobs (in Kruger & Williams, 2003:347) argue that the terms spirituality 
and religion overlap. But religion is associated with the “formal adherence to a belief system, the 
endorsement of the values, ethics, practices and beliefs of a specific faith” (Cascio, Gotterer, Hodge & 
Williams in Kruger & Williams, 2003:347) whereas on the other hand spirituality can be “expressed 
without any religious experience or connection” (Gotterer, Jacobs in Kruger & Williams, 2003:348).  
 
Spirituality can be defined differently but Carson, Goddard, Golberg, Sardana, Shelly & Fish (in 
Mahlungulu and Uys, 2004:16) propose that human spirituality entails “a need for meaning and purpose 
in life, a need for hope, trust, faith in self, others and in a power beyond self, a need for forgiveness, a 
need to establish and maintain a dynamic relationship with self, others and the Ultimate Other”. This 
definition is comprehensive enough and it covers elements of both religion and spirituality and this 
report adopts this definition. Ver Beek (in Kruger & Williams, 2003:349) postulates that “the failure to 
recognize the centrality of spirituality ultimately robs the poor of opportunities to tap into whatever 
strength, power, and hope that this dimension gives them”. Spirituality should also be viewed as 
connected to other dimensions of human well being such as social, physical, emotional, intellectual and 
occupational well being (Candler et al., in Kruger & Williams, 2003:348). Oldnall (in Mahlungulu and 
Uys, 2004:15) refers to holistic caring of a person by taking bio-psycho-social, moral and spiritual 
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aspects of a person’s being into consideration. Ross (in Mahlungulu and Uys, 2004:16) provide 
evidence that spiritual enrichment is positively linked to a good quality of life of a sick and suffering 
person. The desire to maintain a relationship with a supernatural being has an inherent healing effect 
especially when one is faced with life threatening and painful situations (Rasi, Reed in Mahlungulu and 
Uys, 2004:16). Thus, spirituality can be viewed as an essential component of the volunteer’s 
intervention with a client living with HIV/AIDS. 
 
 Counseling services form part of the work volunteers practice with their clients. Ms T confirms this 
when she states: “Xa ngaba kuye kwafumaniseka kwa Gqira ukuba u HIV awuna AIDS unesandulela . 
So kufuneka wena utye itreatment yasesibhedlela . Uphinde futhi utye izinto eziza kuthi ziye egazini 
ezinje nge khaphetshu efresh uyikhe egadini ne spinach ufumane nje izakha mzimba into oza 
kuyifumana ibe fresh.”    
 
[When it is discovered by the Doctor that one is HIV positive, she/he has no AIDS but is just HIV 
positive. What is important is that you take your treatment from the hospital. You should also eat 
healthy food like fresh cabbage from the garden and also spinach. You need just to get immune boosters 
and you need to get fresh vegetables.] 
 
Ms T meets with her client after the client has gone for HIV and AIDS testing and the doctor has 
informed the client about his/her HIV status. In HIV and AIDS, at this stage it is extremely vital that 
counseling should be provided so that the client obtains all the necessary knowledge and facts that will 
enable the client to see the need to continue with life.  
 
This is just some of the counselling services volunteers have to undertake. They sit down with their 
clients and provide advice and counselling. At times they provide counselling to family members. What 
is important is that clients should understand the disease and what to expect when. The definition of 
counselling offered by WHO (in Van Dyk, 1999:109) is appropriate for the context of this report and it 
states that counselling is “a process of dialogue and interaction aimed at facilitating problem-solving 
and understanding, and increasing motivation. Counselling is designed to provide support at times of 
crisis; to promote change when change is required; to propose realistic action in the context of different 
life situations; and to assist individuals to accept information on health and well-being and adapt to its 
implications”. This definition is all-encompassing and Christie & Hickson (in Van Dyk, 1999:110) 
assert that counseling basically comprises two functions, that is, education and support. By education 
Christie & Hickson (Ibid) refer to the process of “disseminating information about AIDS in order to 
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reduce fear and ignorance, dispel myths, change people’s attitudes and sexual behaviour- thus 
preventing the spread of HIV infection”. People with HIV/AIDS should be informed about the nature of 
illness afflicting them, its prognosis and its medical, psycho-social, legal and financial implications 
(Christie & Hickson in Van Dyk, 1999:110). The support function of counseling entails the provision of 
emotional and social support by encouraging the HIV positive people to live a positive life and change 
their sexual relations so as to live longer in spite of the disease (Ibid). There shouldt be ongoing and 
continuous counseling of PLWHA from pre-screening up to and including bereavement support and 
counseling without any unclosed gap (Sims and Moss, 1995:94). This is vital for the promotion of the 
quality of life of people living with HIV/AIDS. Sims and Moss (Ibid) further argue that the emotional 
and social needs of PLWHA should be met whether they are in hospital or at home and that primary 
caregivers and volunteers should be capacitated to take care of all these client needs.  
 
In maintaining counseling relationships, it is important for counselors to create an environment that 
would be conducive to counseling (Knott, 2003:52). Knott (Ibid) adds further that basic counselling 
skills have to be applied. These skills include observation skills, sensitivity to non-verbal cues, tracking 
skills as well as responsiveness (Ibid).  
   
 3.  Educating family members 
 
According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary (1995 sv “training”) training means the “act or process of 
teaching or learning a skill, discipline etc”. Volunteers report that when they visit the families they 
realize the need to offer some training on a number of issues. Such training mostly center around how to 
care for the sick family member, how to support, encourage and supervise taking of treatment as was 
stated earlier on, basic health and hygiene, and what they should expect from the sick as the disease 
progresses. Blinkhoff, Bukanga, Syamalevwe & Williams (1999:15) state that “home care can take the 
form of medical and nursing care, material and practical assistance, as well as emotional, social and 
spiritual support”. The same authors, Blinkhoff et al. (Ibid) maintain that there is a need to strengthen 
the capacity of both the family and the community to be able to effectively take care of the needs of 
PLWHA. Home-based Care (2005:32) stresses the fact that PLWHA as well as their families have the 
sole responsibility of rendering care at the home setting. Home-based Care (Ibid) further states that it is 
the responsibility of the volunteer to train and teach the family the necessary skills that will enable them 
to efficiently discharge their responsibilities of caring for the chronically sick person. 
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 Ms K reports about one of these sessions, “So iipilisi ezi zenzeni ngolu hlobo, xa ziphelile ndikhona. 
Kuba andizi kukwazi ukuza every day apha…so nimtyise kanje nakanje”,  “ Nawe xa umhlamba ndicela 
ungamhlambi ngaphandle kokuba ufake ezi gloves…uqiniseke ukuba ufaka lamaglavisi ngoba kaloku lo 
mntu unezilonda. Naxa esopha igazi liyangena apha kuwe ngoba nawe iza kukuthelela le nto afa yiyo.”  
 
[So, with regard to tablets, do this way, when treatment is finished contact me. Because I will not 
manage to come everyday here,…so let the client take this treatment this way.  Even yourself when you 
wash him/her, please do not wash him/her without using these gloves…. Make sure you use these gloves 
because the person has wounds. When he/she bleeds your blood will mix with hers and you will also get 
infected with what she/he suffers from.] 
 
What Ms K is reportedly doing is educating the family members on how the treatment should be taken, 
that members should use gloves when washing the person, what safe precautions they should take. They 
should make sure that the blood of the sick does not mix with theirs because they will be infected with 
whatever the sick person suffers from. The home care setting provides an opportunity to health workers 
and volunteers to do health promotion (Kemm and Close, 1995:286). It is a practical situation where the 
health worker or volunteer can watch the trainee do what she/he is taught. Kemm and Close (Ibid) and 
Van Dyk (1999:108) recognize that caregiving in the home setting is usually done by informal carers, 
that is, spouses, family members, friends etc and that these informal carers should also be protected lest 
they infect themselves in the process of caring for the PLWHA. This is where health education becomes 
critical.   
 
The report by Ms N2 gives some further clarity about what they educate these families about especially 
around basic health and hygiene. She states that: “Ndihlale ke ndibafundise ngesifo esi ukuba 
unakekelwa kanjani umntu onaso like i T.B. , umntu onayo akufuneki nje enze nokuba kukanjani. Athufe 
nokuba kuphi. Ndithi ukuba nimnika noba yi tissue athufe abe sele efaka eplastikini. Xa sele zininzi 
niyaziqoqa zonke nizitshise ukuze zingathathwa ngabantwana bazidlalise and kufuneka nimnakekele 
nge treatment. Ukuze amane eyilanda esibhedlela adle itreatment ngendlela eyiyo.”  
 
[I sit down and educate them about the disease and how to care for one with it like T.B. The person with 
T.B. does not have to do in whatever way. He/she should not spit wherever, I say give the person even if 
it’s a tissue into which to spit his/her sputum and put into a plastic bag. When these are too many, you 
collect all of them and burn them so that children may not play with them. Make sure the person takes 
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his/her T.B. treatment. When it is finished he/she must go and fetch it from hospital and he must take his 
treatment regularly according to directions.] 
 
In this quotation Ms N2 elaborates about the kind of information she gives to the family members. This 
is basic health and hygiene education which is also very important in the households because if these 
are not observed households will be attacked by disease that would have been prevented. So basic 
health and hygiene education is a prevention strategy. This involves some form of basic nursing care 
such as bed baths, toileting, dressing minor wounds and feeding as well as basic hygiene such as. hand 
washing , use of gloves, ensure clean and safe environment, and personal care like the use of 
toothbrushes (Schoeman, 2000:100-102). 
 
3.3.1.2  Relationship building and the disclosure of illness 
 
Many authors have written quite extensively on the concept of relationship in social work but there is no 
agreement on its definition (Potgieter, 1998:98). Perlman (in Potgieter, 1998:98) offers a working 
definition of relationship by stating that it is “a catalyst, an enabling dynamism in the support, nurture 
and freeing of peoples energies and motivations torward problem-solving and the use of help”. The 
same author adds that “it is a human being’s feeling or sense of emotional bonding with another (Ibid). 
While Compton and Galaway (1989:276) maintain that “what makes the social work relationship 
special is that its purpose and goal are conscious and deliberate”.  
This sub-theme is also divided into three separate categories. These three categories are (1) Managing 
process of entry and client reaction, (2) Secrecy and stigma, (3) Trust and disclosure. These three 
categories will be discussed separately. 
 
1.  Managing process of entry and client reaction 
 
What volunteers highlight is the process of entering the families and after entering the families the 
difficulty of engaging with the client. When they enter these families, they have to introduce 
themselves, who they are, where they come from, what organization they work for and what exactly it is 
that they are doing.  Ms N gives a clear picture when she outlines her experience: “Okokuqala 
ezigulanini ufika uyasibulisa, ubuza impilo, udlule uzichaze ukuba ungubani ka bani wenza ntoni, 
umsebenzi wakho yintoni. Uchaze ukuba lomsebenzi wawuqala nini, uphantsi kwantoni. Ukwenzela 
ukuba isigulani sikwazi.”  
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[Firstly when you arrive, you greet fully, you introduce yourself who you are, what you do or what is 
the work you are doing. You state when you started the job, what is the organization under which you 
work, so that the client should know you.] 
 
Basically Ms N is explaining the process of entry into these households. This self introduction is critical 
for the building of a working relationship. Corey and Corey (2003:120) confirm that when you work 
with both voluntary and involuntary clients what determines their full engagement in the process of 
relationship building is the conditions you have created during your initial contact. As the worker, your 
goal should be the creation of a reciprocal relationship where both parties feel obliged to contribute 
(Ibid). What facilitates the entire process is the worker’s communication skills which include attending, 
listening, empathy and probing (Van Dyk, 2001:214).  
 
The volunteer should not appear as if she is hiding information because once clients suspect that you do 
not give full information, they will not allow you to work with them. They are also free to ask the 
volunteer some questions in order to clear any questions. 
 
After the volunteer has introduced herself, clients react in various ways. Almost all the volunteers report 
that clients ask them where they obtained the information that someone was sick. At first reactions are 
negative and clients give volunteers a very difficult time.  Ms K explains what happens when the 
reaction is negative,  
  
 “Mhlawumbi omnye abe luhlaza. Uthi uba uthethe athi , ufuna ukuthini , ufuna ukuthi ndine AIDS ke 
ngoku …Nditsho kuba ukuba ndike ndaphelelwa ngamandla avele athi umntu une AIDS.” 
 
[Sometimes one becomes very rude, when you start speaking client would say, what do you want to say , 
you want to say I have AIDS now… I say this because whenever I become weak people would just say I 
have AIDS.] 
 
This is an example of how clients can react negatively at the beginning of a relationship and some so 
negatively that volunteers may lose hope that a positive working relationship will ever be established. 
This is experienced in situations where the worker is dealing with involuntary clients who may not even 
believe that you have the capacity to help him/her (Corey and Corey, 2003:119). What is important is to 
deal with the clients’ doubts and resistance rather than avoid or suppress it (Ibid). Because of the 
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importance of relationships, Potgieter (1998:98) argues that many people fail to establish functional 
working relationships although they may work very hard toward achieving it. 
 
The explanation given by Ms N3 also is an example of some of the reaction volunteers get. Ms N3 
reports: 
 
 “Wayamkela le nto ndangena nyani deep ke ngoku. Waya eba serious okukhona ndiya ndimqhela. 
Nabazali bakhe ke ngoku ndabazi. Ndakwazi nokungena ebazalini kwaba mnandi kuba bebona ukuba 
ndamkeleke kakhulu apha emgulini.” 
   
[He/she accepted what I said, then I entered deep into my work as a volunteer. He/she became serious 
as we build our relationship.  I started to know his/her parents. I was then able to build the relationship 
with his/her parents and it became enjoyable and they did this because they realized that the sick person 
accepted me without reservations.] 
 
The example given by Ms N3 suggests that client reactions can be positive and this facilitates the 
building of a relationship with other family members. Ms N3 was accepted by the client first and this 
enabled her to be accepted by other family members. 
 
2.  Secrecy and stigma 
 
HIV and AIDS is still surrounded by a significant degree of secrecy and stigma. Alonzo and Reynolds 
(in Deacon, 2005:16) view stigmatized people as “a category of people who are pejoratively regarded 
by the broader society and who are devalued, shunned or otherwise lessened in their life chances and in 
access to the humanizing benefit of free and unfettered social intercourse”.  People do not want to be 
known to be suffering from HIV and AIDS and their families do not want their relative to be identified 
with HIV and AIDS (Campbell, Nair, Maimane & Sibiya, 2005:11; Sethosa and Peltzer, 2005:35). This 
is because of a number of reasons. The community has not yet accepted HIV and AIDS and people who 
suffer from it. It is thought of as an abomination of some kind. They still view it as a curse or some with 
AIDS was because of his/her promiscuous behavior. Campbell et al., (2005:15) identifies some of the 
possible causes of stigma and these are fear, HIV/AIDS information that people get, the fact that 
HIV/AIDS is linked to sex, poverty, not enough open discussion and lastly lack of HIV/AIDS 
management services. The family with a member suffering with HIV and AIDS feels ashamed that their 
relative has brought the family into a disrepute and disgrace. The fact that this relative is suffering from 
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this disease should not be known by the community, it must be a secret hidden within the walls of the 
home. The person suffering from HIV and AIDS also feels ashamed that he/she has placed his/her 
family into such disrepute and disgrace (Deacon, 2005:17; Sethosa and Peltzer, 2005:35). He/she feels 
that this should be a secret within him/herself and it should never be known in the family that she 
suffers from the disease. When he/she discloses he/she must be certain that it will be kept secret and 
he/she will not be stigmatized (Sethosa and Peltzer, 2005:35). The person suffering from the disease 
does not want to disclose his/her sickness to someone in whom he/she has absolute confidence that 
he/she will not let her down. 
 
The views of some of the informants highlight this fact even further. Ms K’s experience bears 
testimony, “Ulifake inbetween iimatrass ezi apha ebhedini yakhe. Apho aziyo ukuba akuzi kuphatha 
mntu kuba uhleli elele. Kwayena ulifake kwi cover ye sponge ukwenzela ukuba lingabonwa mntu. Noba 
baphakamisa ibhedi abazi kulibona icard. Ulifake eplastikini walisongela lalincinci”, “Nyani lo sisi 
wandixelela ukuba mna sisi ingxaki endinayo ndine AIDS.” 
 
“Xa ufika mhlawumbi kumama wakhe athi “unantoni uthi unantoni ishi myeke lowo ahlale phaya, 
kokukuziphatha kakubi kwabo.” 
 
[She has placed it in-between the matrasses in her bed, where she knows that no one will ever touch 
because she is always on bed. She has placed it in a cover of a sponge so that no one may see it. Even 
when they make up the bed they will never see her card. She placed it inside the plastic and wrapped the 
plastic into a small packet. Indee d this client disclosed to me that her major problem is that she is 
suffering from AIDS.] 
 
[When you meet her mother, her mother would just say, ‘What is she suffering from, what does she say 
she suffers from, let her stay there, it is because of their ill-discipline’.] 
 
Ms K’s experience indicates that indeed secrecy and stigma play a pivotal role in HIV and AIDS. Her 
client was hiding her hospital card so that no one, even by the slightest mistake, may ever see the 
hospital card. She was aware that her illness might have been written on the card. So in order to keep 
this secret, the card must be hidden. When the card was revealed, it was to a volunteer, someone she 
trusted. She then disclosed to a volunteer again that she suffers from AIDS. 
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The mother of the sick person shows by her behavior that she is utterly frustrated with her daughter’s 
illness. She might have suspected that her daughter suffers from AIDS and she seemingly was ashamed 
of this and as a result she was stigmatizing her daughter, discriminating her (Zibalese-Crawford, 
1993:27).  
 
Ms N2 also shares her own experience, “Ngokuya sifumanisa seva ukuba usisi wakhona uyagula but 
umama wakhona uyamfihla, akafuni sisebenze ngaye. Akafuni kuchaza ukuba lo mntu uyagula unokuthi 
nokuthi nokuthi… ufihla isigulo sakhe eso anaso akafuni saziwe ngabantu.”    
 
[We got the information that someone was sick there, but her mother was hiding her, she does not want 
us to work with her (the sick person). She does not want to report that her daughter was ill and what 
was she suffering from. She hides the sickness of her daughter and does not want the illness to be known 
by people.] 
 
This account by Ms N2 also reveals that there is still much secrecy in families about HIV and AIDS and 
it can be assumed that she knew or was aware of what her daughter was suffering from. She did not 
want to touch anything regarding the illness of her daughter. Probably, because of the stigma she 
associated the disease with, she decided to hide the illness lest this place her in disgrace. 
 
3.  Trust and disclosure 
 
Brammer (in Potgieter, 1998:101) contends that trust and distrust are significant attributes in 
relationships. What was discovered from the analysis of the transcripts is that building trust with the 
client and disclosure is a process. The process needs to be followed step-by-step and it cannot be rushed 
at the pace of the volunteer. Van Dyk (1999:110) stresses the importance of time for the development of 
rapport and trust. The processes of building trust have to be understood by the volunteer. Van Dyk 
(2001:270) maintains that for PLWHA “whether to or not to disclose their HIV-positive status is a 
difficult decision for HIV infected individuals to make because disclosure (or non-disclosure) is often 
followed by major and life-changing consequences”. The same author adds that disclosure is a personal 
and individual decision, so it is important to consider personal circumstances of the person (Ibid). Some 
reasons that have been advanced for non-disclosure include fear of negative reaction, discrimination, 
context of disclosure, fear of violence and concern for confidentiality (Sethosa and Peltzer, 2005:34-35). 
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 Trust develops when the client has confidence in the helper and is satisfied about the honest motives of 
the helper so that the client does not disclose his/her innermost secret only to be used against him/her 
(Corey and Corey, 2003:120; Potgieter, 1998:101). The client will not disclose any confidential 
information to the volunteer unless and until trust is built through the unconditional acceptance by the 
helper, through warmth and respect displayed by the helper on the client and through honesty, 
genuineness and confidence developed by the client on the helper (Corey and Corey, 2003:121-122; 
Potgieter, 1998:101). The stage of disclosure is very critical in the sense that when full disclosure is not 
achieved one is only working on assumptions and thus unable to work on targeted intervention. There is 
evidence that suggests that PLWHA are able to cope with their illness if they have someone reliable in 
whom they can confide and to whom they can disclose their personal information (Remien, Rabkin, 
Williams and Kattof in Sethosa and Peltzer, 2005:30). 
 
Ms X, describes her experience as follows: “Ngoku ke ndimbonise utshomi wam. Hayi aye ebona ithi 
nala miqobo ubumbona eyifake entloko uthi ngokumbonisa njengevolontiya aye eqhabalaka ekhululeka 
as efumana itshomi nyani ngoku. Athi nokuba ubumbona ukuba ngamaxesha athile uba nento angafuni 
kuyikhupha ngokuya siqhubeleka.” 
 
[I would advise the client, then issues become more clear and the rigidity dwindles and as you counsel 
the person she becomes free and open as you build closer relations. You notice that at times she hides 
information but as you continue with the process she opens up.]   
 
Ms K contends that: “Mhlawumbi omnye angakuxeleli ukuba ufa yintoni ngoku sele ufike kuye. So 
mhlawumbi ngokumana usiya umvelela ade akuthembe.” 
 
 “Uza kuthi ke hayi ingxaki endidibene nayo apha uthe u Gqira ndine AIDS.” 
 
[Sometimes the client does not reveal the nature of illness. As you continue visiting her she begins to 
trust you.] 
 
[She will say one day, my problem is that the doctor informed me that I have AIDS.] 
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3.3.1.3  Perceptions held by clients and relatives 
  
The Oxford Dictionary (1995 sv “perception”) defines perception as “the intuitive recognition of a truth, 
aesthetic quality etc”. Perceptions held by clients and relatives are a separate sub-theme and the sub-
theme has been divided into two categories. These categories are (1) Neglect of the sick person, (2) 
Role of the volunteer versus that of the family. Each of these categories will be discussed individually. 
 
1.  Neglect of the sick person 
 
Walker, Reid & Cornell (2004:101) believe that family members and relatives react to the information 
that a family member is HIV sero-positive by “imposing severe restrictions on their contact with other 
members of the household”. Campbell et al., (2005:19) assert that the main reason why PLWHA are 
severely isolated is ignorance and lack of appropriate knowledge.Volunteers reported that some family 
members felt that, the reason why volunteers visits them is because they are neglecting the sick person 
in one way or the other. Their perception was that the family is failing in its roles and responsibilities 
regarding the sick person. Volunteers were able to pick up this perception as they were interacting with 
the relatives or family members. 
 
Ms N2 gives her views regarding these perceptions, “Kweminye imizi uye ubone ukuba ingathi 
uyabasola uthi abenzi kakuhle bona.”    
 
[In other households you discover that they feel that you are blaming them, you are saying they are not 
doing enough or they are not playing their role sufficiently.] 
 
Ms N2 feels that some families view their presence as if they are criticizing the family that they are not 
doing enough. 
 
Ms N3 agrees with Ms N2 about these perceptions and she has observed that, 
“Kuyenzeka idale ingxabano xa kufika ivolontiya. Kube ngathi uthi umntu akahoywanga, ufika 
ubengathi uthi lo mntu uyalamba.”  
 
[Sometimes it creates problems or tensions when the volunteer arrives. It appears as if you say the sick 
person is not well cared for or is being neglected, or when you arrive the interpretation is that you say 
this person lives in hunger.] 
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Again Ms N3 has identified this misperception of the family and she admits that it does create problems 
for them. Volunteers have to deal with this perception when visiting these families. 
 
2.  Role of the volunteer versus that of the family 
 
According to the Oxford Dictionary (1995 sv “role”) role means “a person’s or thing’s characteristic or 
expected function”. The role of the volunteer is not always clearly understood by the family. Sims and 
Moss (1995:11) argue that it is important for the family member to continue to be part of the team that 
is caring for the sick person. Because of the respect that is always accorded the client, the client desires 
and wishes should also always be respected (Ibid). Sims and Moss (1995:94) highlight the fact that 
because the person is cared for at home, the role of the family caregiver has to be recognized. 
Volunteers have mentioned that in some instances the family would just withdraw and abdicate their 
roles and responsibilities. When they see volunteers they take them as people who are employed to help 
them at home with the sick person. They are taken as household helpers. This is evident from the 
experience of Ms N2. 
 
 She reports as follows: “Uye ufike ubheke imeko yakhe, ukuba kudala ndisiza apha ekhaya sele 
ndibafundisile ngoku…If uyabona abayenzi loo nto. Okanye mhlawumbi uze ngomvulo, uphinde ubuye 
ngolwesihlanu lomntu akakatshintshwa bhedi, uye ucele uthi ndicela ukumtshintsha. Bayayamkela loo 
nto because bayonqena okanye bayalibala… kangangokuba bade abanye bathi sicela uphinde ubuye.”   
 
[When you arrive you look at the condition of the client, because I have been visiting them and I have 
now trained them. You notice that they do not do according to the training given. You visit on Monday, 
then you come back on Friday and the client’s bed has not been made up. You ask to do it yourself. 
They accept that because they are lazy or they simply forget. Some even ask you to come again to help 
them.] 
 
Based on her experience, the same informant argues that as a volunteer one should not visit the same 
household everyday because the family will not know their responsibilities. She states that: “Akufuneki 
uze yonke imihla usoloko ukhona, ngoba ndatitshwa kanjalo ukuba akufuneki kude kuphele iveki 
usoloko ukhona, abazukuwazi umsebenzi wabo. Baza kuvele bahlale phantsi xa ufika wena babhekele 
kuwe kanti wena uze kuncedisana nabo.”  
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[As a volunteer, you do not have to visit them daily, that is how I was trained that you do not visit 
everyday, they will not know their role. They will just sit down when you arrive and leave everything to 
you, yet you are there to assist them.] 
 
Some of the confusion is created by the volunteers themselves, they want to do everything for the 
family even those roles that are supposed to be performed by the family. An example is that of Ms N3 
who states: “Ndiyakwazi ukuthi xa ndifikile ndithi take over yonke la nto azakuyenza umama wakhe. 
Because ixesha lam lokungena emntwini endimaziyo ukuba u flat ndingena u 6. Ndazi ukuba ndiza 
kufika la mzali xa eqala ukuthi phaka ecinga ukuba uzakuthatha phaya naphaya ndibe sele ndifikile, 
ndikwazi ukumncedisa ndithathe wonke lowa msebenzi wakhe.”   
 
[When I arrive, I take over all the work that was going to be done by her mother.  My starting time with 
a seriously ill client is 6 a.m. I know that I will arrive when the relative has just arisen from bed 
thinking that she will do all the work, then I arrive and assist her by taking all the work she was going 
to do.] 
 
This is indeed an example of the confusion that volunteers can create. This volunteer thinks that her role 
is to take over from the family member and do everything on her behalf. This approach has the potential 
to create dependency.  
 
3.3.1.4  Volunteers’ perceptions of HIV and AIDS 
 
Volunteers have their own perceptions about HIV and AIDS. This sub-theme comprises of one category 
and this is the causes of the HIV and AIDS pandemic as they perceived and articulated by volunteers in 
this study.  
 
1.  Causes of HIV and AIDS 
 
Volunteers have identified a number of causal factors they associate with HIV and AIDS.  Firstly, the 
disease is linked with the migrant labour system. South Africa has experienced a large volume of 
migrant workers mainly young economically productive men in the past few decades and these were 
drawn from the former homelands and the neighbouring states (Dorrington and Johnson, 2002:18; 
Walker et al., 2004:70). Volunteers argue that people leave their homes to seek employment 
opportunities in cities in Gauteng and Durban. In the mines and in other urban centers migrants live in 
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single-sex hostels and they were not allowed to bring their spouses thus leaving them with no option but 
to satisfy their sex needs through prostitutes and sex workers (Whiteside and Sunter, 2000:62-63). Lurie 
et al., (in Dorrington and Johnson, 2002:18) state that the “rates of migrant employment are as high as 
60 per cent of males and a third of females, between the ages of 19 and 49, in some rural areas”. They 
then come back seriously sick or the relative would be informed to come and fetch the person from 
these big towns because the person is so sick and helpless that he/she cannot return home on her own. 
Literature produces enough evidence that migration increases the rate of sexual networking and is one 
of the factors that contributes massively to the uncontrollable spread of HIV/AIDS (Dorrington and 
Johnson, 2002:18; Walker et al., 2004:65) 
 
  Ms K believes that: “Into endiyiphawulayo mna ababantu baye basuke apha ezilalini, kuba imisebenzi 
ingekho inqabile baye kula mazwe aqaqileyo kwezidolophu zinkulu bayokufuna imisebenzi. Apho ke 
amaxesha amaninzi badla ngokubuya sele beyingxaki … Uve sele kusithiwa ubani makalandwe ugula 
kakhulu.” 
 
[What I have observed is that these people leave the rural areas, because of lack of employment 
opportunities, and they go to these far away places, in big cities, in search of jobs. When they come 
back, in most instances, they are a problem… Relatives would just be informed that the person is 
seriously ill, he/she needs be fetched.] 
 
Secondly, volunteers perceive poverty and hunger as being one of the causes of HIV and AIDS. They 
argue that because of hunger females resort to prostitution where they contract the disease. According to 
May,Woolard, & Klasen (2000:30) poverty is disproportionately distributed in South Africa where you 
find that poverty is more in rural areas than in urban areas and about 70% of the rural people are poor. 
The same authors believe that poverty is biased towards females where you find that about 60% of 
female-headed households are poor (May et al., 2000:34). Because of poverty women and young girls 
resort to prostitution and sex work where they lack the bargaining power for safer sex (Huber & 
Schneider, 1992:9; Williams et al., 1998:5). This is evident again from the words of Ms K. She 
believes: “Abanye badibana nale AIDS nje mhlawumbi ingxaki yabo isukuba iyindlala. Nokunqaba 
kwemisebenzi. Omnye abone ukuba andifumani msebenzi mhlawumbi ke ade athengise ngomzimba, abe 
sele efumana i AIDS. I AIDS ininzi kwaba bantwana bancinci, kuba umntwana ufuna le mali ivela ku 
Rhulumente yababantwana bondliwayo nge grant.”  
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[Others meet with AIDS, perhaps, their problem is poverty and hunger together with lack of 
employment opportunities. When one does not get a job, she then decides to resort to prostitution, 
where she gets AIDS. The prevalence of HIV and AIDS is high among youth, because youth want to 
have access to the Child Support Grant issued by government to children.] 
 
Ms K also highlights the question of the Child Support Grant which drives youth to get pregnant so that 
they may qualify for the grant. There is no research evidence yet in support of this claim but Child 
Support Grant is an institutionalized social grant in South Africa which targets children from age 0 to 14 
years by now (Triegaardt and Patel, 2005:131) This is also the issue which is linked to poverty and 
hunger. 
 
A third factor perceived by participants to contribute to the spread of HIV/AIDS is alcohol abuse by the 
youth. Young people abuse alcohol and once they drink alcohol and they do not conduct their sexual 
relations in a responsible manner. 
 
Mrs H, claims that: “Ingxaki endidibana nazo zabantwana abaziphethe kakubi abasela amatywala 
bebancane …badibana nezi zigulo zilapha phandle kuba ezi zigulo zilapha phandle zihamba 
nokuziphatha kakubi. Umntu oziphethe kakuhle akasifumani esi sigulo, ndiye nditsho apha kubo… 
ukuziphatha kakubi kukusela utywala ube namadoda, ube nabantu abaninzi. Once usele utywala soze 
ungabi namadoda amaninzi kuba kaloku awukwazi ukuthi hayi.” 
 
[The problems I encounter are those of youths who are ill-disciplined and drink alcohol being young. 
They then contract these illnesses because these illnesses are associated with ill-discipline. I warn them 
that one who is disciplined does not get these illnesses. Ill-discipline is drinking alcohol and you then 
have multi-sex partners. Once you drink alcohol, you can’t avoid multi-sex partners because you can’t 
say no.]  
 
3.3.2 THEME TWO:  FACTORS FACILITATING THE WORK OF VOLUNTEERS 
 
There were a variety of issues that were raised by volunteers as facilitating their work of doing home 
based care. All these issues were clustered into four sub-themes. These sub-themes are (1) Assistance 
given by Sinosizo Home-Based Care Project, (2) Motivation to become a volunteer, (3) Personality 
traits, (4) Networking and collaboration. Each of these sub-themes consists of some categories. Each of 
these sub-themes will be discussed in relation to its categories. 
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3.3.2.1 Assistance given by Sinosizo home-based care project 
 
Central to the practice of home-based care by most of these volunteers is their affiliation to the Sinosizo 
Project. Most of what they do is planned, organized and facilitated by Sinosizo Project. Under this sub-
theme, three categories have been identified and these are (1) Training, (2) Provision of material 
assistance, (3) Professional and emotional support. These categories will now be discussed in detail. 
 
1.  Training 
 
Most of the volunteers, particularly those practicing under Sinosizo Project, have been recruited from 
the communities they work and have undergone some form of training. There is consensus on the 
critical need for training of volunteers (Bradner, 1995:74; Kowie in Lombard & Modise, 2002:6). 
Orientation and training of volunteers is aimed at familiarizing volunteers with “the broad mission and 
function of the agency so that the volunteer sees his or her job as an important part of that mission”. 
Lombard and Modise (2002:6) view orientation as a means of integrating the newly recruited volunteer 
into the structure of the organization. Training tends to impart to volunteers a sense of belonging and 
status and it further demonstrates that the organization values them and the contribution they will make 
on the agency mission and goal (Ibid). The latter authors accept the fact that training may be specialized 
for example home-based care training and be determined by the work that volunteers will do (Lombard 
and Modise, 2002:7). This training was organized and presented by the Project Coordinator. Volunteers 
reported that they were trained on a number of issues and were at the time as training undergoing 
practical sessions at St Elizabeth Hospital. It is acknowledged that training standard and norms may 
differ as well as follow-up support but this is a vital aspect given that “volunteers represent a precious 
resource for communities struggling to come to grips with the HIV epidemic” (Kaleeba, Kadowe, 
Kalinaki & Williams, 2000:28).   
 
Ms X gives an idea of what happened during and after training. She states: 
“Ingqeqesho yethu ke sayifumana ku Supervisor wethu.”  
 
“Bekumnyama nathi singazi nto sibona umntu egula singakholelwa ukuba i HIV yinto ekhona and xa 
sesibona ngoku siqhubekeka sitreyinwa, lowa mntu wayegula imeko yakhe nyani kwakuyile nto. 
Siyakwazi ngoku ukubona umahluko kunangaphambili. Nokuba kuqala masifike sibafundise abantu 
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abahlala nabantu abagulayo and thina njengabantu abatreyiniweyo sowuvele ufike ngokuzibonela nje 
iimpawu.”   
 
[Our supervisor offered us training, it was dark in us knowing nothing and we would witness a sick 
person not believing that HIV exists. When we see now that we are continuing with training, that person 
who was sick, indeed she was suffering from this disease. We can now see the difference than it was 
previously. Especially that the first thing as a volunteer is to train the family member. Now that we are 
trained, we can easily see the symptoms.] 
 
Another aspect of their training was related to the practical sessions they held at St Elizabeth Hospital. 
This helped volunteers with the exposure and how to enter the families. The current trend in training 
home-based care is to give volunteers training as well as practical exposure to patients in a hospital 
(Williams, 1990:24). Their supervisor also helped them with practical sessions. Mrs H shares her 
experience at the hospital by stating: “Ekujoyineni kwam ke samana sisiza apha siye nasesibhedlela  
siye nasemawodini sihambe sithandaza sithetha nabantu sibanika ithemba lokuba baza kuphuma 
kwesisibhedlela.” 
 
“Sifika sicele kumanesi ukudibana nezigulani , basivumele singene kwi ward nge ward. Omnye athethe 
nesinye omnye athethe nesinye…emva koko sibabone ngabanye ngabanye.” 
 
[After joining, we came at the mission and also visited the hospital, we visited wards, praying for the 
sick in wards, we were speaking to patients giving them hope that one day they will go back home. We 
first asked permission from the nurses to see the patients. Nurses would agree and we visit ward by 
ward. Each volunteer would speak with her patient.] 
 
The period of training varies from one organization to the other. The Sinosizo Home-Based Care Project 
subjects its volunteers to two weeks’ basic training and they continue for two days a month for one year. 
Uys (2003:9) suggests three weeks of basic training. In a study of home-based care sites in South 
Africa, Uys (2002:100) discovered that these sites trained Community Caregivers for three months 
inclusive of both theory and practice. It is also strongly recommended that the training of home-based 
care volunteers should comprise both theory and practice at a clinic or hospital where they “observe and 
evaluate the level of care provided” (Cameron, 2003:36). After training volunteers should preferably be 
placed under a professional supervisor who will not only ensure that quality care is provided but who 
will also give support to volunteers (Uys, 2003:9).   
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2.  Provision of material assistance 
 
Ife (1995:270) acknowledges that community work is a “challenging and difficult task, which is 
personally demanding and frustrating, and at times depressing and disillusioning”. It is therefore 
necessary for one involved in community work to have access to personal and expert support (Ibid). 
One of the sources of personal and expert support identified by Ife (Ibid) is the employer and in this 
instance Sinosizo Project can be regarded as such. Sinosizo Project provides material assistance to 
clients visited by volunteers. Their supervisor organizes food parcels as well as some form of treatment 
that they give to clients from time to time. Judging from the reports, their supervisor was very 
resourceful, organizing assistance from various sources. Uys (2003:10) concurs that it is totally 
impossible to be involved in home-based care and not to be involved in some form of poverty relief 
such as food parcels, clothes, school fees amongst others. This is because of the fact that people living 
with HIV/AIDS and their families are usually among those living in poverty (Sliep,et al. in Uys, 
2003:10). As a volunteer one is confronted with a situation where “a patient comes in with no resources 
whatsoever. Nothing to offer in fact. The patient is hungry in front of you. The baby does not even have 
milk”(Uys, 2002:101). The experience from elsewhere suggest that “a number of programmes also 
provided patients with small amounts of food and other material support. Some had also begun to assist 
orphans, for example, by paying for schooling and providing food and clothing” (Blinkhoff, Bukanga, 
Syamalevwe & Williams, 1999:11).    
  
This account by Ms N gives more clarity: “Itreatment esiye sibenayo thina as volunteers, kuyenzeka 
uSister wethu osiphetheyo asicelele mhlawumbi esibhedlele…asinike ke itreatment sikwazi ukuba xa 
uya kubona isigulani esithile akunike loo treatment ifaneleyo okanye ipanado or disprin mhlawumbi ne 
rubbing stuff.” 
 
[The treatment we used to get as volunteers, Sister, our supervisor would ask treatment for us either 
from the Hospital. She would give us treatment so that we are able to give it to our clients. She would 
give you the appropriate treatment e.g. panado, disprin, or rubbing stuff.] 
 
There is evidence from similar programmes elsewhere that home based care can “take the form of 
medical and nursing care, material and practical assistance, as well as emotional, social and spiritual 
support”(Blinkhoff et al., 1999:15). 
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Mrs H states that: “Ngenye imini u Sister asiphe isuphu. Ndiyise kwababantu le suphu bavuye…ngenye 
iveki sanikwa imealie meal, nale mealie meal ndayihambisa. Kwenye igem sanikwa iingubo ezintsha 
ezazivela kwa Bishop e Kokstad, sanikwa kwade kwakabini.”  
 
[Sometimes the Sister gives us soup, then I take it to my clients and they would be very happy.  
Sometimes we are given mealie meal and I also take it to my clients. One time we were given blankets 
from the Bishop in Kokstad and this was done twice.]  
 
Ife (1995:270) argues that in cases of need it is the responsibility of the employing agency to “provide 
the worker with adequate support, encouragement and assistance”. The worker, however, cannot hold 
the agency at ransom if the agency is small with limited resources struggling to make ends meet (Ibid).  
    
3.  Professional and emotional support 
 
Uys (2002:106) asserts that the essence of professional and emotional support is demonstrated by the 
following, “when the Community Caregivers (CCG) were asked ‘who or what makes it possible for you 
to do this difficult work?’, most of them mentioned without any hesitation their registered nursing 
supervisor (RNS), the hospice director and/or the South African Hospice Association social worker”. In 
this study the same occurred where volunteers reported that whenever they had a problem, the first 
person to contact was Sister.  
Ms K highlights the support given by Sister and she states: “Okokuqala yi Supervisor yam, xa ndifika 
ndisithi nanku umntu unengxaki, usukuma ngoko nangoko, abuze ithini ingxaki yalo mntu, ndimxelele. 
Yena uyakwazi ukuthi ufanele wenze oku noku wena , mncede ngolu hlobo mxelele ukuba makahambe 
aye esibhedlela.”   
 
[Firstly it is my supervisor, when I inform her about the problems of clients, she attends to those 
problems immediately. She would ask attentively what is the problem of the client and I would tell her. 
Then she gives me appropriate advice sometimes advising to take the client to hospital.]  
 
 When they had problems of whatever nature, they would bring those to the attention of Sister, their 
supervisor. On a monthly basis they hold meetings with Sister where they discuss their cases and seek 
advice from the Sister. Sometimes the Sister would go out with them visiting their clients giving them 
professional supervision and advice. In this process, the Sister would also support them emotionally as 
they visit these families with varied nature of problems. The study by Uys (2002:106) reveals that 
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professional supervision and support is the fundamental issue in the implementation of home-based care 
program. Williams, Blibolo & Kerouedan (1995:50) expartiate by stating that volunteers “need 
professional supervision to improve their knowledge and skills, and encouragement to help maintain 
high morale”. 
 
  Mrs M says of this support: “Undincedisa kakhulu, kangangokuba uyesuka aye yena ayombona. Xa 
ndimzisile umntu, abe sele emvizithela ke yena.”  
 
[She assists me enormously, to such an extent that she goes out to see the client. When I bring the case, 
then she would visit the client.] 
 
Ms N4 concurs with Mrs M about the support given by Sister,“Xa sifika sisitsho apha ku Sister uye 
umbone ukuba unomdla wokwenza nangaphezulu kokuba enzile.”  
 
[When we come and report to Sister, you see that she helps with great enthusiasm and willing to do 
even more than she has done.] 
 
The above quotation reinforces the significance of professional and emotional support. It is also 
emphasized that volunteers need be properly trained and the supervisor should ensure that she/he 
conducts regular home visits to reinforce the knowledge volunteers have and to fill any gap that might 
be there (Campbell & Foulis, 2004:8). Training, mentoring and support are positively linked to stress-
free home-based care practice (Wainwright in Campbell & Foulis, 2004:8). Supervision also implies 
“being able to discuss the job with another, probably more experienced, worker who can help to put the 
work into perspective and offer useful suggestions (Ife, 1995:271). Lastly, according to the trainer’s 
manual for the Volunteer Center (in Lombard & Modise, 2002:11) the “most important feature in a 
successful volunteer programme is a positive and enthusiastic co-ordinator”. The Sister and the co-
ordinator of Sinosizo Home-based Care Project, appears to portray these cgaracteristics in terms of the 
reports by volunteers. 
 
3.3.2.2  Motivation to become a volunteer 
 
The Oxford Dictionary (1995 sv “motivation”) defines motivation as an act of stimulating the interest of 
a person in a particular activity. Swanepoel & De Beer (2006:103) refer to motivation as the inner 
strength of a person. The question often asked about volunteers is what motivates them to become 
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volunteers? Understanding people’s motives in volunteering is important for management purposes as 
well as retaining volunteers because you will place your effort in reinforcing that which motivates them 
(Mc Sweetney and Alexander in Lombard and Modise, 2002:2). People are not motivated by a single 
common factor and this means that different people are motivated by their unique reasons (Swanepoel 
& De Beer, 2006:103-104). Swanepoel & De Beer (2006:104) argue that according to the two-factor 
theory developed by Frederick Herzberg people can be motivated and demotivated at the same time. 
 
 It is necessary to understand that motives come and go and the person is motivated today but the same 
person can be demotivated tomorrow (Ibid). Some authors have highlighted a number of reasons why 
people volunteer and they mention altruism, sociability, self-interest, use of one’s spare time, 
reciprocity, therapeutic reasons, religious reasons, a need to be adventurous, job experience, doing 
something useful, filling the empty nest, helping those less fortunate etc (Bradner, 1995:66-67; Kruger 
& Schreuder, 1999:336; Lombard & Modise, 2002:2-3). Personal satisfaction in what one does is the 
main motivator (Kruger & Schreuder, 1999:337). All these factors should be considered in the 
management of volunteers so as not to lose them.  Respondents in this study highlighted some of the 
reasons why they became involved in volunteerism. This sub-theme comprises three categories namely 
(1) Personal experience at home, (2) Motivation from the church and home, and (3) Hope for an 
incentive. These categories will then be discussed one by one. 
 
1.  Personal experience at home  
 
Some of the volunteers were motivated towards voluntarism as a result of their family experience. One 
has nursed her siblings and relatives at home who some of them suffered from HIV and AIDS. This 
family experience gave her the impetus to go out and help other families. After nursing siblings and 
relatives she becomes confident because she had done it successfully at home. Another volunteer 
reported that she was caring for her physically disabled brother for years before realizing that she has a 
potential for home caring. She then decided to build onto her experience and care for others in the 
community. Rosenberg, Mabude, Hartwig, Rhooholamini, Oracca-Tetteh & Merson (2005:33) assert 
that indeed having cared for someone who was ill in the past is a motivator to engage in volunteerism. 
 
Ms N3 said of her personal family experience,“Le nto yobunomakhaya ndiye ndayifumana kwaphaya 
endlwini. Ukuba kubekhona umntu oxhomekeke kum. So le nto yandinika amandla okuba ndingakwazi 
ukuyenza le nto n dikwazi ukuphuma nayo ngaphandle ndincede abanye abantu.” 
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[I got this instinct to be a community health worker from home. There was someone who depended on 
me. So this gave me energy and motivation that I can also do it outside the family helping other people.] 
 
2.  Motivation from home and the church 
 
The home and the church have also been identified as motivators for volunteers engaging in home based 
care.  These institutions have played such a significant role in motivating some volunteers that they feel 
that it is facilitating their work as volunteers. The home encourages them to continue doing good work. 
Parental attitudes toward volunteerism has a positive influence in someone becoming a volunteer 
(Smith, Cnaan & Cascio in Kruger & Schreuder, 1999:336). Another volunteer said her parents approve 
of her voluntary work because they know that she will not be involved in unbecoming or anti-social 
behaviours since she is always busy with her work. Blinkhoff et al., (1999:39) acknowledge that the 
church plays a powerful role in influencing one to be a volunteer. These authors add that “for many 
volunteers, religious conviction is an important driving force behind their commitment to home care. 
Most were recruited through the churches, and their Christian faith continues to motivate them, despite 
the numerous constraints and problems they encounter” (Ibid:43).  
 
Mrs H shares her motivation by claiming that: “Wathi ke u Sister wena ufanele kukuba livolontiya ngale 
nto uyenzayo. Ndingumntu wezigulani kwamna ke, ngokwecawe yethu, njengokuba sibomama 
bomanyano. Xa ndive kusithiwa kugula umntu mna ndiye ndiye kulo ndawo ndiyokubheka.”  
 
[Sister said, you are supposed to be a volunteer because of what you are doing in your community. 
Naturally, I enjoy caring for the sick, even through the church as we are women’s manyano group. 
When I hear that someone was sick, I just visit that place to see.] 
 
Mrs H narrates her story that as a result of the work she does in the community for example visiting the 
sick, Sister identified her and encouraged her to be a volunteer. She then decided to become a volunteer. 
 
3.  Hope for an incentive 
 
The following excerpt from Lombard & Modise (2002:7) captures this idea as articulated by 
participants namely that “Recognition and incentives are essential forms of affirmation and reward in 
lieu of payment for the valuable contribution of a volunteer. No matter how sincere the volunteer’s 
motives may be, all volunteers should receive recognition in some form or the other. Recognition of the 
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work well done motivates and inspires most people, but it is absolutely essential for volunteers. Even 
the most humble volunteer needs to know that they have made a difference. This highlights the reason 
why every plan for volunteer involvement must include a reward and recognition system”. Since all the 
volunteers are people who are unemployed their motive to become volunteers was partly based on the 
hope that maybe the government would intervene and assist them by means of an incentive. They 
believe that taking up voluntarism will increase the possibility of getting paid even if it is a small 
amount. Rosenberg et al., (2005:33) contend that in some home-based care projects they evaluated, a 
financial compensation was paid to volunteers and this was often reported to be insufficient to cover 
their work related costs. 
 
Ms S claims that: “Nathi sayifuna le nto yobuvolontiya kuba sizixelele ukuba mhlawumbi ekugqibeleni 
inga end apha inomvuzo. Sizonyamezela ekugqibeleni mhlawumbi kungakhona  into esiyifumanayo.”   
 
[We wanted to be volunteers because we told ourselves that ultimately this voluntarism might end up 
with a reward in the form of money. We shall be patient because ultimately we may be given 
something.] 
 
3.3.2.3  Personality traits 
 
Kruger & Schreuder (1999:336) and Sims and Moss (1995:15) highlight the fact that personality traits 
are significant in order to encourage/motivate a sick person to live positively in spite of HIV/AIDS. 
According to Meyer, Moore & Viljoen (1997:12) personality is the “constantly changing but 
nevertheless relatively stable organization of all physical, psychological and spiritual characteristics of 
the individual which determine his or her behaviour in interaction with the context in which the 
individual finds himself or herself” while a trait is the consistent behaviour of an individual over time 
when faced with various situations. According to Kruger & Schreuder (1999:336) personality traits of 
volunteers determine the quality of services rendered. Personality traits have been identified as a 
separate sub-theme. This sub-theme consists of five categories which are as follows: (1) Personal 
Qualities, (2) Resourcefulness, (3) Positive relations with clients and families, (4) Commitment, (5) 
Effective Communication skills. 
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1.  Personal qualities 
 
Personal qualities are reportedly assisting volunteers to carry out their work successfully. They report 
that they are patient with their clients, must be approachable, be reliable, must show understanding of 
the clients, families and communities. Volunteers have been found to be people “with more efficacy, 
empathy, emotional stability and self-esteem. Active members usually have more values of moral 
integrity, patriotism, political democracy and are intent on helping others” (Kruger & Schreuder, 
1999:336). They must be able to demonstrate confidentiality. Confidentiality according to Dryden (in 
Van Rooyen & Engelbrecht, 2001:86) means clients being “able to disclose themselves in privacy 
without the fear that others may use the information to their detriment”. In the context of home-based 
care confidentiality can thus be regarded as being very important. Volunteers claim that they are able to 
work with their clients if their clients believe that what they share with volunteers will be kept 
confidential and will not be used for any other purpose other than helping the client concerned (Sims 
and Moss, 1995:16; Van Dyk and Van Dyk, 2003:5&8; Van Dyk, 2001:9; Van Dyk, 1999:111; Van 
Rooyen & Engelbrecht, 2001:86). Van Rooyen & Engelbrecht (2001:87) expand by stating that 
confidentiality is fundamental in developing trust in any therapeutic relationship. The reason why 
confidentiality is so important is that clients know that “they are going to have to reveal personal facts 
and intimate feelings and problems to a stranger” (Mucchielli in Van Rooyen & Engelbrecht, 2001:87).   
 
Ms K confirms the importance of confidentiality by stating, “Xa ulivolontiya ungumntu ekufuneka ube 
ngusifuba, ube nale nto kuthiwa yi khabhati, ungabe uthetha ngezifo zabantu.”  
 
[When you are a volunteer, you should always keep secrets, never to open up with confidential matters, 
you should not converse about people’s diseases.] 
 
Ms T agrees with the above statement, “Xa usebenza ngabantu, umntu akakuthembi, kuba ngathi wena 
uza kuthi xa ekuxelele le nto wena uyigqibise ilali le yonke kanti xa ulivolontiya kufuneka ube 
livolontiya elithembakeleyo… uthembakale ukuze bakwazi ukukuxelela izigulo zabo. Kuba xa ngaba 
umntu ekuxelela isigulo sakhe athi uyasiva nasiya sele sidume apha elalini, awulilo ivolontiya eli right 
xa unjalo.” 
 
[When you work with people, you are not trusted, people feel when they tell you their stories, you will 
divulge those to everyone, yet when you are a volunteer, you must be trustworthy…be trustworthy so 
that people may confide in you and disclose their illnesses. When a person tells you her sickness and 
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immediately discovers that you publicized it, you are not displaying the right qualities of a volunteer by 
doing that.] 
 
Apart from confidentiality, Blinkhoff et al., (1999:41) maintain that another significant quality is 
perseverance because the work done by volunteers is both physically and emotionally exhausting. Van 
Dyk (2001:330) elaborates by mentioning that other critical qualities required in volunteers are 
understanding of the clients’ problems, reliability, honesty and the ability to communicate well with 
people.   
  
2.  Resourcefulness  
 
According to Ife (1995:241) community workers “frequently help a community or community group to 
obtain the information, the resources, skills and expertise it needs in order to be able to establish its own 
structures and meet its own objectives”. This is indeed the kind of resourcefulness expected from 
community workers. Uys (2002:101) states that volunteers are expected to conduct clients’needs 
assessment and “give them advice about which service to use for which problem”. Uys (Ibid) mentions 
that some volunteers network with NGOs that provide sick people with food parcels. Ife (1995:241) is 
of the view that community workers are well placed to know what services are available from what 
source and how to access it. Volunteers have reported various ways by which they are resourceful on 
behalf of their clients. If they do not provide their material assistance, they are not likely to get clients. 
Clients are attracted to their work because they get help from volunteers. Defilippi (2003:23) maintains 
that in the southernmost Health District of KwaZulu-Natal destitute and impoverished households are 
supplied with emergency food relief and gloves and other necessities like clothes are supplied when 
available. The Education and Training Unit (ETU) (2002:29) highlight that volunteers’ presence is to 
assist the family to improve their care of the sick person, to distribute food parcels and to assist 
deserving cases to access social grants.  Unfortunately what has been noted from volunteers however is 
that they go to the extent of using their own personal resources to help their clients.  
 
Mrs M articulates this concern as follows: “Ndandilivolontiya  kwakunye ne moto yam.”  
 
[I was a volunteer together with my vehicle.] 
 
What she says is the fact that she was using her own vehicle without being paid for matters related to 
her voluntary work and clients’ needs. 
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Ms T concurs with the above fact and says: “Into eye indincede kukuba ndithi xa ndinento ndibaphe. 
Ukuba kulinyiwe egadini ndikwazi ukubapha leyo nto ndiyilimileyo batye.”   
 
[What helps me is that when I have something I give them, if I have some vegetables in my garden, I 
give them what I have cultivated for them to eat.]  
 
Mrs P states that: “Ndizame ukuba ndimthathele amapilisi phaya esibhedlela. Ndifike esibhedlela ne 
card lakhe ndimthathele amapilisi namayeza.”  
 
[I try and fetch her treatment from the hospital. I bring her card to the hospital and request her 
treatment and tablets.]  
 
Hospitals and the clinics have a responsibility to ensure that sick people under home care do receive the 
necessary medications as well as surgical supplies (Defilippi, 2003:23). 
  
3.  Positive relations with clients and families 
 
Good or positive relations have been cited as facilitating the work of volunteers. This happens when 
clients and families accept volunteers, when they do not hide crucial information, when they have 
confidence in volunteers, when they allow them to work freely in their households. This is more to do 
with how the volunteer relates to people, how they have successfully managed the processes of entry. 
According to Uys (2002:101) in her study of the home-based care sites in South Africa, it was 
discovered that volunteers, in almost all homesteads visited, were “welcome friends, who talked, joked 
and became part of the life of the family. None of them had a problem with interacting with PWAs, or 
showed any hesitancy in physical care”.   
 
Ms T gives her understanding of positive relations with her clients, “Kukuba izigulani ezi zam 
zindithande sihlale phantsi sincokole athi umntu nje ngokuba ndigula wena ufike ndibhetele entweni 
ebendiyiyo and ndaye ndancedakala endaweni ethile …kube siso esindinika ulwazi njengokuba 
ndingenalo kakuhle mna ulwazi sindixelele naso ndengezelele kolu lwazi bendinalo.”  
 
[When my clients love me, we sit down and converse, clients to say you see me when I am actually 
better from my illness than my previous condition and I was helped in such and such a place. When I 
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get more information from clients, as I always view myself as having insufficient knowledge, when the 
client adds to my repertoire of knowledge.] 
 
4.  Commitment 
 
Volunteers are able to achieve their goals and objectives through commitment. Potgieter (1998:104) 
refers to commitment as an attribute required from both partners in a helping relationship. Commitment 
is further demonstrated by some degree of “investment of energy and the willingness to be active 
partners”(Ibid). Some attributes of a worker include enthusiasm, commitment and integrity (Ife, 
1995:243). If this were not the case, they would not have the success stories that they report. This is 
made explicit by the following quotations: 
 
Mrs P states that, “Ngokuna ke ndazimisela ukuba ndisebenzela isizwe. Ndazi ukuba kufuneka ndincede 
abantu bakuthi esihlala nabo ezilalini.”  
 
[Then I committed myself that I am now working for the nation, I realize that I have to help fellow 
people that we stay with in the rural areas.]   
 
Ms S also adds to this kind of commitment that is required from volunteers, “Ube uzonyulele ukuba 
ndizakuwenza umsebenzi ndizakuyonwabela into ekuthi mandiyenze apha ebuvolontiyeni, but 
ndizonyulele. Kum kubamnandi kakhulu ukuzonyula. Ngoba mhlawumbi xa wonyulwe uza kuwenza 
ungathandi… ngoba kufuneka uhambe , awunikwa nesenti unyuka usihla ngemali yakho.”  
 
[You need to have made a personal choice that you will do the work, I will enjoy what I am supposed to 
do as a volunteer, but this should be my personal choice. To me what is nice is to make a personal 
choice. Because if someone nominated you, you will not enjoy it… because you have to travel, you are 
given nothing, you go up and down with your own money.] 
 
To elaborate on the attribute of commitment, Blinkhoff et al., (1999:41) argue that “the work volunteers 
do is physically and emotionally exhausting. They walk long distances, in all weathers, and may be 
called out to visit a patient at any time of the day or night. Some of the work – such as washing soiled 
bed sheets and clothes, or bathing patients with open sores – can be unpleasant and even distressing”. 
“The work is hard”, one volunteer confessed, and further remarked, the responsibility of caregiving 
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sometimes clashes with family responsibilities and as a volunteer you have to make difficult choices or 
balance improbabilities (Ibid).    
 
5.  Effective communication skills 
 
Compton and Galaway (1989:332) provide a definition of communication by stating that 
communication is “an interactional process that gives, receives, and checks out meaning and occurs 
when people interact with each other”. Communication also involves processes such as encoding, 
transmitting, receiving, decoding and noise (Ibid). Because communication involves such complex 
processes, Potgieter (1998:78) refers to it as an “ongoing, dynamic and ever-changing series of events”. 
The work of these volunteers involves significant communication with a number of people and 
stakeholders. Helping is a process that depends almost entirely on our ability to effectively and 
meaningfully communicate with one another (Ibid). If communication skills are not effective, 
volunteers or helpers would struggle to get even the first client, let alone retaining clients. Their verbal 
reports refer quite often to the fact that they talked with the client, they explained their work and what it 
involved, people listened, they talked to the traditional authorities and were accepted. They contacted 
the nurses and the hospital and they were able to get some assistance, they communicated with the 
Department of Welfare and food parcels were issued. 
 
Ms N  explains how she makes use of her communication skills to reach her clients, “Kodwa ke 
ndazama ukuthetha naye ndambonisa umama kakuhle. Kodwa ke waya esehla ngokuba xa ulivolontiya 
kufuneka uthethe nabantu kakuhle. Waya esehla sathetha sobabini. Wade wachaza ukuba intombazana 
ayiphilanga.”  
 
“Qha ndabe ndiqonda ukuba kushiyana ukuthetha. Ukuba umntu uthetha kanjani nomntu. Because 
abanye bayakwazi ukuba umntu xa ufika engxamile athi yhu andizi kuphinda phaya. So ke ndaye 
ndazixelela ukuba ndiza kuphinda mna ndithethe naye kwakhona, ndive ukuba usekulaa meko ebekuyo 
na.”   
 
[I tried to speak with her, I explained it thoroughly to her. Then she cooled down because when you are 
a volunteer, you need to talk softly with people. She cooled down and we exchanged talks. Then she 
agreed that her daughter was ill.] 
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[I realized that the difference is on how you communicate. How a person communicates with another 
because others just give up when the client is angry or cross. So I told myself that I will visit again and 
talk with her and find out if she is still angry.]  
 
These quotations highlight the role of effective use of communication skills in achieving goals. This 
volunteer is able to use her communication skills to benefit the working relationship. Effective 
communication depends on the use of communication skills which include: 
 
• Attending - meaning the ability of the worker to be with the client both physically and 
psychologically. It conveys respect shown to the client. 
• Active listening – this refers to attentive listening whereby the worker grasps the meaning of 
every word as uttered by the client. It means that the worker cares for the client to listen to 
her/him  
• Empathy – the ability of the worker to place him/herself in the shoes of the client and 
experience his/her feelings. It demonstrates that you understand the client and his/her feelings in 
terms of the problem experienced. 
• Probing – means the ability of the worker to ask pertinent and relevant questions that enables 
the client to go deeper into the problem or questions that seek relevant clarities. 
• Summarising – giving a short summary of what was discussed to check if you captured 
correctly was has been said and to challenge the client to continue (Knott, 2003:58-60).  
 
Effective use of these communication skills conveys the message that the worker (or volunteer) respects 
the client, it shows genuineness, trust, honesty and that the worker is not hiding any information and is 
committed to helping the client.    
 
3.3.2.4  Networking and collaboration 
 
Swanepoel and De Beer (in Lombard & van Rensburg, 2001:325) view networking as “getting to know 
the organizations in the communities and to establish contact and maintain a process of sharing 
information and ideas” whereas collaboration is the “process whereby individuals or organizations share 
resources and responsibilities jointly in order to plan, implement and evaluate programmes for 
achieving common goals (Jackson & Maddy in Lombard & van Rensburg, 2001:327). Cooperation is 
best achieved when individuals or organizations are keen to accomplish a common goal (Ibid). 
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HIV/AIDS is out of control because the health facilities and social services cannot manage the 
pandemic and it is for this reason that there is recognition that the “prevention of HIV and management 
of AIDS involve a series of multi-faceted social processes which are beyond the control of individual 
stakeholder groups in affected communities” (Campbell & Foulis, 2004:7). 
 
 Networking and collaboration lead to the optimal utilization, reduction of problems associated with 
uncoordinated fragmented service delivery as well as avoidance of unnecessary duplication of services 
(Kotze, 1997:30; Lombard & van Rensburg, 2001:327). Rosenberg et al., (2005:35) contend that “HBC 
needs stronger government co-ordination, integration, and monitoring and evaluation in order to 
increase quality and coverage”. Networking and collaboration works better with the principle that “the 
whole is greater than the sum of the parts”and multi-stakeholder approaches work by harnessing the 
resources, ideas and approaches of all constituencies to better manage and control HIV/AIDS (Campbell 
& Foulis, 2004:7). The sub-theme identified as networking and collaboration contains five categories 
namely, (1) Guidance and support from peers , (2) Government institutions, (3) Assistance by extended 
family, neighbours and traditional authorities, (4) Understanding by own family , (5) Marketing of 
home-based care. These categories will be discussed individually. 
 
1.  Guidance and support by peers 
 
Ife (1995:270) recognizes that community work is a difficult job but it is certainly not a lonely job. Ife 
(Ibid) further states that “those who see it as a lonely job are probably not taking a realistic view of 
community work, and are almost certainly not seeing the opportunities around them to seek and find 
support from others. Working alone is contradictory to the basic philosophy and values of community 
development (Ibid). Those who work with communities need to be well connected to an efficient, 
effective, supportive support netwok because community work is a “challenging and difficult task, 
which is personally demanding and frustrating, and at times depressing and disillusioning”(Ife, 
1995:270). Someone working with communities should ensure that he/she identifies sources of personal 
and expert support for personal survival in the field (Ibid).  Volunteers assist each other in the field. 
They communicate with each other and give each other support, for example, when one has a difficult 
case they invite each other to the specific client to handle the client together. When a volunteer does not 
have treatment or working tools they help each other with such materials.  
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Ms N2 agrees and further states: “Ndifike umntu ulele phaya andinazi gloves, andina dettol  
andinantoni, … so ndiya kwazi ukuya emntwini ka (name of the NGO) endisebenza naye ndithathe ezi 
zinto ndihambe ndiye esigulanini.”  
 
[When I arrive the person is seriously ill and in bed and I do not have gloves, dettol, etc … I am able to 
approach another volunteer from (name of the NGO) with whom I work and ask for the material I need 
and I go and care for the client.] 
 
These reports indicate that volunteers appear to have good working relations with other volunteers from 
other projects and NGOs. In the study of Home-based Care Projects in South Africa, Uys (2002:107) 
observed that volunteers were an important source of support for others. Other field workers are likely 
to provide a mutual support network as well as acting as a source of emotional and moral support (Ife, 
1995:271). 
 
2.  Government institutions 
 
Van Dyk (2001:326) regards the hospital services as being unable to cope with the  current demands for 
medical care, treatment and support and therefore proposes care of sick people in their homes and 
communities. Community clinics and health centers should be used for advice and in support of the 
home care programme (Ibid). Wight et al., (1998:62) believe that NGOs and formal support 
organizations render services such as facilitating access to medical treatment for PWAs as well as 
practical and emotional support, and further believe that these services occur along what is called 
continuum of care and support. The continuum of care and support, according to Wight et al., (1998:62) 
and Blinkhoff et al., (1999:15) include personal care, help with household chores, help with medical and 
nursing care, money management, legal assistance, material and practical assistance, emotional, social 
and spiritual support, and training and support for the informal caregiver. In this continuum of care the 
formal and the informal sectors are in partnership towards a common goal of helping the sick person 
manage his/her illness at home (Ibid). That is where the unwavering support and co-operation from 
government institutions become essential. Apart from the medical manifestations of illness, the 
conditions of extreme poverty severely impact treatment of the  PLWHA because ARV therapy cannot 
be taken on an empty stomach (Ogutu in Campbell and Foulis, 2004:9).   
 
The co-operation between volunteers and the clinic staff is demonstrated by the fact that volunteers get 
needed advice from the clinics when they visit clinics for referrals or to fetch treatment for their clients 
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or when they bring their clients for consultation (Uys, 2002:107). Volunteers have reported that they 
obtain much support and assistance from government institutions. They work cooperatively with the 
nurses at the clinics where they also obtain treatment for their clients on a regular basis. They work 
closely with the hospital where they bring their clients for HIV testing and for treatment. They have 
reported that they also work closely with the Department of Social Development for provision of food 
parcels to their clients and applications for grants. 
 
Ms T is very positive about her work relations with the nurses at the clinic and she states, “Kukuye 
ndidibane namanesi ndifune ulwazi phaya emanesini. Ukuba ke ngoku xa ndinengxaki enje, 
ndinezigulani ezinje ndingathini. Amanesi andinike ulwazi athi xa ngaba egula mthathe umzise kuthi.”  
 
[I contact the nurses to seek for information and advice about the various problems of clients. Nurses 
provide me with information and advice or when the person is seriously ill they say take her to the 
clinic.]  
 
Ms N3 reports that the Department of Welfare assists her with food parcels and grant applications. She 
feels that, “U Welfare undincedise kakhulu kwi case yokuba ndidibane nabo… ngabantwana 
abazinkedama zika HIV. Xa ndifikile ndizomripotela ke ngoku naye aqonde ukuba iza kumthatha ixesha 
le nto ukuze yenzeke, ebekwazi ukuba abe evula elinye icala lakwa food parcels.”  
 
[The Department of Welfare assisted me a lot for contacting them with cases of HIV and AIDS orphans. 
When I come to report and they feel that the process will be long, they are able to give food parcels in 
the meantime.]  
 
Uys (2003:10) feels that it is practically impossible to be involved in home-based care and not to be 
involved in poverty relief. The issue of food parcels, clothes, school fees and other financial needs 
compels the volunteer to link with social welfare to address these needs (Ibid).   
 
3.  Assistance by extended family, neighbours and traditional authorities                              
 
Volunteers receive some assistance from the extended family of the client, from the neighbors and from 
traditional authorities. The extended family takes care of the needs of the clients and others cooperate in 
burying deceased clients. It is an undisputed truth that in most instances care at home is provided by 
spouses, family members neighbours and friends (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:15; Graham in Kemm and 
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Close, 1995:287). Sims and Moss (1995:149) recognize that one of the invaluable resource in home-
based care is the extended family and suggest that a concerted effort should be made to invest in this 
resource for example providing the necessary training and education so as to increase the quality of care 
given to the sick person. Neighbors do also visit the clients especially those with no family members. 
Others provide shelter to clients particularly those with poor housing accommodation. Schneider 
(1992:31) emphasizes the need for formal organizations and informal support to recognize each other. 
This is because there are situations where the informal system such as neighbours are the only people 
available that can help the sick person at home (Schneider, 1992:31). Blinkhoff et al., (1999:15) argue 
that some PLWHA are abandoned by their relatives and they are left destitute and it is where we have to 
tap into this extended family and community support network. The traditional authorities assist them by 
accepting their voluntary work and by giving them a slot in their meetings to market home based care 
and to do HIV and AIDS awareness. 
 
Ms K speaks about co-operation of extended family: “Mhlawumbi kuvele enye irelative yalomntwana 
ithi iyamcela esuke apha kuye, abe kumntu oza kuyiandastenda imeko. Ize kumcela imthathe and naye 
futhi asukume sometimes aphakame.” 
 
[Perhaps another relative of the client would come and ask the client to go and stay with him. The client 
would now be cared for by someone who understands the problem. This relative would take the client 
and the client would agree to go and sometimes these clients recover.]  
 
Ms S explains this cooperation as follows: “Kukuphathisana kakhulu noo makhelwane bam, nesakhiwo 
endihleli kuso, ibe kukuphathisana nekomkhulu lam.”   
 
[It is the marvelous cooperation with the neighbors, and the community around me, then it’s the 
cooperation with my traditional authority.]   
 
4.  Understanding by own family 
 
Ife (1995:274) argues that “support …comes from that worker’s personal networks, such as family, 
friends, partner and housemates”. Home-based care is difficult and distressing and that is why one needs 
that personal support system, people who understand what the volunteer is doing , people who will 
motivate and encourage the volunteer when the going gets tough (Ibid). Some community workers 
acknowledge that “their job would be impossible without a high degree of personal support and 
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nurturing from those to whom they are closest” (Ife, 1995:274). One volunteer in a home-based care 
project in Zambia narrated her story about how difficult it is when you do not get the support from those 
closest to you and she remarks “at first my husband was not in favour of it. He used to say: ‘What do 
you bring back from home care? You don’t get paid for it. If you bring TB or AIDS in here you’ll be in 
trouble’” (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:39). Some volunteers report that their own families cooperate with 
them and show understanding of what they are doing. They encourage them to continue with voluntary 
work because it protects the volunteer from engaging in anti-social behaviour. Their families understand 
them when they go out to work but for no pay.  
 
Ms X feels that her work is supported by her family and she claims, “Siyahlupheka ngoku yonke into 
iphumelela ngokuba umntu aqale azivolontiye, baye bayamkela bathi thina mntwanam akukho nto 
izokusihlupha kukuni ngoku thina sigugile sinikezela kuni.. siyakwazi ukubancedisa kwabona kuqala.”  
 
[We suffer these days, everything succeeds when you start by volunteering first. They accepted it and 
said we support what you are doing wholeheartedly, nothing will affect us, it is up to you because we 
are old now, do what you like to do. We are able to help even our old parents with home based care.] 
 
5.  Marketing of home-based care 
 
Kotler (in Weyers, 1999:124) defines the concept of social marketing as “the design, implementation, 
and control of programs seeking to increase the acceptability of a social idea, cause, or practice in a 
target group”. The main idea behind social marketing is to change social attitudes and practices as well 
as the furtherance of other societal goals (Marx & Van der Walt and Mc Daniel in Weyers, 1999:124-
125). Marketing of home based care facilitates the work of volunteers in many respects, when people 
know about home based care and know about the work of volunteers they are more likely to use the 
service. Marketing of home based care can also be explained in terms of the four components of 
marketing namely product, promotion, place and price (Kroon in Weyers, 1999:125). The 4 Ps can be 
explained briefly as follows: 
 
• The product – can either be the cause or idea and in this case it is the home based care project 
undertaken by volunteers. 
• The promotion – is the communication, publicity and persuasion and in this instance this was 
made through person-to-person communication by volunteers as well public education 
campaigns. 
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• The place – is the actual points where communications took place and for this program it was 
the households, the churches, public spots e.g. shebeens and traditional authorities.  
• The price – what will the idea cost the target audience and in this case it was just their time and 
commitment to support the idea (Fine & Fine, Rothman et al., Sirgy et al., Bailis et al., Stanton 
et al., in Weyers, 1999:125). 
 
The volunteers receive clients from far away as a result of the marketing of the program that has 
happened.They have also advertised themselves through their work. 
 
Ms N3 is of the view that marketing of the program is helping her and she states,  
“Kangangokuba ndithi ndifika mhlawumbi ndifike kwabanye kukudala besiva ngam kodwa ndingekade 
ndizongena.”    
 
[Such that when I arrive, perhaps others have heard about me before but what was remaining was for 
me to come and visit them.]   
 
 6.  Christian values and principles 
 
For purposes of this report Christianity and religion are used interchangeably and these concepts were 
discussed quite exhaustively previously (Refer to 3.3.1.1[2]). This is a very important category because 
Sinosizo Project whose volunteers participated in the study operates under the auspices of the Roman 
Catholic Church.  
 
This aspect is fundamental to the practice of home based care by Sinosizo Project. Basically what 
volunteers report is that they depend on God to assist them in their work. They start their work with 
prayers and they encourage their clients to pray as their clients gain hope through prayer. Mahlungulu 
and Uys (2004:20) define spirituality as an “individual quest for a transcendent relationship by 
establishing and or maintaining a dynamic relationship with God/supernatural being as understood by 
the person and with significant others”. It is argued by Mahlungulu and Uys (Ibid) that this relationship 
is developed through “belief, faith, and/or, religious practices such prayer, worship or reading books or 
magazines that inspire a person to develop or maintain this transcendent relationship”. 
 
Ms N3 agrees that prayers are part of what they do with their clients and she states: “Nam ndikhulele 
enkonzweni, so ndiye ndiqonde into yokuba yonke into yam before ndiyenze ndiqale ndithandaze and 
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nababantu ndihlangana nabo ukuze ingqondo zethu zikhawuleze zihlangane kufuneka ndiqale kuqala 
ndibafake emthandazweni. Ukuze nomguli naye abe nethemba ulifumana emthandazweni.” 
 
[I grew up in the church, so I believe that before I do anything, I must start with a prayer. And with the 
clients and all the people I meet, in order for us to understand each other better we must start with a 
prayer. The client herself gets hope from the prayer.]  
 
A detailed discussion of religion and spirituality under 3.3.1.1 is also relevant for this section. Refer to 
3.3.1.1 for details of the meaning, relevance and implications of religion and spirituality on the life of a 
sick person and the client system. 
 
3.3.3  CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
In the third chapter of this research report a comprehensive discussion of the first two themes namely 
issues of HIV and AIDS and factors facilitating the work of volunteers was presented. These themes 
were discussed in relation to sub-themes and categories that emerged out of them. This discussion was 
also accompanied by literature control where relevant authors were cited to support data that came out 
of the data analysis phase. This chapter also reflects a biographical profile of research participants 
which reveals significant information regarding those who prefer to be volunteers working with 
PLWHA.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS AND LITERATURE CONTROL IN RELATION TO 
PROBLEMS, POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS AND VIEWS OF VOLUNTEERS REGARDING 
HOME-BASED CARE 
 
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
Although five themes were mentioned in the previous chapter, only two themes were discussed. 
In this fourth chapter a continuation of the discussion of findings and literature control with reference to 
the remaining three themes will ensue. These themes are (1) Problems encountered by volunteers, (2) 
Possible solutions to problems encountered, and (3) Views of volunteers regarding home-based care. 
These themes have also been sub-divided into sub-themes and categories which will be presented in 
more detail in this chapter.  
 
4.2  DISCUSSION OF THEMES, SUB-THEMES AND CATEGORIES 
 
Before embarking on the discussion of themes, sub-themes and categories it is appropriate that a table 
reflecting these is attached. 
 
Table 4.1 Overview of themes, sub-themes and categories 
THEMES SUB-THEMES CATEGORIES 
1. Problems encountered by 
volunteers 
1.1 Lack of co-operation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1.2 Difficulties related to clients 
and relatives  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1.1 Poor working 
relations  
1.1.2 Coordination, 
monitoring and 
evaluation   
1.1.3 Negative 
reactions 
 
  
 
1.2.1 Association of 
HIV and AIDS with 
witchcraft  
1.2.2 Care and support  
1.2.3 Lack of 
HIV/AIDS 
information among 
people 
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1.3 Lack of resources and 
infrastructure  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.2.4 Official 
documentation  
 1.2.5 Stigma attached 
to HIV and AIDS 
1.2.6 Poverty and 
hunger   
1.2.7 Conflicts within 
families 
1.3.1 Inaccessibility of 
clinics and hospitals  
1.3.2 Lack of 
medicines, food 
parcels and care kits  
1.3.3 Volunteers 
receive no stipend 
1.3.4 Non-existence of 
training workshops 
1.3.5 Lack of adequate 
Housing  
1.3.6 Transport and 
road networks 
1.3.7 Utilization of 
volunteers’own 
resources 
 
2. Possible solutions to 
problems encountered 
2.1 Provision of resources and 
infrastructure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Accessibility of Public 
Health institutions  
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.1 Development of 
household food 
gardens 
2.1.2 Provision social 
assistance  
2.1.3 Provision of 
housing  
2.1.4 Sinosizo Project 
to provide more  
treatment and material 
support 
2.1.5 Stipend for 
volunteers 
2.1.6 Improving 
Transport and roads 
2.1.7 Use of 
alternative medicines 
 
2.2.1 Supply of 
medicines, services 
and treatment facilities 
2.2.2 Access to clinics, 
mobile clinics and 
hospitals  
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2.3 Effective coordination and 
control 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3.1 Provision of 
Training 
2.3.2 Central 
coordination of Home 
Based Care program 
2.3.3 Improvement of 
working relations 
2.3.4 Implementation  
of awareness programs 
2.3.5 Recognition of 
home based care 
 
3. Views of volunteers 
regarding Home Based 
Care. 
3.1 Effectiveness of services  
 
 
 
 
3.2 Continuation of  Home Based 
Care  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Criteria for practicing  
 
3.1.1 Recovery of sick 
people 
3.1.2 Appreciation of 
care given 
 
3.2.1  Concern with 
service delivery issues  
3.2.2 Strengthening of  
Family relations 
3.2.3 Personal 
Enrichment and 
empowerment 
3.2.4 Support 
mechanism 
 
3.3.1 Maturity 
3.3.2 Christian 
background 
3.3.3 Training  
 
 
 
4.2.1  THEME ONE:  PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY VOLUNTEERS 
 
“We all need to accept ourselves and our life struggles. This is impossible if we think that problems in 
living represent mistakes or weaknesses rather than a part of change” (Compton and Galaway, 
1989:372). 
 
It is crucial at this stage to highlight the role played by “Problems” in our lives. According to Compton 
and Galaway (1989:372) “Life itself is a problem-solving process”. Whatever human beings do in life is 
in one way or another a response to a specific problem even though we may not be aware of it at face 
value (Ibid). Under this theme three sub-themes were identified: (1) Lack of cooperation, (2) 
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Difficulties related to clients, relatives and the community, (3) Lack of resources and infrastructure. The 
sub-themes have been further divided into categories. The ensuing discussion will center around each 
sub-theme and its categories. 
 
4.2.1.1  Lack of co-operation 
 
Co-operation is when individuals or organizations combine resources, information, insights and 
approaches to achieve a common goal and for purposes of mutual benefit (CDA, Jackson and Maddy in 
Lombard and van Rensburg, 2001:327) and lack of co-operation implies the reverse. This sub-theme 
consists of three categories namely, (1) Poor working relations, (2) Coordination, monitoring and 
evaluation, (3) Negative reactions. These categories will now be discussed in detail. 
 
1.  Poor working relations 
 
Budlender (2000:115) feels that the collective response to HIV/AIDS “has been characterized by poor 
co-ordination, limited inter-sectoral collaboration and variable commitment from role players”. Streak 
(2002:169) seems to agree with Budlender by stating that “poor inter-sectoral collaboration between 
health, welfare and home affairs has a direct impact on the administration of all grants”. The 
Department of Home Affairs is reported to change or cancel mobile outreach campaigns for registration 
of births certificates without prior notice being issued to the public (Child Health Policy and Black Sash 
in Streak, 2002:169). Teljeur (2002:57) attributes lack of integration and linkages with formal social 
services to lack of both financial and human resources. Some volunteers reported that they do not have 
any working relations with government institutions. They are not known by these institutions and these 
institutions do not communicate with them. Some report that when they take clients to hospital, they are 
not recognized as volunteers and they accompany clients as their relatives. Some report that the hospital 
and the clinics do not recognize and work with volunteers from NGOs and thus some volunteers have 
not started to work cooperatively with government departments. In her study of the home-based care 
sites in South Africa, Uys (2002:102) reports that Community Caregivers (CCGs) felt that they are not 
being recognized and respected by the Department of Health. Some volunteers in the current study 
reported that they have not started to work cooperatively with government departments. 
 
An illustration of this problem comes from Ms N2 who states: “Andikasebenzisani nabo. Into 
esisayenzileyo kukuya kubhalisa nje umntu… asikaxhumani kakhulu nabo… but kum kusenzima 
andikakahlangani nabo.”  
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“Intsebenziswano ndingathi apha kum ndisasebenza naba ndifikelela kubo. Kwi Departments ezi 
andikakafikeleli kuzo, andikakwazi ukuxhumana nazo.” 
 
[I have not started working with them (Departments). What I have done so far is to register a person. 
We have not started any contacts… with me it is still difficult, we have not met.] 
 
[In terms of cooperation, I can say I work only with those that I have managed to contact. I have not yet 
contacted departments, no communication has begun yet.] 
 
Ms N3’s experience with the hospital is that: “Nasesibhedlela futhi noba ndithatha ipatient ndiyise 
andifike ndiveze ukuba ndingunomakhaya ka (Name of NGO), ndifika ndiyizise njengomntu oyi member 
ye family. Kodwa kungekho luhoyo lokuba iziswe ngunomakhaya.” 
 
[At the hospital when I bring a patient I do not reveal that I am a volunteer for (Name of the NGO), I 
bring the patient as if I am her relative, without any attention that I am a volunteer.]  
   
2.  Coordination, monitoring and evaluation   
 
Potgieter (1998:172) defines evaluation as “the process of determining the amount of success a 
particular intervention has had in terms of costs and benefits and goal attainment. It is concerned with 
assessing adequacy of performance, appropriateness of the stated goal, the feasibility of attaining it, as 
well as the value or impact of unintended outcomes”. Whereas the World Bank (in Noyoo, 2005:230) 
views monitoring and evaluation as providing “government officials, development managers and civil 
society with better means for learning from past experience, improving service delivery, planning and 
allocating resources, and demonstrating results as part of accountability to key stakeholders”. If home-
based care is not properly coordinated, effectively monitored and services evaluated, many people and 
structures might claim to be doing something for certain people yet that is not the case. Home based 
care is founded on a number of assumptions inter alia: 
• That home based care is generally accepted by communities and less discrimination and stigma 
on those who live with HIV/AIDS. 
• Households and their families are able to provide the required care and support on members 
infected/affected by HIV/AIDS. 
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• Members of the community are able and willing to provide care and support of PLWHA as 
unpaid volunteers (Walker et al., 2004:120). 
 
Walker et al., (2004:120) postulate that community based care programmes have moved the onerous 
burden of care of the sick from state institutions to community based organizations and households with 
none of the requisite equipments and other resources and therefore are unable to cope. The quality of 
care given to clients at home lives much to be desired and there is no capacity and/or resources to 
conduct monitoring and evaluation (Walker et al., 2004:120). In fact home based care overestimated the 
capabilities of households, community organizations and the community to render effective, efficient 
and quality-laden home based care services to PLWHA (Ibid). On the other hand, Defilippi (2003:26) 
feels that monitoring and evaluation should be integrated into all the phases or spheres of the continuum 
of care. 
 
Van Dyk and Van Dyk (2003:5) observe that “proper counselling and training networks are not yet fully 
functioning in South Africa”. The “lack of standardized programmes often results in situations where 
counsellors are not properly selected, trained, evaluated or supervised (Brouard in Van Dyk and Van 
Dyk, 2003:5). This is a condition that may lead to poor quality of services offered to PLWHA because 
of lack of procedures and standards for professional practice (Van Dyk and Van Dyk, 2003:5).  
 
The problems of lack of coordination and monitoring are reported by some volunteers.  
 
Ms T declares that some people may cheat the system by reporting wrong information and she argues: 
“Ndingathi mna as u Ms T ndinaso isigulani sisendaweni ethile kanti ndichole nje abantu abathile 
ndathi nazi izigulani zam… kanti akuzizo mna andisebenzi ndizihlalele ekhaya andiwenzi umsebenzi 
wam wobuvolontiya.”   
 
[I can say as Ms T I have a client in a certain area, when I have just identified fictitious clients. Yet I do 
not have any clients and I do not work, I am just staying at home without doing any voluntary work.]  
 
The question of monitoring and evaluation is even more critical in home-based care because volunteers 
are not compelled to work and may abandon their home-based care task anytime (Lombard and Modise, 
2002:8).      
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3.  Negative reactions 
 
Negative reactions from clients and their families are problematic. Clients and relatives at times refuse 
to cooperate to extent where volunteers withdraw. The reader is referred to 3.3.2.1 where this aspect has 
previously been discussed. These negative reactions are in the form of negative statements that are 
intended to discourage volunteers.  
 
Ms N feels that she has been a victim of this negative attitude by clients and she says:  
“Akhona amathuba anzima okuba ungamkeleki esigulanini. Ngoba sometimes uye ufike 
singakuphenduli uthi ungena nje uthi ubuza impilo angakuphenduli akubuze ukuba uve ngabani, 
ubundive ndisithini.”  
 
[There are difficult times when you are not accepted by the sick person. Sometimes you arrive and she 
does not talk. When you greet, she does not answer and would just react, and ask who told you, did I 
ever ask for your assistance?] 
 
 Mrs H also had the same experience and she reports: “Phaya ezilalini xa ndisiya kweminye imizi ndiye 
ndithathwe ngokungathi ndingumntu oze kuhlekisa ngomntwana wabo…umama walo mfana wayenxila 
athi, wena uzokwenzani apha uzokuthatha iindaba?” 
 
[In the rural areas when I visit other households, they take me as if I am coming to ridicule their sick 
child … the mother of the client was drinking liquor and she said, what are you coming to do here, are 
you coming to take news?] 
 
4.2.1.2  Difficulties related to clients and relatives 
 
This sub-theme has a number of categories supporting it namely (1) Association of HIV and AIDS with 
witchcraft, (2) Care and support, (3) Lack of HIV and AIDS information among people, (4) Official 
documentation, (5) Stigma attached to HIV and AIDS, (6) Poverty and hunger and, (7) Conflicts within 
families. These categories will then be discussed one-by-one hereunder. 
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1.  Association of HIV and AIDS with witchcraft 
 
Witchcraft can be defined as “the manipulation by malicious individuals of powers inherent in persons, 
spiritual entities and substances to cause harm to others” (Walker et al., 2004:100). The difficulty 
encountered by volunteers is the fact that clients and their families attribute sicknesses associated with 
HIV and AIDS to witches and sorcerers (Van Dyk, 2001:5; Walker et al., 2004:100). In African 
traditional life witchcraft is used to explain issues such as misfortune, bad luck, illness and death where 
no other reasons can be associated with such acts (Ibid). Sow and Viljoen (in Van Dyk, 2001:5) concur 
by claiming that “nearly all forms of illness, disease, conflict, suffering, misfortune, accidents and 
death” are attributed to evil spirits, witches and sorcerers. In a study conducted in rural Ciskei (now part 
of the Eastern Cape Province) Hammond-Tooke (in Van Dyk, 2001:5) discovered that traditional 
healers attributed about 72% of illnesses and misfortunes to witches and sorcerers. 
 
 Yamba (in Van Dyk, 2001:6) believes that witchcraft accusations are a legitimate justification in the 
era of HIV/AIDS pandemic. Ascribing an illness to a more acceptable external cause like witches and 
socerers has a psycho-social healing effect in the sense that one is absolved from discrimination, stigma 
and prejudice associated with HIV/AIDS (Van Dyk, 2001:6). There is also evidence that people who 
believe in the witchcraft theory are more likely to support HIV/AIDS suffering people because their 
illness is caused by something beyond their control (Boahene in Van Dyk, 2001:6). The client herself 
would accuse someone, sometimes an extended family member, of bewitching her. They would then opt 
for traditional medicine because witchcraft is treated with traditional medicine. Van Dyk (2001:6) 
acknowledges however the fact that the witchcraft theory in the causation of HIV/AIDS renders 
counseling, education and treatment efforts futile. Blaming witches and sorcerers for HIV/AIDS is 
costly first, the sick person dies because appropriate treatment for the illness was not sought, secondly, 
witches and sorcerers are often hunted and killed because they are killing people (Hammond-Tooke in 
Van Dyk, 2001). Witches bewitch their victim through what is called idliso or African poisoning which 
attacks its victim slowly until the person dies (Walker et al., 2004:100). This would then lead to 
conflicts within the family. Attempts to assist the client would become futile exercises because it is very 
difficult to negate this belief. 
 
Mrs P reports her experience of this problem as follows: “Abantu abakuxeli ukugula, bayoyika bathi 
abantu bazothumela izinto zabo, ukwenzela ukuba ukugula kuhambele phambili.”  
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[People do not report their sicknesses, they are afraid that witches will send their evil spirits, so that 
sickness may be more severe.] 
 
Ms K also concurs with this view and says, “Umntu odla ngokuba nesisifo udla ngokushiya iifamily 
zibambene zither (alluding to tensions and conflict) akashiyi kukuhle kuba kaloku unalento yokuba xa 
ngaba sele egula kakhulu abe nemibono ethi ‘Ndibone umama wakulo bani’ ethi ebeze kumbulala lo 
amthakathayo,… Kangangokuba xa engcwatywa umkhaya lo awupheleli kuba umgulu lo ebezixelela 
ukuba uyabulawa.”  
 
[A person suffering from this disease, usually leaves families in conflict. She does not leave things in 
normal order because when she is seriously ill she develops hallucinations and says I have seen such 
and such a person coming to bewitch me. To such an extent that when she is buried, the extended family 
is not all present in the funeral, because the sick person believed that someone was bewitching her.] 
    
2.  Care and support 
 
It is recognized without any doubt that initially all the health, economic, material and care and support 
needs of PLWHA are borne by the sick person and the family (Budlender, 2000:114; Sims and Moss, 
1995:94). However, there is evidence now that chronically sick people are being abandoned by their 
families and are often left hungry and destitute (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:15). Defilippi (2003:162) claim 
that home-based care has exposed volunteers to seeing the most excruciating poverty where they visit 
families and find these families hungry without any hope that they will ever get one meal. Campbell and 
Foulis (2004:6) confirm that “the vast majority of home-based carers continue to battle on, under terrific 
strain and hardship, with little support”. The home based carers visit households where they educate 
PLWHA and their families about HIV/AIDS, do basic nursing care, assist with household chores, 
accompany their clients to clinics, hospital for their medical appointments, provide counselling etc 
(Campbell and Foulis, 2004:6). These authors (Campbell and Foulis, 2004) argue that caring for the 
dying AIDS sufferers at home and in their communities exposes the ugly face of HIV/AIDS to 
communities and creates more awareness than if one was at hospital. These are problems that include 
the fact that the sick person has no family member to care for her, the dependency of the client on the 
volunteer, the fact that relatives abandon the sick and become fed up with caring for this person 
continuously without any improvement. The latter has the result that relatives abdicate their roles and 
responsibilities, some relatives are old or illiterate and are not trainable by volunteers, and some clients 
resist going to hospital because they have lost hope that they will recover.  
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Mrs P explains this problem more clearly and states: “Lo mntu uyashiywa, ashiywe umntu 
engaphilanga, kungekho mntu umtyisayo, ukutya kungekho, kumdaka kwalapha ekhaya, kungekho mntu 
umhlambela mpahla, kungekho mntu umenzela nto.” 
 
[The person is abandoned, she is left ill, with no one to feed her, with no food, the house is dirty, no one 
washing clothes for the ill, with absolutely no one caring for this person.] 
 
Another account of this problem of care and support is given by Ms S2, who states:  
“Ngumntu osele enomzi wakhe, okanye akasenankosikazi ngabantwana kuphela and abantwana 
bancinci … abazali bakhe bebengasamnesi ngoba besithi bakhathele nguye…kangangokuba 
bekunyanzeleka kuye ndiye yonke imihla ngoba akanamntu.”  
 
[This is the person with his household, sometimes he does not have wife and stays with children only. 
The children are still young. His parents were no longer nursing him saying that they are fed up with 
caring for him… To such an extent that I was obliged to visit him daily because he has no caregiver.] 
 
3.  Lack of HIV and AIDS information among people 
 
Another problem faced by volunteers is in relation to the general lack of HIV and AIDS information 
among the people in the surrounding community. Dorrington and Johnson (2002:16) agree that many 
HIV/AIDS awareness campaigns have been undertaken but there are people particularly the illiterate, 
the geographically isolated and those that are misinformed who are completely ignorant about the 
reality of HIV/AIDS. In support of this claim Kaleeba et al., (2000:89) contend that the majority of 
Ugandans know about HIV/AIDS, some have experienced it in their families when friends, partners and 
relatives became sick and died but there are still many especially those living in rural areas who know 
nothing about the facts of HIV/AIDS. Williams, Milligan & Odemwingie (1998:4) state that some 
people do not get accurate information and some still believe that withholding the basic facts of 
HIV/AIDS to youth will “discourage them from becoming sexually active at an early age”. When the 
youth lack accurate information on sexuality and reproduction, they rely on information supplied by 
friends which may not be accurate (Williams et al., 1998:5). Boahene (in Van Dyk, 2001:6) has 
discovered that many people in Africa do not associate the transmission of HIV/AIDS with their 
personal behaviours and as a result do not use preventive measures. This exacerbates the situation 
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because people do not acquire basic information about the disease and this makes them vulnerable to the 
disease.  
 
Ms S2 has observed this lack of knowledge and explains: “Babengayazi kwayi le nto ndiza ngayo. 
Ndizamile ke ukuyicacisa ukuba le nto inoncedo kuba abantu abakayikholelwa le nto ye HIV/AIDS. 
Bakholelwa ukuba babulawa zizizalwana zabo noo makhelwane. Ndizamile ke ukubabonisa ukuba sisifo 
esesikhona esi , futhi nabanina use nokuba naso. Abantu endibavulileyo baye banomdla kakhulu 
ndakubacacisela.”  
 
[They knew nothing about what I was coming with. I tried to explain it and its benefits because people 
still do not believe that HIV and AIDS exist. They believe that their relatives and neighbors bewitch 
them. I tried to explain that HIV and AIDS is a current pandemic and any one can get it. Those that I 
opened their eyes were very eager to know more after the explanation.]  
 
Ms K expatiates on this fact and states: “Bayivile mhlawumbi le nto yokuba une AIDS. Ngoku bacinga 
ukuba i AIDS izakubathelela nabo.”   
 
“Umve omnye esithi oomakhulu bafuna ndithwase, ngoku ndiyabona ukuba ingqondo yam iyathathwa 
kuba kufuneka ndithwasile. Athi omnye ufuna ukuba sisangoma. Kude kuphele izibaya apha ekhaya 
kuba kaloku uthakathiwe. Kufuneka kubizwe abantu abadala, bathi makahambe aye kuba li Gqirha, 
makathini. Abanye baphelelwe ngamandla phaya ekusineni… Abanye ke abayifuni ne treatment 
yasesibhedlela, bafuna izinto zesixhosa, ezibabulala worse.” 
 
[You would hear a person saying my ancestors want me to be a traditional healer. Now I see that my 
mentality is taken because I should be a traditional healer. Others would say they want to be Faith 
Healers. They would use every beast trying to help this person since she is bewitched. They then invite 
ancestors who say she must go and train as a traditional healer, etc. Others would be so weak and 
collapse in this ritual. Others do not even want treatment from hospital, they want traditional medicines 
which kill them even further.]     
  
 4.  Official documentation 
 
The South African government has a number of social grants which are mostly means-tested and these 
grants are Child Support Grant, Foster Care Grant, Disability Grant, Care Dependancy Grant, and Old 
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Age Pension (Defilippi, 2003:167-169). To access these grants one need to have official documents 
such as the birth and death certificates as well as identity documents (Walker et al., 2004:58). Defilippi 
(2003:166) recognizes that the government is in great strains because of a low intake rate especially for 
Child Support Grant. One of the reasons often cited which are a barrier to accessing the grants is the 
non-availability of the official documents required for example birth and death certificates and SA 
Identity document (Defilippi, 2003:166).Volunteers report that the major problem they face is a 
situation where people do not have official documents for them to be able to access government 
services. The parent does not have an Identity document (I.D). Those who are deceased do not have 
death certificates. The children do not have Births certificates and they do not have clinic cards. When 
they try to help these families it becomes very difficult because these are requirements that cannot be 
met by clients.  
 
Ms N3 articulates this point in the following manner: “Mhlawumbi ufumanise ukuba ngumakhulu wabo 
njengokuba beswelekelwe ngunina akana I.D. , ngabantwana abanazi birth certificates, because kwa u 
nina lo akanayo i death certificate, engenayo nalo I.D.  So le nto ivele yenze kube mnyama ke ngoku, 
ungazi ukuba uza kuqala phi ababantu ukubancedisa.”   
 
[Sometimes you discover that their grandmother as their mother is deceased, does not have I.D., 
children do not have births certificates, because even their deceased mother’s death certificate is not 
available, she did not even have I.D. This makes everything difficult and impossible, and you are left 
wondering as to where to start in order to help these people.]   
 
5.  Stigma attached to HIV and AIDS 
 
The news of or mention of HIV/AIDS is still received with fear, discrimination and stigma by many 
communities (Van Dyk, 2001:272). Williams (1990:5) confirms that indeed people who have been 
diagnosed with HIV/AIDS do not want to reveal it to any of their friends, workmates, or neighbours 
because of fear of condemnation and ostracism. Campbell, Nair, Maimane & Sibiya (2005:11) capture 
the problem of stigma in the following words “a very common response to HIV/AIDS is for people to 
deny that they have it, or that a family member has it, or even that it exists in a community. It is quite 
common for a dying person and their family members to deny that they have AIDS, even when 
everyone knows that they do”. One elderly preferred to report that her son was dying of cancer than to 
mention AIDS and one woman preferred to stay alone in isolation for fear of rejection, prejudice and 
discrimination should her neighbours realize that she was suffering from AIDS (Moss and Sims, 
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1995:102). This is very difficult especially in rural areas because HIV and AIDS is still predominantly 
stigmatized. If the relatives happen to know the HIV status of this person they want to hide this issue 
and the victim would be treated negatively for example being relieved of household chores, being 
isolated, being allocated separate crockery and cutlery, or being given restricted intimacy with other 
family members (Walker et al., 2004:121). They do not want it to be known that they are infected and 
affected by the disease. A number of causal factors have been identified such as fear, the kind of 
information people get, the fact that HIV/AIDS is linked to sex, lack of openness about the disease, 
poverty and lack of HIV/AIDS management services (Campbell et al., 2005:15). The issue of secrecy 
and stigma in these areas is very difficult to overcome. 
 
The two quotations that follow illustrate this point as Ms N highlights that: “Xa ndithetha nomzali 
womntwana ongaphilanga wandixelela ukuba … ‘Ukhona ubani uphaya endlwini, kaloku kulento yakhe 
ebeyihamba, uhambe wahamba wafumana le nto ifunyanwa babantu apha phandle.”  
 
[When I spoke with the parent of the sick child, she said, my child is in that room. Because of her 
unbecoming behaviour, she managed to get that which is obtained by people of her behaviour.] 
 
Ms K elaborates further on this issue and argues: “Uthe u Gqira ndine AIDS… qha ndithe ndisakutsho 
apha ekhaya ndavele ndanikwa le ndlu. Ufumanise ukuba xa kuthunywa umntwana kuthiwa angavuli 
akubeke phaya emnyango ukutya. Okanye kuthiwe emntwaneni  xa engena endlwini angaphefumli afike 
abeke phaya ecaleni kwebhedi yakhe, uza kuzibonela ukuba makathini … Xa ufika mhlawumbi kumama 
wakhe athi ‘unantoni uthi unantoni ishi myeke lowo ahlale phaya, kokukuziphatha kakubi kwabo.”  
 
“Uthi uyagula….Uza kumenza ntoni ungu Gqira wena awungo Gqira wena, uza kumenza ntoni lo mntu 
wena myeke phaya makafele phaya, lunyawo lwakhe olo.”  
 
[The doctor said I have AIDS. When I reported this here at home, I was given this room. You find out 
that when they send a child to that room, they will say please do not open put her food at the door step. 
Or they will say to the child, when the child enters that room she must not breath, and must place her 
food next to her bed. She will see what to do. When you speak to her mother she will say, what does she 
say she have, let her stay there, it is because of her ill discipline.]   
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6.  Poverty and hunger 
 
In South Africa poverty is rooted in our history. It is reported that in 1993 “the richest 10% of the 
population received 47.3% of the income, whereas the poorest 40% of the people had only a 9.1% 
share. Land inequalities mean that 71% of the rural population (mainly black) lived on 14% of the land, 
while the balance of farmland was owned by only 67,000 farmers, almost all white” (Whiteside and 
Sunter in Barnett and Whiteside, 2002:153). May (2000:5) defines poverty as “the inability of 
individuals, households or entire communities to command sufficient resources to satisfy a socially 
acceptable minimum standard of living”. In the former Transkei (now part of the Eastern Cape 
Province) statistics indicate that about 92% of households live in abject poverty (Mpambani in 
Mashologu-Kuse, 2005:379) and the Eastern Cape is the second poorest province in South Africa 
(Promotion of Rural Livelihoods in Mashologu-Kuse, 2005). Williams et al. (1995:13) confirm that 
even in C’ote d’ Ivoire the problem of poverty has been identified as critical in dealing with HIV/AIDS 
and they state that “For many of our clients the main problem is poverty. Often they cannot even afford 
the bus fare to get from here to hospital, or back home again. They need money for food, for drugs, for 
clothing, for their children’s school fees – for so many things”. 
 
 The abject poverty into which HIV/AIDS sufferers and their families are subjected prompt Campbell 
and Foulis (2004:9) to question the wisdom of placing PLWHA in home-based care where there is 
obvious lack of the basic human survival needs such as food and water. Ogutu (in Campbell and Foulis, 
2004) argue that ARV therapy will not save people because even if ARVs are issued free, people are 
still going to die of poverty and hunger. There is no dispute about the link between poverty and health, 
and on the same note “it is not clear that AIDS is simply a disease of poverty…what is clear is that 
AIDS increases poverty”(Whiteside and Sunter, 2000:91). Mashologu-Kuse (2005:384) confirms that 
indeed there is a relationship between HIV/AIDS and poverty. The financial cost of caring for a 
chronically sick person coupled with abject poverty causes stresses and strains on the household that 
primary caregivers develop anger and resentment towards the sick person (Campbell et al., 2005:36).  
 
All volunteers have mentioned poverty and hunger as a major problem faced by clients and their 
families. These people are sick and they do not have anything to eat. Some report that clients are not 
even able to take their tablets because they do not have anything to eat. Clients do not have money to 
consult doctors and they do not have transport fares when they have to go to either the clinic, the 
hospital, the doctors, or government offices. Some clients live in squalid housing conditions and they do 
not have means to build themselves proper houses. 
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Mrs H gives her experience regarding poverty and hunger: “Umntu athi mntwanam ndixakwe kukutya 
amapilisi , ndilambile. Ndisukume ndiye kwam ndifike ndimthathele okanye u mealie mealie ndiye 
ndiyokumphekela okanye ndiye sele ndiphethe ukutya … Ndimphekele, kuba uthi umntu ndixakwe 
kukutya amapilisi ulambile okanye umntu ndifike elele ebhedini akukho nto.”   
  
[The sick person would say, my child, I am unable to take my tablets, I am hungry. I would rise 
immediately and go back home , then I would fetch mealie meal and go and cook or I go with already 
cooked food…I would cook for her because the person is saying she is unable to take her tablets 
because of hunger or I would arrive and the person is on bed without anything.] 
  
7.  Conflicts within families 
 
Potgieter (1998:233) contends that “conflict is an inevitable part of the life of all systems”. There is also 
the belief that “the closer the ties between the members, and the more frequent their contact, the greater 
the chances of getting irritable and annoyed with one another” (Noller & Fitzpatrick in Potgieter, 1998).  
A conflict erupts when people cannot agree about events, rules, goals, behaviours, task performances as 
well as decision-making affecting their lives and relationships (Potgieter, 1998). Family conflicts pose 
another problem. Family members sometimes quarrel and there are tensions over many things. Firstly, 
they do not agree as to how to treat the sick person, where she has to be treated and by whom. Secondly, 
they do not agree over the custody of the orphaned children and thirdly, they quarrel over who should 
administer the grant for the children. Deep seated tensions, misunderstandings on various issues and 
suspicion usually lead to conflicts, a breakdown of co-operation and lack of support between and 
inbetween family members including the sick person (Sims and Moss, 1995:98).  Chetkow-Yanoov (in 
Potgieter, 1998) remarks that a conflict can be positive in the sense that it uncovers issues, tensions and 
concerns for constructive engagement and resolution.  
 
Ms N’s experience highlights this problem, “Ufike kukhona abazali abaphikisanayo okanye kukhona 
abantwana apha ekhaya okanye umzekelo ngumntwana ka anti yena wasweleka, kube kukhona omnye 
ozixelela ukuba ababantwana baphantsi kwakhe. Kuyaphikiswana. Mhlawumbi xa kukhona into 
enemali kube ngulowo afune kube nguye ophatha imali yababantwana xa sele iphumile imali ye grant. 
Kube yingxaki enkulu leyo .”  
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[You find out that parents disagree or there are children or it’s the deceased aunt’s children. One 
would just regard herself as the legitimate custodian of these children. They disgree. If there is a grant 
of these children each takes her/himself as the right person to administer the money. This becomes a 
huge problem.] 
 
4.2.1.3  Lack of resources and infrastructure  
 
According to Walker et al., (in Demmer, 2004:302) the South African health care system is totally 
overwhelmed and poorly equipped to adequately address the crisis posed by HIV/AIDS. There is a 
feeling that “health services are most available to the people who need them least. Those who need 
health care the most have inadequate access to it” (Walker et al., in Demmer, 2004:302). The available 
resources are grossly inadequate to meet the existing health care needs of the people (Sims and Moss, 
1995:147). Lack of resources and infrastructure is one of the sub-themes identified during data analysis. 
This sub-theme consists of the following categories, (1) Inaccessibility of clinics and hospitals, (2) Lack 
of medicines, food parcels and carekits, (3) Volunteers do not get stipend, (4) Non-existence of training 
workshops, (5) Lack of adequate housing, (6) Transport and road networks, (7) Utilization of 
volunteers’ own resources. These categories are discussed in detail. 
 
1.  Inaccessibility of clinics and hospitals 
 
The major issue is that clinics and hospitals are not accessible to the very people that they are meant to 
serve (Sims and Moss, 1995:147). In some instances the major problem is the poor maintenance of 
buildings and wards (Ibid). Volunteers report that some areas do not have clinics and these communities 
depend on clinics that are far away thus making them inaccessible (Van Dyk and Van Dyk, 2003:8). 
People have to travel long distances to clinics yet they are sick or they have to pay for public transport 
yet they are sick and unemployed. Some people have internalised the fact that they do not have clinic 
services and have taken the service as non-existent hence some resort to traditional medicine. There are 
very few hospitals and these are also very far away. Many people can only reach the hospitals through 
public transport. When one does not have bus fare or taxi fare one simply stays at home. The biggest 
problem is that these people are seriously ill and weak and therefore need someone to accompany her. 
This means that one should have transport fares for two or more people. Some people die because they 
have no access to clinics.  
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These issues came out in some of the interviews for example Ms S2 said: “Abanye babe bengenayo 
nemali, nengxaki yokuba bakude nee clinic, kube ziindawo ezine transport enqabileyo, abanye bade 
basweleke kuba kungekho luncedo lwa clinic, kukude e clinic nase sibhedlela… Ndifikele ebantwini 
abakhonze amayeza esixhosa, abangawanakanga kakhulu amayeza wo Gqira nezibhedlela.”  
 
[Others do not have money, the other problem is that they are far away from clinics, and their areas do 
not even have transport. Other people die because there is no access to clinics. The clinic and the 
hospital are far away. Others prefer to use traditional medicine and do not care about medicines from 
the doctors and hospitals.]  
 
Ms X also states that: “I clinic asinayo kuba laa ndawo yindawo enkulu … Thina koo Luzuphu 
ukuphumela ko Mkhumbeni iclinic asinayo. Ngoku kuye kunyanzeleke ukuba xa usiya eclinic kube 
nabantu abaswelekela ezindleleni kusithiwa basiwa ezi clinic.”  
 
[We do not have a clinic because our area is a big area, at Luzuphu, Mkhumbeni etc we do not have 
any clinic. Now people are dying on their way to clinics because these are far away.] 
 
2.  Lack of medicines, food parcels and care kits  
 
Many volunteers mention the fact that there are no medicines and drugs in clinics, there are no food 
parcels to assist those clients who are sick and have no means of support. Drugs at the public health 
centers are not available or the supplies are inadequate (Sims and Moss, 1995:147). The demand for 
HIV/AIDS is so huge that even the UN admits that not all potential beneficiaries will be reached in the 
near future and preference for delivery of ARVs will be those facilities with necessary requirements 
(UNAIDS, 2004:111). Williams et al. (1998:5) assert that one factor which makes people vulnerable 
especially the youth is lack of access to health services in particular STI treatment. Projections indicate 
that the health care services needs for HIV/AIDS sufferers will increase dramatically thereby 
disadvantaging non-AIDS related illnesses patients (Rehle and Shisana in Demmer, 2004:302). 
Although there are programmes that specialize in poverty relief e.g. food parcels and other basic 
necessities the demand is always more than the supply (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:41). Carekits and other 
materials are also not readily available. These create problems for volunteers because their main 
objective is to see sick people being helped. These problems have been reported by a number of 
volunteers. 
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Ms S reports the following experience regarding this issue: “Kwakuye kuthiwe ngezinye igem ndiye e 
clinic kuthiwe yoo akukho kwamayeza e clinic hambani niye kukha imihlonyane nifuthe nikhe 
isihawuhawu nisipheke.”   
 
[Sometimes they used to say at the clinic that there are no medicines and would be encouraged to opt 
for traditional medicine.]  
 
Ms N2 reports: “Nokuba ungaya e clinic ufike kusithiwa i panado asinayo.”   
 
[Even if you go to the clinic, they say they do not even have panado.] 
 
Ms N3’s view is: “Naloo clinic ayinayo itreatment, iyayisokolela kakhulu… andinazo ezizinto ze 
hygiene. Andinakwanto nase clinic andifumani nto.”     
 
[Even the clinic does not have any treatment, they struggle for them to get treatment. I do not even have 
hygiene equipment. I have nothing and even at clinic I do not get anything.] 
 
3.  Volunteers receive no stipend 
 
This has been a major concern expressed by almost all volunteers who report the fact that they do not 
receive any stipend which makes life very difficult for them. They state that they perform important 
service but their work is not recognised. Although volunteers acknowledge that as volunteers they do 
the service without any expectation of pay they argue that the fact that they do not get any stipend 
makes it very difficult for them to practise home based care (Uys, 2003:12) and to attend to their 
financial needs. Uys (2003) raises concern about the sustainability of home based care if volunteers are 
not offered any incentive. Blinkhoff et al., (1999:12) state that it becomes extremely difficult to sustain 
their motivation and active participation in their voluntary work. The authors, Blinkhoff et al., 
(1999:42) further highlight that volunteers commit themselves into assisting their clients even though 
“they have barely enough income and food to support their own families”. Volunteers have to nurse the 
sick people and some cannot even change position on their own. According to Blinkhoff et al., 
(1999:42) one volunteer asked, “Now how can someone on an empty stomach lift a patient?” Because 
of hunger volunteers are greedy for clients’ porridge sometimes (Ibid). Due to high unemployment 
levels, by joining volunteerism, volunteers have a legitimate hope that remuneration or a stipend would 
be paid so that they can buy food and maintain their own families (Uys, 2003). They argue that they 
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attend to problems of hungry people being hungry themselves (Walker et al., 2004:120). At times they 
are obliged to make certain sacrifices on behalf of their clients. 
 
Ms K asserts that “Ndifika ipatient ingenakutya nam andinandlela ndizakukwenza ngayo. Kwaphaya 
emva njengokuba ndingaphangeli ndishiye abantwana bam bengenakutya. Ufike ipatient iyagabha 
nawe ulambile … uyahlupheka awubhatalwa, awunikwa neyetransport imali.”  
 
[I arrive at the patient and the patient does not have food and even myself I cannot do anything. At 
home since I am not working, I left my children without food. The patient is vomiting and you are 
hungry. You are suffering you do not get paid and you are not even given transport fare.] 
 
4.  Non-existence of training workshops 
 
This was a concern raised by some volunteers that the issue of training is very important. Home-based 
care volunteers have to do a wide range of activites including client nutrition, basic nursing care, 
counseling, home chores, HIV/AIDS awareness and education and assisting with medication (Cameron, 
2003; ETU,2002; Fitzwater, 1998). However, Fitzwater (1998:9) recognises that without proper training 
in health care these responsibilities could be overwhelming. Volunteers sometimes get frustrated 
because preparation in terms of skills transfer and training has been ignored (Van Dyk, 2001:285)  They 
feel that training workshops are rare or they do not exist. Their belief is that if training is offered, it can 
improve their work and improve efficiency as well as the quality of service they render (Cameron, 
2003:33). Cameron (2003) reiterates the concern that if volunteers are not equipped with the necessary 
skills and knowledge, they will not fit into the health care team and their home-based care initiatives are 
likely to fail. 
 
Ms N3 aired the following opinion: “Ndiye ndiqonde ukuba kokona ndiya ndiqhubeleka nomsebenzi 
ndiwenza futhi kumnandi, kodwa kuye kube nento ethi apha kum inokuba bendingayenza kakhulu le nto 
xa bendinokukhe ndidibane nje netraining.” 
 
[I sometimes feel that as I continue with my work, doing it and enjoying it, but I feel that I would do it 
perfectly well, were I to be given training.]  
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5.  Lack of adequate housing 
 
The Bill of Rights in the South African Constitution (Sec 26) states that “everyone has the right to have 
access to adequate housing”. May, Rogerson & Vaughan (2000:237) argue that the housing sector in 
South Africa is marked by gross underperformance in terms of housing delivery. The situation exists in 
spite of policies that have been developed and one of these is the National Housing Policy with its aim 
being “to provide, for all South Africans, a permanent residential structure with secure tenure, ensuring 
privacy and providing adequate protection” (Rural Development Framework, 1997:47). According to 
the Rural Development Framework (1997) the “vast majority of rural households qualify for the 
maximum subsidy” but the government support for rural housing development is neglected.  
 
The Rural Development Framework (1997) acknowledges that there is rudimentary shelter in the rural 
areas but the authorities do not recognize this as a problem. Rural households are not considered for 
housing subsidy by government.  Some volunteers mentioned the issue of housing as a problem and 
they report that their clients who are sick and do not have any means of livelihood, as a result live in 
poor housing. Sims and Moss (1995:17) confirm that suitable housing is indeed a huge problem for 
PLWHA especially the homeless. Because of lack of proper housing, clients have to be kept by 
neighbours on rainy days. This is due to the fact that when it is raining, clients get wet and their 
possessions become wet. They do not have means to build themselves decent houses. The continued 
lack of consideration for rural housing subsidies makes rural households vulnerable in a number of 
ways (May et al., 2000:236). 
 
Ms T has the following to say: “Kuyindlu yengca urondavel, phaya phezulu iyanetha ingca ayikho 
namafestile abanawo, nocango aluvaleki, kube kukuphela kwayo le ndlu bezolala kuyo.. Xa kubanda 
umoya uyangena apha, ukuba kuyanetha iyanetha le ndlu kube kunyanzelekile ukuba mabahlale kuyo, 
impahla zabo zimanzi. Yonke into bazakuyenzela kule ndlu.”   
 
[There is a grass thatched rondavel, on the roof it is leaking because the grass is blown away, there are 
no window panes, the door cannot be properly closed, this is the only hut they have and they use it as a 
bed room at night. When it is cold, the cold enters the room, when it is raining, the rain enters the room, 
and they are forced to use it because there is no alternative, their clothes are wet. They use the room for 
everything for household needs.] 
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6.  Transport and road networks 
 
Volunteers are predominantly serving the rural areas. They shared that roads are another critical 
problem where in most instances roads are very bad or they are non-existent (Sims and Moss, 1995:147) 
and this impacts on service delivery. The non-availability of roads means that transport, especially 
public transport is also not available. In her study of the home based care sites, Uys (2002:102) 
discovered that volunteers have to do most of their work on foot. Sick people who are weak and usually 
need easy access to transport suffer (Van Dyk and Van Dyk, 2003:8). They often resort to 
unconventional means of transportation or non-motorised transport which often exacerbate their 
condition.  
 
Mrs P explains the problem in her words “Ndincedise nasekumthwaleni okanye xa ikiliva engenayo. 
Ndimthathe noba kunge kiliva okanye ndithathe imali ndimgibeze entweni okanye ndicele umntu ukuba 
simthathe ngekiliva simse kokwabo.”  
 
[I would help in carrying the client when they do not have a wheel barrow. Or I would carry her with a 
wheelbarrow, alternatively I would give her money for transport or I would ask someone to assist me to 
carry her with a wheelbarrow and take her home.] 
 
Ms S’s experience is: “Abekho ezindaweni ezifumaneka lula iimoto. I most yabo bagqibela befile kuba 
umntu kuzanywa imigudu eza kususwa asiwe esibhedlela. Omnye alayishwe ezinkabini, alayishwe kwi 
mbongolo, kodwa lonke elo xesha kwayena uyagula uzakuxikizeka ulayishwe esilejini see nkomo.”  
 
[They are not in places with easy access to public transport.  Most of them end up dying because they 
are still making efforts to transport her to hospital. Some are carried by ox-drawn sledges or use 
donkeys and this would be happening to seriously sick person and the ox-drawn sledges make the 
illness worse.] 
 
7.  Utilization of volunteers’ own resources 
 
Volunteers report that in response to the suffering of people, they often report to using their own 
resources. They take out of their pockets to buy food, fruit and tablets. This happens because when they 
find their clients have nothing to eat and they have no tablets, they feel the pain of being sick and have 
absolutely nothing to eat or when clients suffer from pain without any kind of treatment. So they then 
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decide to take out of their pockets because it is them who face and witness on a daily basis their clients 
suffering with nothing. They also pay out of their pockets to transport clients from home to clinic and 
hospital and back home.   
 
Mrs M has this to say: “Ndandilivolontiya  kwakunye ne moto yam.”   
 
[I was a volunteer together with my car.] 
 
Ms K states: “Kuye kufuneke ukhe kokwakho ukutya ekhaya uye kuphekela umgulu, atye, mhlawumbi 
akanayo nepilisi, kufuneka ke ngoku wena hamba uye kumthengela itreatment, oku kwe disprins ukuba 
abambe iintlungu, kufuneka iphume apha kuwe. Mhlawumbi abakwazi kumthatha apha endlwini bamse 
esibhedlela. Kufuneka icebo liphinde laphuma apha kuwe.”  
 
[Sometimes you are obliged to take food from your home and go and cook for the client for her to eat. 
Sometimes she does not even have tablets, you feel obliged to go and buy treatment for the client, just 
disprins only to ameliorate pains. At times they are not able to take client from home to hospital, as a 
volunteer you have to provide means.] 
 
Ms S also has the same experience and claims: “Xa unako uye uqonde ukuba ndiza kuzincama 
ndimkhelele imealie meal or i rice ekhaya, ndimphathele itapile, isuphu, ndimkhawulezisele ndimenzele 
ukutya.”    
    
 [When you are able you feel forced to take mealie meal or rice from your home, I provide potatoes, 
soup then I quickly cook for the client.] 
 
4.2.2  THEME TWO:  POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 
 
This theme is divided into three sub-themes namely; (1) Provision of resources and infrastructure, (2) 
Accessibility of Public Health Institutions, and (3) Effective coordination and control. These sub-
themes will be discussed in detail together with the identified categories. 
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4.2.2.1  Provision of resources and infrastructure 
 
Provision of resources and infrastructure, as a sub-theme , has a number of categories consisting of (1) 
Development of household food gardens, (2) Provision of social assistance, (3) Provision of housing, 
(4) Sinosizo Project to provide more treatment and material support, (5) Stipend for volunteers, (6) 
Improving transport and roads, and (7) Use of alternative medicines. 
 
1.  Development of household food gardens 
 
The development of household food gardens has been proposed as a solution to the high rate of poverty 
and hunger suffered by many households. According to PSLSD (in May et al., 2000:234) there is over 
one quarter of African rural households (26%) have access to agricultural land and the average land size 
per household is 2,2 hectares. There is a small percentage (just over one-third) of rural households who 
are still involved in agricultural production and women mostly still practice subsistence agriculture 
(Ibid). Barnett and Whiteside (2002:238-239) believe that HIV/AIDS threatens household food security 
by “reducing households ability to maintain a diverse portfolio of activities and to produce and buy 
food”. Households that are food secure are characterized by the following components, (1) Food should 
actually be available, (2) People should have access to sufficient food, (3) Supplies should be stable, 
and lastly (4) Food should be of good and dependable quality (Barnett and Whiteside, 2002:238). If 
there is a shortage or lack of any of these components, then the household is likely to experience food 
insecurity (Ibid).  
 
What is of significance in household food security is that food should be produced in the household by 
the household “using mainly family labour, land and other resources” and if food is bought it must be 
bought by the household income (Ibid). Defilippi (2003:169) recognizes that “community gardens have 
made a significant contribution to the nutritional status of many families in rural communities all over 
South Africa” and Gwyther and Marston (2003:98) emphasise that for nutritional purposes fresh 
vegetables and fruit have more vitamins and minerals because they have not been transported over long 
distances hence local production is strongly recommended to achieve maximum value for household 
food security.  Some volunteers stated that they have these household food gardens at their own homes 
and are also helping their clients from the vegetables produced in these gardens. They suggest that if 
households can be encouraged to start these gardens, poverty and hunger can be alleviated and food 
security can be improved at the household level. What is of utmost importance with the idea of 
household food gardens is that they provide fresh vegetables which are more healthy and nutritious. 
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The explanation given by Ms S2 clarifies the idea: “Xa ngaba esakwazi ukuzenzela, siye simcele ukuba 
alime noba yindawana encinci. Xa ngaba engasakwazi ukuthini sicela abantu aba ahleli nabo balime.”   
 
[When one is still stronger, able to do some household chores, we encourage her to cultivate even if it’s 
a small plot of land, when one is unable to work, we encourage relatives who stay with the client to 
cultivate small plots of land.] 
 
2.  Provision of social assistance 
 
According to volunteers, the provision of social assistance can assist people who are infected and 
affected by HIV and AIDS. The Department of Welfare and Population Development (in Triegaardt and 
Patel, 2005:124) defines social security as “a wide range of public and private measures that provide 
cash or in-kind benefits both, first, in the event of an individual’s earning power permanently ceasing, 
being interrupted, never developing, or being exercised only at unacceptable social cost and when such 
person is unable to avoid poverty and secondly, in order to maintain children. The domain of social 
security is: poverty prevention, poverty alleciation, social compensation and income distribution”. The 
South African Constitution (in Triegaardt and Patel, 2005) “protects the right of everyone to access to 
social security and appropriate social assistance if they are unable to support themselves and their 
dependants”. 
 
 The White Paper for Social Welfare (in Triegaardt and Patel, 2005) proposes a comprehensive and 
integrated social security system including social assistance and social insurance with contributions 
from employers, employees, citizens and the state. Social assistance covers social relief, social 
insurance and private savings and protects vulnerable and destitute households by providing cash or in-
kind assistance (Ibid). Social insurance, on the other hand, refers to benefits organized by government 
through specified contributions by both employers and employees (Ibid). The government has a number 
of non-contributory, means-tested social grants such as Old Age Pensions, Disability grants, Care 
Dependency grants, Foster Care grants, Child Support grants,  and War Veterans’ grants (Triegaardt and 
Patel, 2005: 128-134). Among these social grants the ones beneficial to people and children infected 
and affected by HIV/AIDS are Disability grants, Child Support grants as well as Foster Care grants 
although Nattrass (2004:127) argues that the criteria, procedures and requirements are applied 
differently across areas and provinces.  They propose that these sick people who can no longer work 
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should be provided with social grants to enable them first to buy food, secondly to get money to travel 
to places of help, and thirdly to have means of livelihood.  
 
The Operational Plan (2003:11&22) emphasizes that the nutritional strategy for PLWHA, and TB 
patients will be developed by Department of Health and this nutrition program will be integrated with 
existing programmes for example Social Development and Agriculture. What they have emphasized is 
the issue of social grants for orphans and that these should be prioritised. Volunteers also suggest that 
the government should review its social assistance policies because they feel that many sick people do 
not qualify for grants under the current criteria and yet they have no means of livelihood and have 
dependants to support. Social assistance should also include food parcels as a strategy for short-term 
emergency relief. These are the views of some volunteers: 
 
Ms N2, feels that: “Ingathi urhulumente angabancedisa abantu aba bagulayo babenokutya abanikwa 
kona.”  
 
[It would be better if government can assist the sick people with food parcels.] 
 
Ms K: “Ukuba umcimbi lo we orphans ungake uqwalaselwe banzi. Ube ngathi uyakhawuleziseka, loo 
nto ingasenza sihambe lula. Umzekelo kwaba bendithetha ngabo kukhona abanye ezingekaphumi iimali 
zabo, ngoku ngu January kufuneka kuyiwe esikolweni. Omnye umntwana wenza u Std 9 kunzima ukuba 
makaye esikolweni ngalo mzuzu. Ngu January ngoku kanti ndandiyi aplayishele ngo April last year 
ayikabi thru till now, ngoku kufuneka beye esikolweni.”    
 
[Only if the issue of orphans can be prioritised, be fast-tracked, can the condition of these people 
improve, for example those orphans I referred to earlier, there are those whose grant applications have 
not been approved, and now it is January and they need to register at school. The other child is doing 
Std 9 and it is difficult to register at school. This is January, yet I made applications in April last year 
but it has not been approved and children have to be at school.] 
 
Ms T, claims that: “Ukuba ababantu bebefumana ipeyi bebengaqeshelwa umntu bona. Xa 
bebenokufumana ipeyi ukuze ke ngoku kule mali yabo yepeyi bakwazi ukufumana umntu ozothi ke 
ngoku ajonge bona.”   
 
[If the sick people were getting a grant, they could hire someone to nurse them at their homes.] 
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“Bendicinga ukuba njengokuba belamba bakwazi ukuba baphiwe into etyiwayo ukuze bancedakale, 
kuba kuye kube yingxaki kakhulu umntu athi egula aphinde angatyi.”  
 
[My view is that as they live in poverty and hunger, they could be given some food parcels because it is 
very difficult for one to be sick and then have nothing to eat.] 
 
“Omnye angayifumani ipeyi ngenxa yeminyaka, omnye kuba egula okanye ukugula kwakhe akukho nto 
ingenzeka ukuba angafumana ipeyi… akaguleli ukuba angade afumane laa mali kuba noko ezizinto 
agula zizo noko zisamqala.”    
 
[One would not get a grant because of age or someone would be sick but her sickness does not make 
qualify for a grant…she is not that sick as to get a grant because she is not yet seriously ill.] 
  
3.  Provision of housing 
 
Volunteers feel that the serious housing problem can be addressed by providing rural housing to these 
people. The South African Constitution in the Bill of Rights (Sec 26) stipulates that “everyone has the 
right to have access to adequate housing”. The government has developed policies to fast-track housing 
delivery in the country. These policies include the Housing Act, Act 107 of 1997, White Paper on 
Housing (1994) as well as the National Housing Code (2000). The government has a number of housing 
subsidy schemes which include: 
• The Consolidation Subsidy – for families who have ownership of serviced sites. 
• Project Linked Subsidy or Institutional Subsidy – for families who are living on serviced sites 
but do not have ownership, families who may have occupied land to which they do not have any 
rights at all and families who do not have any place of their own, since they may live in various 
forms of rental accommodation including backyard shacks and hostels 
• Rural Housing Subsidy – families who have functional security of tenure in terms of the Interim 
Protection of Informal Land Rights Act, for example tenure granted in terms of the laws and 
customs of tribes (Guide to the People’s Housing Process, 1999). 
 
The Housing Act (107 of 1997) as quoted in National Housing Code: User Friendly Guide (2000:26) 
outlines certain principles applicable to housing development inter alia, the housing needs of the poor 
must be prioritized, the housing process should provide as wide a choice of housing and tenure options 
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as possible. The national government’s primary function is to establish and facilitate a sustainable 
housing development process after consultation with the Province concerned (Ibid). For a rural resident 
to qualify for a housing subsidy his or her informal rights to that piece of land must be uncontested 
(National Housing Code: User Friendly Guide, 2000:41). This is because these people are not working 
and they have no means to build their own houses. So the government needs to identify those people in 
dire need of housing like some of their clients to be provided with a rural housing scheme. The KZN 
Provincial government through its Housing and Development Board has issued guidelines that will 
facilitate the provision of housing to the disabled including HIV/AIDS victims (Whiteside and Sunter, 
2000:91). This accommodation can be cluster homes for orphans or transitional housing for the destitute 
adults and children (Ibid). 
 
Ms T expressed the view that, “Kumcimbi wezindlu abaye bahlale kuzo zihlelelekile, xa ngaba 
bebenemali abanokuyifumana bakhelwe indlu ukuba bahlale kuyo ibe right. Kuba imeko yabanye 
abantu uye ufumane ukuba bahleleleke kakhulu, abanandlela yakuphila.”  
 
[Regarding their improper housing, if they can be subsidised and right houses be built on their behalf 
because other people are so poor and have no means of livelihood.] 
 
4.  Sinosizo project to provide more treatment and material support 
 
Given that the work of these volunteers revolves around Sinosizo Project which has been providing 
much of the treatment and material support given to their clients, volunteers feel that Sinosizo has to 
lobby for more of this type of support. These volunteers are almost dependent on this support. Sinosizo 
will decide where to get these but Sinosizo has to make sure that items are stocked so that they do not 
run short of these. Previous  experience has shown that the supplies from NGOs are never enough 
because the demand always exceed the supply and according to Blinkhoff et al., (1999:41) “the 
programme provides most patients and their families with food and other basic necessities, but the 
supplies available are never enough to meet the needs. Volunteers sometimes feel a sense of frustration- 
and even of personal failure- when they are unable to help patients as much as they would like”.  
 
Ms S, suggests that: “Since sisaxhomekeke ku Sister entweni eninzi osasikhokeleyo, ingathi u Sister 
yena ngqo kule ndawo ebezama kuyo itreatment, ingathi angazama ukugxininisa. Ngexesha eyifumene 
itreatment azame ukuyithatha kakhulu ingakhawulezi ukunqaba apha kuye. Ize thina xa sifika size 
kucela izinto ezithile, sikwazi ukufika zikhona ziphele nje okwethutyana, zingade ziphele for one 
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month… Okwesibini izinto ezinje ngokutya kwezigulani, izinto ezinje nge Diva, isuphu etc besimana 
sizifumana apha emission, ngokokubona kwam ingathi ebengazama ukugxininisa kule ndawo afumana 
kuyo.”   
 
[Since we are dependent on Sister on many issues, we ask her to please lobby for more items especially 
treatment from where she orders. She should order more stocks of treatment so that treatment does not 
get finished soon. So that when we want treatment we are able to get it. These should be out of stock just 
for a short while, for one month.  … We used to get food supplement e.g. diva, soup etc from the 
mission. I suggest that she should continue lobbying for more of these from where she used to get them.] 
 
5.  Stipend for volunteers 
 
This appeared to be a crucial issue for all volunteers participating in this study. They feel that if 
government can help them with a stipend, the government can make sure that the home based care 
program is sustainable. They argue that they are not working and they are also expected to provide 
maintenance for their families. Uys (2003:12) and Rosenberg et al., (2005:35) approach the issue of 
stipends for volunteers in terms of the ethical and economic dilemma of expecting people to work for 
nothing especially people from disadvantaged background. The authors stress that volunteers are also 
people and have human rights too, that is why to exploit them by taking advantage of the fact that they 
are ‘volunteers’raises moral and ethical considerations (Ibid). Blinkhoff et al., (1999:45) argue that 
although volunteers are not paid due to the impact of the disease their caseloads have increased 
substantially meaning that they cannot even initiate income generating activities for their livelihoods. 
They are expected to travel to clients in remote areas and to government institutions in town. Bradner 
(1995:78) recommends that at least out-of-pocket expenses such as transport fares incurred by 
volunteers should be reimbursed.  
 
Similarly Rosenberg et al., (2005:35) propose that financial incentives, transport fares and medical kits 
should be provided as some form of motivation to volunteers to continue doing the good but difficult 
work they are involved in. Some volunteers have dropped out of the program because there is no money 
and yet they are expected to provide food for their families. When volunteers who have already started 
with the program leave, this exacerbates the problem of the shortage of volunteers. The government is 
proposing a stipend of R500 per month although a sum of R1000 per month is recommended by the 
Integrated home/community based care model options (2001) firstly, as a way of recognizing the good 
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work of volunteers and secondly, as a strategy of retaining volunteers where huge sums of money have 
been invested by way of training. 
 
Ms N3 claims that: “Umntwana obesijoyinile engoka Sinosizo engowesine kwabalapha. Lo mntwana 
unyamezele wanyamezela waphela unyaka, uze kuthi kutshanje hayi ndiya eRautini. Kutheni? Kaloku 
apha endlwini ukuze kutyiwe kubhekwe mna. Ngoku nam ndiyabetheka ndiphume ndiye kusebenza 
ndibuye ingabikho into yokudla apha endlwini… Imeko ezinje ziyasiphungula kakhulu, ukuba 
bekunokubakhona isepha at least angakwazi ukuma.”  
 
[Another volunteer from Sinosizo Project, the 4th volunteer in this area, waited and became very patient 
for the whole year, but recently said she is going to Gauteng. Why? She said she is the breadwinner at 
home and all other family members depend on her. It is difficult for her to go out and work and when I 
return home there is nothing to eat. These conditions lessen the number of volunteers and if there could 
be something paid to volunteers drop-out rate can be drastically minimised.] 
 
Ms N2, states that: “Mna into ebendirhalela u government ayivelele nendiyicelayo kukuba nje 
amavolontiya awakhumbule. Azi ukuba ngabantu abasebenzayo. Ngabantu ababulalekayo 
ngumsebenzi. Into ebatyhafisayo yile yokuba urulumente akukho nto ake abathi yona abaphe yona 
enjengemali.”  
 
[What I want the government to consider and what I ask is that government should remember 
volunteers in terms of payment. Government should know that volunteers work very hard. What 
discourages them is that government does not consider them for payment.] 
 
Ms N4, proposes that: “Into enganceda kukuba sibe namasenti esiwafumanayo ukuze simane sihayikha 
any time sifuneka… ukubonakalisa ukuba ngenene sinomdla kule nto… Ngoku kunqabe nemisebenzi 
ingathi ophezulu angandisa sike side sisebenze nathi singaphili ngokucela lonke ixesha.”   
 
[What can help is when we get paid a stipend so that we can pay transport fare when need arises. To 
show that we are indeed interested in our work. There is gross lack of employment opportunities, may 
God be with us to get employment so that we do not live by begging indefinitely.]  
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6.  Improving transport and roads 
 
The Rural Development Framework (RDF) (1997:45) asserts that “rural people require access to roads 
of an adequate standard for buses and minibus taxis to operate at reasonable levels of service, defined in 
terms of reliability, safety, comfort and cost”. The RDF further highlights that the construction and 
maintenance of level 4 roads (those less than 10 kilometers) is the responsibility of local government in 
terms of their powers and functions. The need for transport has to be addressed in various ways. 
Volunteers need transport to their clients who are far away and they need transport to town and to 
government institutions. The non-availability of transport and poor roads in rural areas is a barrier to 
access of services in terms of the White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery (Batho Pele 
White Paper, 1997:18).  
 
The Batho Pele White Paper (1997:18) stipulates that “lack of infrastructure exacerbates the difficulties 
of communication with and travel to remote areas…service delivery programmes should therefore 
specifically address the need to progressively redress the disadvantages of all barriers to access”. A 
number of volunteers suggested that the Sinosizo Project should be sponsored with a vehicle to assist 
with the transportation of clients and to help the Project Coordinator to be able to go out for monitoring 
and evaluation of home based care. Participants expressed the view that roads also need be attended to 
since there are areas with no road networks. This means that new roads have to be constructed and old 
ones have to be maintained. 
 
Ms K suggests that: “Urhulumente asinike into eyi transport esiza kuyicela ize kusebenza elalini 
ethile.”   
 
[Government to provide transport which can rotate in all areas.]  
 
“Ndicinga ukuba xa sinayo itransport incede ababantu bafuna ukuya (eclinic) kuba abanye abantu 
bathi andinayo naloo mali yokuya kuloo nto yenu mna… kanti xa sinayo mhlawumbi itransport singathi 
nantsi imoto sinayo.”  
 
[I think when we have transport it can help those people who want to go the clinic because other people 
complain that they do not have money to visit these places of help. But when we have transport we can 
offer our own transport.]  
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Ms N3  proposes that: “Siphinde thina sinikezwe itransport yokuhamba ezi ndawo ngoba umzekelo 
ibhaka endiyithwala apha ebugxathu its too much iyandisinda. So ndiyacinga ukuba itransport yiyona 
nto inokukwazi ukuncedisana nathi.”  
 
[That we be given transport to visit all these areas because for instance I carry a heavy bag with care 
kits, so I think transport can assist us a lot.] 
 
Ms X says that: “Ukuba singalungiselwa oma access roads zikhona iimoto ezingakhuthala… sikwazi 
ukugibeza izigulani zethu siyokufikelela ke kweziya ndawo zine clinic.”   
 
[If access roads can be built or maintained transport can be available. We can transport our clients to 
where the clinics are.] 
 
7.  Use of alternative medicines 
 
Van Dyk (2001:9) argues that traditional healers have a very important role to play in HIV/AIDS care 
and counseling and HIV/AIDS cannot be reduced without their active involvement. Walker et al., 
(2004:94) believe that there are about 150 000 to 200 000 traditional healers in South Africa and about 
80% of African people consult traditional healers for their illnesses. According to Walker et al., 
(2004:99) traditional healers “do influence the ways in which health and disease are experienced and 
understood”. There is also belief that “indigenous knowledge systems provide an alternative way of 
making sense of life-threatening conditions such as HIV/AIDS”. It is because of this realization on the 
part of government that the Operational Plan (2003:23) acknowledges the role played by traditional 
medicine in health care provision and the plan recommends “support for traditional medicine and the 
integration of traditional healing methods into the comprehensive care and treatment programme”.  
 
The Operational Plan further recommends the involvement of traditional health practitioners in the 
continuum of care from mobilization, referral, monitoring up to care and treatment. Volunteers suggest 
that traditional medicines are also useful in treating some of the symptoms of HIV and AIDS and others 
believe that traditional medicine treat some symptoms of HIV/AIDS better than western medicine, a 
view supported by Abrams (1999:603). The volunteers have used some of the traditional mixtures and 
reported that results were positive. They recommend the use of alternative medicines together with 
medical treatment not as a replacement because the effectiveness of traditional medicine is comparable 
to any medical treatment (Ibid). The medicinal potential of herbal plants is beyond reproach (Abrams, 
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1999:604). Uys (2002:104) suggests that there are also home remedies that can be used effectively by 
HIV/AIDS patients for conditions such as coughing, body weakness, sores, dry skin, mouth care and flu 
and colds.  
 
Kaleeba et al., (2000:51) confirm that traditional healing and medical treatment can be combined by 
stating that “in Uganda, some groups of traditional and modern health practitioners have found common 
ground for fruitful collaboration in HIV/AIDS care and prevention”.  
 
Ms X recommends the use of alternative medicine and states: “Uyithathe ke ngoku le plant, uzame 
ukuba makuphume la manzi ube sowuzama ukuba kuphume la manzi ufake wona apha esilondeni um 
cleane ngayo le ncindi. Uthi noba ebenezilonda embi nangaphandle umlomo, ziye zirwaqele izilonda 
ade abe right angabi nakwanto.”  
 
[You take this sourfig plant, you take out the juicy part of it and you apply this juicy product into the 
wound and you clean the wounds with the juice. Any bad wounds heal quickly with this sourfig juice 
and clients do not complain again.] 
 
Ms S reports the following experience regarding use of alternative medicines,  
“Ndaqaphela ukuba tyhini esisihawu siyanceda nalamafutha ehagu izinto ezingahoyekanga.  
Mhlawumbi okanye une flu uyokha le mihlonyane kuthethwa ngayo ubuye uyipheke ufuthe ngayo. Uvele 
uve ukuba nyani emzimbeni wakho uvele waqwabuluka.” 
 
[I discovered that this plant together with pork fat do help. When you have flu you take mihlonyane 
plant, you prepare it by boiling it and then use it. You feel immediate relief from your flu.] 
 
“Xa ngaba mhlawumbi uxinene sisifuba, mna ndayibona kumi le nto yokuba isihawuhawu namafutha 
ehagu ayanceda xa unesifuba. Futhi sinceda ngaphezulu kwamayeza ase clinic. Ndine guarantee yale 
nto ndiyithethayo futhi ndingayimela noba kuphi.”   
 
[When you have chest pains, this is my personal experience, and then you use the traditional plant 
together with pork fat, then you get relief. This traditional concoction works even better than medical 
treatment. I guarantee what I say and I can defend it anywhere.]   
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4.2.2.2  Accessibility of public health institutions 
 
This sub-theme comprises two categories namely, (1) Supply of medicines, services and treatment, (2) 
Access to clinics, mobile clinics and hospitals. 
 
1. Supply of medicines, services and treatment facilities 
 
The proposal from volunteers is that medicines, surgical supplies, services and treatment should be 
made accessible to rural communities. This view is supported by Defilippi, (2003:23) who maintans that 
the government should ensure that hospitals, clinics and mobile clinics do have appropriate medicines 
and services such as VCT and treatment facilities are provided. In terms of the operational plan (2003:9) 
the Department of Health undertakes “to prolong the lives of people living with HIV and AIDS, so that 
they can remain productive members of society”. The Operational Plan further suggests that “once 
people enter into a comprehensive treatment and care programme, treatment must be sustained”.  
 
There were reports from volunteers that the few clinics that exist do not have the necessary medicines, 
services and treatment facilities yet the government commited itself to providing a comprehensive care 
and treatment for people living with HIV and AIDS (The Operational Plan, 2003). The White Paper on 
Transforming Public Service Delivery (Batho Pele White Paper, 1997:16) states that “National and 
provincial departments must publish standards for the level and quality of services they will provide, 
including the introduction of new services to those who have previously been denied access to them”. If 
these services are available it would make the work of volunteers easier and more fulfilling. Volunteers 
also feel that in order to facilitate access of the sick people to medicines, services and treatment, 
volunteers should be allowed to supply these. 
 
 Ms N has the following suggestion: “Kukhona ezizinto zityiwa ngabantwana besikolo zinje nge Diva 
kanje eziya zinto ziya empilweni. Ukuba singathunyelelwa izinto ezinjalo ukwazi ukuba xa usiya 
esigulanini umphathele nje loo nto atye … nezinto ezinje nge treatment ingathi urhulumente 
angasincedisa.”  
 
[There are these nutritious food supplements like Diva which are given to school pupils, and if these 
can be supplied and we give them to sick people to eat. The government should also help us with 
treatment.]  
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Ms N2 adds to this view by stating: “Singadingi idettol sidinge amapilisi, sidinge igloves kucace ukuba 
uza kuzula xa kufuneka usebenze umntu. So yonke into ingathi ingafumaneka wazi ukuba into ethile 
ndiza kuya kuyicela endaweni ethile.”   
 
[That we should not run short of dettol, tablets, gloves and suffer when we have to care for a client. All 
these should be supplied and we should know where to go for what in connection with treatment and 
carekits.]  
 
2.  Access to clinics, mobile clinics and hospitals 
 
One of the recommendations suggested by most volunteers is the improvement of access to clinics, 
mobile clinics and hospitals and this includes the establishment of more mobile clinics. Van Dyk and 
Van Dyk (2003:8) claim that many areas do not have access to these health institutions because they are 
far away from people. Budlender (2000:111) proposes the improvement of accessibility to health 
institutions by developing an integrated, comprehensive primary-care services (one-stop shop), with 
longer hours of opening, routine supply of essential medicines as well as exemptions from paying out-
patient fees for rural people who stay nearer the hospital than clinic. They even report that many people 
die before they reach public health institutions because of the struggle they have to deal with in reaching 
these institutions.  
 
The White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery (Batho Pele White Paper) (1997:18) raises 
the issue of barriers to accessing services due to geographical location and state that “many people who 
live in remote areas have to travel long distances to avail themselves of public services. In drawing up 
their service delivery programmes, national and provincial departments must develop strategies to 
eliminate the disadvantage of distance, for example, by setting up mobile units, and redeploying 
facilities and resources closer to those in greatest need”. The Operational Plan (2003:18) makes 
reference to the improvement of physical infrastructure according to current capital projects. 
 
These are some of the suggestions from volunteers. Mrs P suggests that  
“Kubekho indawo nje apho kufikela amanesi. Sikwazi ukuba sithi thina sivolontiyayo kanje siye kulo 
ndawo umntu xa engakwazi kuhamba.”    
 
[There should be mobile clinics, so that we as volunteers can take those weak clients who cannot walk 
to these mobile clinics.] 
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Ms X proposes that “Urhulumente asibonelele kweza ndawo zethu thina sinqatyelwe nazi clinic. Iiclinic 
zikude kakhulu. … Okanye iimobile azityale kakhulu xa ngaba kunzima ukubakhona kwe 
clinic.Kuqinisekwe ukuba kukho imobile ephumayo iya elalini ethile, kuqinisekwe ukuba ngosuku lwayo 
ayizukungabikho nakanjani kunetha kunganethi kuba njengokuba singenazi clinic uphinde ubone ukuba 
nomcimbi wemobile awucacanga.”   
 
[Government should make a provision because we do not have clinics. These are far away. Government 
should introduce many mobile clinics if it is difficult to establish a clinic. That there should be mobile 
clinic to certain villages and authorities to ensure that mobile clinics are there as scheduled raining or 
not because you find that as we do not have clinics, mobile clinics are not reliable services.] 
 
4.2.2.3  Effective coordination and control 
 
This sub-theme comprises the following categories (1) Provision of training, (2) Central coordination of 
home based care, (3) Improvement of working relations, (4) Implementation of awareness programs and 
lastly (5) Recognition of home based care. These categories will now be discussed individually.  
 
1. Provision of training 
 
The reader’s attention is drawn to the references cited under 3.3.2.1[1], 3.3.1.1[3] and 4.2.1.3[4] which 
are relevant to this category as it emerged during the process of data analysis. What can be added is the 
concern raised by Cameron (2003:33) that “there are currently no mechanisms in place for the 
accreditation of home-based care workers or ancillary health workers and the aim is to develop national 
standards, recognized and registered by SAQA so that home-based caregivers can access programmes 
and career paths and can gain accreditation and certification within the field of health care”. What is 
also critical for training is for home based care trainers and service providers to be accredited as trainers 
by the ETQA for proper and authentic certification (Cameron, 2003:34). 
 
 The issue of training was recommended by many volunteers who argue that training is very important 
in the practice of home based care because without training one would not be able to know exactly what 
to do with the client. They are of the opinion that if volunteers are not trained, they can even infect 
themselves while trying to help the client. They suggest that there should be joint sessions of training 
with all volunteers so that they have a common approach and understanding. 
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Ms X observed that: “Njengokuba singamavolontiya sohlukene, kukho iindidi ngeendidi zamavolontiya. 
Ndingathi mhlawumbi uye ufike kwesi sigulani, ufike uve ukuba likhona elinye ivolontiya ebelike lafika. 
Mhlawumbi ufike uve ukuba hayi lowo ufike nje akwabikho nto siyibonayo, kuba abanye sitreyiniwe 
abanye abatreyinwanga ngamavolontiya avele athi gqi esithubeni.”    
 
[There are different groups of volunteers. You visit the client and you discover that there was another 
volunteer who has left and client would say we did not see anything done by that volunteer because 
others are trained and others are not trained. These are volunteers who just emerge.] 
 
“Ukuba besingathi siqoqwe singamavolontiya sonke noba umntu usuka kweliphi na icala lobuvolontiya. 
Kumane kubakho iiworkshops sidibane sifundiswe ngokufanayo.”   
 
[If all volunteers from different organizations can be brought together and continuous workshops be 
provided where volunteers are trained jointly.] 
 
2.  Central coordination of home-based care program 
 
A number of references cited under item 3.3.2.4 are relevant to the current category. What can be added 
is the experience of other countries with regard to the benefits of proper co-ordination of HIV/AIDS 
programs. Kaleeba et al., (2000:104-105) believe that the amalgamation of services, resources and 
programs through co-ordination led to the development of a comprehensive HIV/AIDS response 
program that is now part of their success story. The Operational Plan (2003:13) states that “the 
programme will be implemented in a manner that promotes and strengthens cooperation among 
government departments and all spheres of government. It will also pursue collaboration and 
harmonization of strategies within the Region”. Volunteers are of the view that fragmentation of 
services of volunteers and the home based care program creates more problems than solutions. They 
suggest that central coordination is necessary for the program to function smoothly. This can help to 
avert opportunism and facilitate credible service delivery in the field of home based care. 
 
Ms X argues that: “Into ebangela ingxaki yile nto singaqeqeshwa umntu avele esuke nje azenzele, 
mhlawumbi lo mntu usesikolweni uyatitsha e pre-school, aphinde athi ulivolontiya ngapha, aphinde 
futhi enze izinto ezininzi. Angakwazi kuzifeza ezizinto. Xa umntu es pre-school uza kuya nini 
ebuvolontiyeni, ukwi project, use pre-school, kufuneka eye ezigulanini uza kuya nini… bahamba 
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bebhala amagama qha kuba kaloku balungiselela ezinto zenzekayo, naphaya kwi project bafuna 
ukufumana phaya bazirhwaphilizele ezamali.”   
 
[The problem is that we are not trained and every one does as she likes. Someone is a teacher at a pre-
school, she is also a volunteer for home based care and is also involved in many other projects. She 
cannot do justice to all of these. When one is at pre-school, when will she do home based care and when 
will she be at a project. They just register their names everywhere and want to benefit everywhere. In 
the project they also want to usurp projects funding for their own benefit.] 
 
Ms N2 suggests that: “Yonke into ingathi ingafumaneka wazi ukuba into ethile ndiza kuya kuyicela 
endaweni ethile.”   
 
[That everything be provided and you know that when you want something you can get it at a certain 
place. Everything to be properly coordinated and organised.] 
 
3.  Improvement of working relations 
 
Although some volunteers reported good cooperation with some government institutions some 
volunteers reported that working relations with some Departments, government institutions and NGOs 
are poor to such an extent that their work as volunteers is adversely affected. Their proposal was that an 
attempt be made to improve working relations with all the stakeholders with whom volunteers have to 
interact in their home based care practice. Zibalese-Crawford (1993:30) extols the virtues of developing 
and maintaining good interorganizational and interagency relationships for the purposes of collaboration 
and cooperation to achieve efficiency and effectiveness. This is because HIV/AIDS is such a complex 
or multidimensional problem that success is impossible with fragmentation and the implementation of 
parallel programmes (Ibid:31).  
 
Once collaborative and cooperative relationships have been forged, organizations have to decide which 
kind of resources are exchanged and whether the partnership is formal or just informal (Zibalese-
Crawford, 1993:31). The Batho Pele White Paper (1997:9) refers to effectiveness of service delivery 
and how these services are delivered such as improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the way 
services are delivered. The Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act (No 13 of 2005) (Sections 4 
&5) refers to the principle of cooperative government which emphasizes the need for national, 
provincial, local government, and all organs of state to facilitate co-ordination in the implementation of 
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policy including effective provision of services. All these sectors should work towards coordination and 
cooperation by “taking into account the circumstances, material interests and budgets of other 
governments and organs of state …when exercising their statutory powers or performing their statutory 
functions”. Secondly, stakeholders should work by consulting other affected organs of state in 
accordance with set formal procedures or any manner that will make them achieve the objects of this 
Act. 
 
Ms N3 claims that: “Into ebendiye ndiyenze kumphathi wam kukuba nditshutshise yena ukuba la nto 
babengavananga ngayo noo matron base Bambisana ingathi bangake baphinde bahlangane, ngoba I 
Bambisana thina kulapho ipatients zethu zilala khona.”  
 
[What I use to do is to pressurise my manager that in connection with their misunderstanding with the 
hospital matron. That they should meet and iron out their differences because our patients are admitted 
at Bambisana Hospital.] 
 
4.  Implementation of awareness programs 
 
Sims and Moss (1995:150) assert that the key issue when you have a shortage of resources in dealing 
with HIV/AIDS is to maximize education. In the same vein, the Operational Plan (2003:8) emphasizes 
that “prevention remains the cornerstone of the country’s response to HIV and AIDS” in spite of the 
roll-out of ARV therapy. Sims and Moss (1995:150) recommend the strategy of ‘train- the- 
trainer’where all levels will be trained up to the level of community health workers and volunteers who 
would then train families. The following issues are suggested to be the core of training: 
 
ü  AIDS – transmission, prevention and progression of HIV infection to symptomatic HIV and 
AIDS. 
ü  Attitudes and behaviour 
ü  How to care for someone with AIDS. 
ü  How to give emotional and spiritual support and lastly 
ü  Safe waste disposal (Sims and Moss, 1995:150). 
 
The above programme of community education is congruent with the one used by volunteers and nurses 
in their family and community education campaigns in Zambia (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:22). 
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A very comprehensive HIV/AIDS prevention, care, support and treatment programme was developed 
and implemented in Uganda. Kaleeba et al., (2000:3) claim that, in Uganda, “openness about HIV has 
been translated into action at the level of the individual, the family, the community and the 
nation…dedicated individuals, political leaders, civil society organizations and government agencies 
have breached the wall of silence surrounding the HIV epidemic, reduced stigma against people with 
HIV, and so made the HIV epidemic an ‘open secret’. Documenting the experiences of Uganda in 
relation to her HIV and AIDS struggles, Kaleeba et al., (2000:8) state that “Uganda is the only country 
in Africa where, since the mid-1990s, there has been a documented decline in HIV prevalence in 
various population groups on a national basis…Uganda has acquired the reputation of being an AIDS 
‘success story’. 
 
Volunteers believe that awareness programs can play a major role in improving the condition of the 
infected and the affected people. Some of the problems they encounter is because people are not aware 
of HIV and AIDS and because of this lack of knowledge. These awareness programs should be 
intensified so that they take informed dicision about their lives. 
 
Ms N4 is of the view that: “Umntu uye acingele ukuba ngokunceda umntu one AIDS nawe sele 
unengxaki. Kanti ke ayifane ibe iyathelela ngokuba umphathe … ayichaphazeli ngoncedo, omnye uye 
abe noloyiko lokuba ndakuthi ngokumphatha lo mntu nam ndizibone ndinengxaki kanti ngokumnceda 
nangamayeza akukho nto iza kukuchaphazela.”  
 
[One thinks that by helping an HIV and AIDS suffering person, you would be infected. HIV and AIDS 
does not infect just by helping an HIV and AIDS positive person. Some people fear that when they touch 
or help an HIV positive person you would be in trouble yet AIDS does not infect by helping or by giving 
treatment. People have to be educated about these facts.] 
 
5.  Recognition of home-based care 
 
Volunteers play a key role in the implementation of home-based care in South Africa (Van Dyk, 
2001:330). Frohlich (in Van Dyk, 2001) argues that “many of the perceived disadvantages of using 
volunteers can be overcome if the volunteers are recognized as key workers in the programme, if they 
are chosen by members of the community and if they are properly trained in basic home care”. The 
recognition of home-based care by government was suggested as a possible solution to the problems 
encountered by volunteers. Volunteers feel that home-based care is not recognised by government. As a 
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result government does not support the programme or provide the necessary resources, or make use of 
the available volunteers in rural areas.  
 
Blinkhoff et al., (1999:1) confirm that the overwhelming success of the Copperbelt programme in 
Zambia was due to the involvement of volunteers and if these are properly trained and well supported 
they are best suited to closing the home care gap. They feel that volunteers are a resource which the 
government can use to fight HIV and AIDS. But so far government is not seen to recognize the hard 
work that volunteers undertake with sick people in the communities. It is a common understanding that 
there is no difference between the work of the paid workers and that of volunteers, so it is unfair not to 
consider the needs of volunteers (Locke in Osborne, 1996:205). Uys (2003:12) refers to the unpaid 
work of volunteers as exploitation which should not be commended by civil society. Volunteers should 
be regarded as Community Health Workers and be able to take treatment from hospital/clinics to 
patients at home. Campbell and Foulis (2004:12) regard the challenge now as “assisting carers in 
lobbying for the recognition of the needs and interests of both their patients and themselves”. 
 
Ms K suggests that: “Njengokuba sisenza ihome based care singathathwa njengabantu or amanesi 
asezilalini. Urhulumente enze into ethile ngathi, kuba unesi yena ujonga umntu oye esibhedlela. Thina 
sibalanda ezindlwini emakhaya phaya… unesi akayenzi loo nto uhlala esibhedlela agade umntu oye 
esibhedlela.”    
 
[As we do home based care, we can be regarded as Community Health Workers. Government to do 
something about us because the nurse only serves patients who are in hospital. We go and serve them in 
their homes and the nurse does not do that. Nurses are in hospital and only attend those patients who 
are in hospital.] 
 
Ms N4 believes that “Into engancedisa kukuthi nokuba umntu egula engenamntu wokumnceda as 
ivolontiya ukwazi ukuthatha icard lakhe uye esibhedlela uye kumthathela itreatment” 
    
[What can help is that with those people who are lonely, sick at home without any family caregiver, as a 
volunteer you should be able to take her card and go and fetch her treatment from the hospital.] 
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  4.2.3  THEME THREE:  VIEWS OF VOLUNTEERS REGARDING HOME- BASED       
             CARE 
 
This theme consists of three sub-themes namely (1) Effectiveness of services, (2) Continuation of home 
based care and (3) Criteria for practising. These sub-themes will be unpacked in more detail together 
with their categories. 
 
4.2.3.1  Effectiveness of services 
 
This sub-theme is in turn divided into two categories namely, (1) Recovery of sick people, and (2) 
Appreciation of care given. The discussion below will elaborate on each of these categories. 
 
1.  Recovery of sick people 
 
Volunteers feel that home-based care is effective as a treatment option outside the hospital setting. They 
argue that they have seen their clients recover from very serious illnesses and symptoms. There is 
enough evidence now that ARV therapy is effective as it prolongs the lives of people (Kaleeba et al., 
2000:37; Operational Plan, 2003:5; Uys, 2002:101). The authors further state that this recovery depends 
on the stage of the illness when the volunteer intervenes. The earlier the intervention the better the 
chances that the client would recover. Some clients who were so seriously ill that they were bed-ridden 
have recovered and some were able to go back to work. Playle and Keeley (in Zimba and McInerney, 
2001:84) attribute the effectiveness to adherence to prescribed therapy and therefore the prevention of 
unnecessary illnesses and hospital re-admissions, enhance patients’ outcomes and lessen the burden of 
care on the families. 
Blinkhoff et al., (1999:43) confirm that volunteers are encouraged when they observe an improvement 
in the health of their clients. According to Blinkhoff et al., (1999), one volunteer testified “I feel happy 
when I see that a patient who has been critically ill can now walk around…I say to myself that without 
my work, this person could have died by now”. 
 
Mrs M2 shares her views by stating that: “Iluncedo kuba abanye bayavuka elukhukweni umntu sele 
elele elukhukweni, umbone ehamba ngenyawo. Kukudla, kukuvuma amacebiso, ukwamkela amacebiso 
umbone evuka umntu ubone sele ekwazi ukuhamba, ubone sele etshayela, ubone sele esenza yonke 
imisebenzi yekhaya, esiya nasemlanjeni.”  
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[It is very helpful because others who were bed-ridden have now recovered, they are able to walk. They 
accepted advices and now are able to walk, and do many household chores which they were no longer 
doing.]  
 
Ms N2 reports the following: “Ibanceda kakhulu abantu. Abanye bayasinda through amavolontiya 
because uyafika emzini … ufike umntu ulele phaya akasiwa sibhedlela, akanikwa ntoni. Endaweni yoko 
kulandelwa izihlungu, ufakwa izihlungu okokoko…bayasinda abantu esibhedlela ngoba siyakwazi 
ukubathatha emakhaya sibase esibhedlela basinde through amavolontiya.”   
 
[It helps people a lot. Others are saved through the work of volunteers because you arrive at the 
household, you find out that someone is sleeping there and has not been taken to hospital, no treatment, 
except that she is given traditional herbs. People are saved at the hospital since we take them from 
home to hospital and they get treatment. All this is done by volunteers.] 
 
Ms N expresses the view that: “Kodwa ke waya ebabhetele because umana efumana itreatment apha 
esibhedlela yababantu. Ndamxelela ukuba makahambe aye ku testa igazi wafumaniseka ukuba u 
positive. Umana efumana itreatment but u right ngoku akanangxaki.”   
 
[She recovered because she is getting ARTs at the hospital. I encouraged her to go for VCT and she was 
found to be HIV positive. She is getting treatment and she is now healthy.] 
 
2.  Appreciation of care given 
 
Some volunteers have narrated their stories of how their clients and their families express appreciation 
of the service they render. Some reported that the relationships they begin with the clients last even after 
the death of the client. Their clients and family members show their gratitude to volunteers by 
presenting them with gifts. According to Sims and Moss (1995:19) clients derive some pleasure in 
“being able to afford to buy a small present for their carer(s) or a member of their family”. This is not 
unusual because Blinkhoff et al., (1999:17) noted the same gesture where “patients or their families 
sometimes give the volunteers small, token gifts in cash or kind”. There is, however, no obligation on 
the part of the client or family member to reward volunteers for services rendered. Volunteers should 
actually allow their client to demonstrate, in whatever manner, their appreciation and token of love 
reciprocal to good work (Fitzwater, 1998:8), anyway it is part of African heritage to express a word or 
token of thanks in the spirit of ‘ubuntu’.   
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Some of the direct quotations from volunteers provide evidence of volunteers’ views in this regard. Mrs 
M reveals that: “Athi Oh ndiyabulela, ubulela ude uyophuma emnyango, eloko ebulela.”  
 
[Client would say Oh I thank you, and she would repeat it until you are out of the room repeatedly 
saying I thank you.]  
 
Mrs H cites this example, “Komnye umzi endandimana ndisiya kuwo bathi emveni kokuba umntu 
eswelekile bandipha inkuku bathi siyabulela wawusinceda umana usizisela namapilisi.”  
 
[In one household where I used to care for a client, after the death of a client they gave me a hen saying 
we thank you very much you helped us a lot and at times bringing tablets.]  
 
Ms T reports that: “Bade bathi abanye abantu ingase le nto yenu iphumelele ibe sentweni kuba noko 
sincedakele entweni ethile. Kuba ufika umntu mhlawumbi ebeza kulala engatyanga, ufike wena okanye 
ufike umphathele into namhlanje atye abe nalo ke ngoku eliya themba.”   
 
[Some people wish home based care success and progress because it has helped them a lot. Sometimes 
you visit a client who would have slept without a meal, and you bring her something to eat and she 
sleeps with a meal. And she has hope for the future.]   
 
4.2.3.2  Continuation of home- based care 
 
Continuation of home based care as a sub-theme is classified into four categories. These categories are 
(1) Concern with service delivery issues, (2) Strengthening of family relations, (3) Personal enrichment 
and empowerment and finally (4) Support mechanism. The discussion of these categories ensues. 
 
1.  Concern with service delivery issues 
 
What transpired from the analysis of the research interviews is that volunteers are not confined to home-
based care of people suffering from HIV and AIDS but they become involved/concerned with broader 
service delivery issues. Volunteers become concerned with lack of roads, lack of housing, non-
availability of clinics and mobile clinics, lack of water and sanitation, the dificulties of accessing social 
grants and household food security gardens. It was highlighted ealier that HIV/AIDS impoverishes 
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people and Budlender (2000:106) remarks that health care is just one of the determinants of health, 
others being  issues such as housing, potable water and sanitation.  
 
Water and sanitation are the key determinants of health (Ibid). On the other hand, Hickey (2002:50) 
states that provision of water, electricity, sanitation and housing would directly and indirectly reduce the 
rate of poverty at community level because of the employment opportunities that would be created. 
Campbell and Foulis (2004:12) emphasize the planning and delivery of HIV/AIDS programmes in 
“ways that strengthen communities’ abilities to respond to other health crises in addition to those of 
HIV/AIDS”. The scope of their work as volunteers doing home-based care, wittingly or unwittingly 
encompasses broader community development issues. The involvement of volunteers in home based 
care has conscientised them into looking at broader community issues that tend to hinder the attainment 
of good quality life and hence they play the role of being advocates on behalf of the community (Ife, 
1995:244). According to Ife (1995) the role of advocate requires one who is “articulate, experienced, 
informed and assertive”.  
 
Ms X is concerned that: “Sibona ifailure ngoku sesisithi kusile. Asiboni nto kusileyo thina kweziya 
ndawo siphila kuzo. Sisesebumnyameni. Izinto azikabikho. Iyakhonjwa indawo kuthiwe nantsiya indawo 
yento ethile kodwa nkqi zingaphumi iimali, kuqhubeke iminyaka, neendlela zethu azicacanga. Azikacaci 
ncam ngoba sinabo noo ma access roads ebesesifanelwe ukuba sibalungiselwe…noba kuya 
failitsheka…kodwa  ii access roads zakhiwe.”  
 
[We witness many failures although we thought we are enlightened. We do not see any enlightenment in 
those areas where we stay. We still live in the slumber of darkness. We have nothing. Development sites 
are identified for certain projects but no monies ever come to start it for years. Our roads are bad. 
There are access roads that were supposed to have been constructed but nothing happened. Even if 
there are failures but access roads should have been prioritised.] 
 
Ms N4 describes her experience in these words,“Abanye bayahlupheka omnye okondlekanga, namanzi 
abe engekho clean, akukabikho zi taps kusatyiwa amanzi emilambo kukhukhuliseke yonke into iye 
emlanjeni.”  
 
[Others are suffering, others have malnutrition, even water is not clean and we do not have running 
water. We fetch water from springs and rivers which are dirty and contaminated.]  
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2.  Strengthening of family relations 
 
Most volunteers argue that home-based care strengthens family relations and the capacity for families to 
provide care to a family member who is sick. The family member is not taken away to institutions like 
hospitals away from the comfort and support of the family. 
 
Ms N3 believes that: “I home based care ibaluleke kakhulu for abantu aba HIV ngoba yenza into 
yokuba ababantu bahlale emakhaya bakwazi ukwamkeleka benale ntsholongwane yesisifo… silumkele  
ukuba ababantu sibathathe sibasuse emakhayeni abo ngokungathi le nto asiyonto ungaphila naphakathi 
kwabantu nayo.”  
 
[Home-based care is very important to HIV positive people because it enables them to be cared for at 
home and be accepted in spite of the fact that they are HIV positive. We do not want to remove them 
from their homes as if you suffer from this disease you cannot live with your family members.] 
 
“Iyakwazi ukuphinda imtshintshe kwayilomguli acinge ngolunye uhlobo lokuba mna ngoku 
andisamkelekanga ekhaya.”    
 
[If one is taken to hospital, it changes the thinking of the sick person and would think that now that she 
is sick she is not accepted at her own home.] 
 
“ Imnikeze ukuba sele efile and afe engenaluxolo ne family yakhe.”   
 
[If one is taken to hospital, it gives her the impression that she is already dead and when she dies she 
will not be at peace with her family.] 
 
3.  Personal enrichment and empowerment 
 
A number of volunteers indicated that home-based care has enriched their lives in exceptional ways. Du 
Bois and Miley as cited by Potgieter (1998:120) believe that “people achieve empowerment through 
experiences that are empowering”. Empowerment is when one feels competent, valuable and 
worthwhile (Simon in Potgieter, 1998:121). Blinkhoff et al., (1999:47) contend that volunteers feel that 
“becoming a volunteer had brought about positive changes in terms of their own personal development 
and self-esteem”.  
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Others view volunteering as having “helped them to gain self-confidence when dealing with other 
people” (Ibid). One volunteer attested that “I am gaining maturity every day. I wasn’t able to speak in 
public before. But now, after experiencing a lot of things, I am able to teach others” (Blinkhoff et al., 
1999:47). They have been greatly empowered by both their experience of practising home-based care 
and the knowledge and information they get from their clients. 
 
 Volunteers feel that home-based care has empowered them with more knowledge on HIV/AIDS and 
they have gained knowledge on modern medicine which can help them for personal use (Ibid). 
Volunteers were ignorant before the program and those who were illiterate are now literate (Ibid). It 
should also be highlighted that volunteers’ status was elevated in the community and they are now 
consulted for advice on health and other issues generally. Others say it keeps them busy and active and 
others state that they now have a daily schedule of activities and if they were not involved in home-
based care, their lives would be dull without this daily stimulation.  
 
Mrs H asserts that: “Ndiye ndibone ukuba le nto iphumza ingqondo.”  
“ Kodwa ke ubuvolontiya ingathi businika  ukhanyo, isivule ubuchopho.”   
 
[Home-based care relieves the brain.]  
[Volunteerism enlightens us and opens up and broadens our brain] 
 
Ms T contends that: “Entweni ebendiyiyo ndaye ndancedakala  endaweni ethile. Andincokolele ndize 
ndifumane ulwazi kwezo zigulani. Okanye athi ndandise mine ndaza ke ndancedakala ku Gqira othile 
wandinika amayeza athile ndabuya ngoku wena ufike sele ndibhetele. Kube siso esindinika njengokuba 
ndingenalo kakuhle mna ulwazi sindixelele naso ndengezelele kolu lwazi bendinalo… Ndiqonde ukuba 
ke ngoku le nto ayithethayo lomntu bendingayazi. Ndikwazi ke ukuyithatha loo nto ndiyenze eyam 
ndincedisane nezinye izigulani.”  
 
[In my condition I was helped there and there. He would narrate his story and I gained some 
knowledge. Or he would say I was in the mine and I was assisted by a particular doctor who prescribed 
this particular treatment and now I am much better. As I do not have sufficient knowledge, the client 
would give me more so that I add to what I already know. I would discover that what he says I did not 
know. Then that would become part of my repertoire of knowledge with which I help other clients.]  
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Mrs M2 relates her own view by stating that “Iza kukunceda kweny’ixesha kwezinye izinto uyeke 
ukuhlala nje uhlalele umcuku apha ekhaya… ukhe uyofumana ingqondo eyenye, ukhe utshintshe 
ufumane ezinye izinto phaya ezizakuthi zibe luncedo ebantwini nakuwe.”   
 
[It will help you sometimes in many ways rather than sitting purposelessly at home. You go and get new 
information. You change and gain something else which will be beneficial to your community and to 
yourself.]  
  
“Atsho akwazi ukufunda, kungene into apha entloko afunde izinto ebengazazi.”  
  
“Nalapha kum kwafike kwakho ukukhanyana okuthile bekukade kumnyama.”   
 
[Then she learns something and acquires new knowledge which she did not know.] 
 
[Even with me I realised that I got enlightened after the slumber of darkness.] 
 
“Iluncedo ukuba ungahlali apha phantsi. Ube nento oyenzayo kuba xa uhleli phantsi ucinga yonke into 
le ucinga izinto ezikhohlakeleyo.”  
 
[It helps that you do not stay idle at home, you find something to do because when you stay idle you 
think widely and about cruel activities.] 
  
4.  Support mechanism 
 
Volunteers regard home based care as a support mechanism to government services and programs. 
Teljeur (2002:57) concurs by stating that CBOs and NGOs play a key role in assisting families and 
communities to cope with HIV/AIDS and adds that “community based health workers are seen as an 
essential extension to formal health care”. Lombard and Modise (2002:3) regard the role of volunteers 
as supplementing the work of government as volunteers continue the service to the community when the 
formal sector withdraws. They support government because they are nearer communities and therefore 
can market and disseminate information on government services and programs to communities. They 
can also assist with the implementation of government programs. The White Paper for Social Welfare 
and Fowler (in Lombard and du Preez, 2004:236) list a number of services undertaken by NGOs in the 
communities and these include: 
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Ø  Direct service delivery to vulnerable groups 
Ø  Improving access to basic services 
Ø  Fostering democracy 
Ø  Influencing public policies 
Ø  Advocacy for the poor 
Ø  Providing information systems 
Ø  Accountability and participation 
Ø  Action research 
Ø  Being watchdogs of the public good and safeguarding the interests of disadvantaged 
communities. 
 
Ms T confirms that indeed they provide support, “Nasenkosini uye uthi xa ufika enkosini uye uqonde 
ukuba uyophule kwezinye izinto uqonde ukuba uyincedile.”    
 
[At times when you meet the traditional leader you discover that you have assisted him a lot.] 
 
4.2.3.3  Criteria for practicing 
 
According to the Oxford Dictionary (1995 sv “criteria”) criteria are “principles or standards that a thing 
is judged by”.  Home-based care has to be subjected to some criteria and the criteria for practicing as a 
sub-theme has three categories which include: (1) Maturity, (2) Christian background, and (3) Training 
and each of the categories is discussed below. 
 
1.  Maturity 
 
Van Dyk (2001:330) suggests a number of factors that need be considered in someone who would be a 
volunteer and these include: age, gender, accessibility, willingness, commitment, dedication, time, an 
understanding of the problems involved, reliability, honesty, ability to relate well to people and 
integrity. Defilippi (2003:21) recommends the following attributes namely, appropriate experience and 
emotional maturity, a history of community involvement, a respectful attitude, generosity of spirit, 
keenness to learn and an ability to communicate effectively. Some volunteers feel that in order for one 
to be a volunteer, one must have some degree of maturity in order to withstand the stresses and strains 
that are encountered by volunteers. They argue that young volunteers cannot easily survive in the field.  
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Ms K supports this idea and states that: “Ababantu basebancinci badla ngokuba abakwazi ukwenza into 
eyenziwa ngabantu abadala. Ingathi ingangumntu osele e reasonisha, umntu osele ephaya ku 25 years 
at least uyakwazi uku reasonisha lowo mntu… kuba abantu abancinci abakwazi ukuzigcina eziya ngxaki 
zabantu.”  
 
[Young people in most cases are unable to do things done by adults. It’s better if it’s someone who can 
reason, someone at the age of 25 years at least can reason. Young people cannot accommodate those 
different problems of the sick people.] 
 
“Kuba abanye abaninzi esasihamba nabo ukungena kwam apha ngo 2000 sasisithi ukuba sifike 
esibhedlela abantu begabha athi kwehu mh-mh-mh (ebonakala engathandi tu)…xa umntu esenza izinto 
ezifani phaya  umfumanise ukuba unyakamile. Kanti kufuneka uqonde ukuba nokuba uyayiva le nto 
lungisa iappearance le yakho kuqala ungabonakali ukuba le nto uyayonyanya okanye kukhona into 
embi.”   
 
[Many young people who were also volunteers when I joined in 2000, became very upset when they saw 
people vomiting at the hospital. When the sick person does all the funny things, they used to be upset. 
Even if you see these funny mannerisms, your expression should not change and you should not show 
the person that you are disturbed and she is doing something bad.] 
 
2.  Christian background 
 
References cited under 3.3.1.1[2] and 3.3.2.2[2] are also relevant for this section. Some volunteers 
expressed the view that to be a good volunteer one should have a christian background. They believe 
that the kind of commitment and sacrifice required from a volunteer require someone with christian 
values, one who will take her work as a service to God. This is important especially that volunteers do 
not receive any stipend. 
 
Ms K believes that “Xa ufuna ukwenza ihome based care kufuneka uqale ube kufutshane no Thixo. Le 
nto isixhumanisa kakhulu no Thixo. Into yokuqala nje ngumthandazo xa ufika emgulini. Lowa mntu 
kufuneka umncede spiritually, emzimbeni, umncede empilweni yakhe… ubacacisele abantu ukuba 
noThixo uyakuthanda, njengokuba unesisifo nje akakulahlanga. Awonanga futhi akonanga mzali 
wakho.”  
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[If you want to do home based care, you must be christian. This work connects us with God. The thing 
when you visit a client is prayer. You need to help the person spiritually, physically and medically. Instil 
the love of God in people and now that you are sick it does not mean God is against you. You have not 
sinned and your parents have not sinned too.] 
 
3.  Training 
 
Training has been identified by most volunteers as of utmost importance. If you are not properly trained 
as a volunteer, you are of little help to your client. Training should be made mandatory for one to 
practise home based care and it should not be a matter of choice. Earlier in this chapter in sections 
3.3.2.1[1], 3.3.1.1[3], 4.2.1.3[4] and 4.2.2.3[1] the aspect of training of volunteers was covered. 
Marston (2003:117) reiterates that a volunteer should not be sent to practice without proper basic 
training. 
 
Ms S stresses that “Qha sifumane olunye ulwazi oluncedisana nale nto yamavolontiya, nangaphezu 
kokuba sele sisazi…ohh itraining ibaluleke kakhulu kumavolontiya …asikangeni nzulu apha ekwazini 
malunga nale nto ye home base, asikatreyinwa ncam ncam.” 
 
[We should get more capacity building on home based care, so that we know more. Training is very 
important to volunteers. We do not know much yet on home-based care. We have not been thoroughly 
trained.]  
 
Ms K affirms that “Itreyining ibaluleke kakhulu, ngoba xa ufika kulaa mntu ugulayo ungatreyinwanga 
awuzukwazi nokuba ma umthini…angasebenza xa eza kuhamba nam, mna sele nditreyiniwe angahambi 
yedwa.”   
 
[Training is very important because when you arrive at the sick person you will not know what to do 
about her. The person not trained can work but provided she works with a trained volunteer but not be 
alone.] 
 
Ms N2 feels that “Sasingeke sihambe siye kuphatha abantu abagulayo singatreyinwanga ngoba 
wawuzofika wenze nokuba kukanjani. So siya zi nida iitreyining kakhulu.”  
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[We would never go and care for sick people without training because you would do anyhow. So we 
need more trainings.] 
 
“Kodwa ke mna ndibona xa ungeka treyinwa ingathi ungake ume. Because xa sele utreyiniwe uyafunda 
izinto ofanele ukuba uzenze.”  
 
[I feel that if one has not trained she should not practise home based care because when you have been 
trained you learn what to do and how.] 
 
 
4.2.4  CHAPTER SUMMARY 
 
The initial focus in this chapter was the continuation of the discussion of themes, sub-themes and 
categories together with the literature control. There were three main themes identified under which 
sub-themes and categories were discussed. These themes were (1)  Problems encountered by volunteers, 
(2) Possible solutions to problems encountered, (3) Views of volunteers regarding home-based care. 
Since this was a discussion of themes, sub-themes and categories that emerged from the data analysis 
phase information vital to the objectives of the study came out. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
SUMMARY,  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In terms of the plan of the study according to the original research proposal, chapter 1 of the research 
report would constitute ‘Introduction and overview’ mainly the research proposal itself. Chapter 2 was 
mainly the outline of the research methodology. Chapter 3 and 4 focussed on the discussion of research 
findings and literature control. The discussion centered around the themes, sub-themes and categories 
that emerged through the process of data analysis.  
 
This final chapter deals with the summary of the preceding chapters, the presentation of conclusions 
based on the research findings as well as recommendations that can be made from the conclusions 
drawn from the research findings. The discussion in this chapter will be structured as follows: 
 
v  Research methodology: summary, conclusions and recommendations; 
v  Summary of the findings regarding the experiences of volunteers involved in HIV/AIDS; and 
v  Conclusions and recommendations. 
 
5.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
5.2.1 SUMMARY 
 
The steps followed in implementing this study were those suggested by De Vos (1998:44-45) namely 
(1) Choice of a research problem, (2) Decision on the qualitative choice, (3) Selection of the qualitative 
design, (4) Preparation for data collection, (5) Data collection and analysis, (6) Data verification and 
lastly (7) Report writing. 
 
Phase 1:  Choosing the research problem 
 
HIV/AIDS has reached alarming proportions in South Africa and about 4.2 million people are living 
with the disease (Strategic Plan, 2000:8). Home based care has been suggested as the care option in 
South Africa as is the case worldwide (Draft Guidelines for CBC, 1998:4; Strategic Plan, 2000:8). 
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Volunteers are among those who care for people with HIV/AIDS at home (ibid). The researcher found 
some literature and research studies relating to home based care, HIV/AIDS and volunteerism (Ross, 
Greenfield & Bennet, 1999; Russel & Schneider, 2000; Stewart &Weinstein, 1997 and Van Dyk, 2001). 
However, there was a gap identified in knowledge regarding the rural areas and the researcher identified 
the area of home based care as of interest and the research question developed was, “What are the 
experiences of volunteers regarding voluntary work they do as part of home based care of people living 
with HIV/AIDS?” 
 
The research process was able to gather data relating to the experiences of volunteers involved in home 
based care of people living with HIV/AIDS.  
 
Phase 2:  Choosing the qualitative approach 
 
Because of the nature of the study which sought to explore and describe the experiences of volunteers 
doing home based care with people living with HIV/AIDS, the qualitative design became the logical 
choice. According to Tutty, Rothery & Grinnell (1996:52) a qualitative study is used when one seeks to 
“gain an understanding of the perspective of the person being interviewed. It is relevant when the 
researcher wishes to explore experiences, behaviours and feelings”. 
 
Phase 3:  Selection of the qualitative design 
 
A qualitative design was selected because the researcher wanted to explore, explain and describe the 
experiences of volunteers involved in home based care of people living with HIV/AIDS. The study 
sought to understand the meaning that volunteers attach to their experiences of doing home based care 
(De Vos & Fouche, 1998:80). The qualitative design tends to describe the feelings and experiences as 
lived by the research participants (Fouche, 2005:270). 
 
Phase 4:  Preparation for data collection 
 
The researcher decided to confine the study to the rural Magisterial District of Lusikisiki in the former 
Transkei region of the Eastern Cape. This site of the study suits the goal of the study which was to focus 
on rural areas. The researcher identified Sinosizo Home Based Care Project, an NGO, based at 
Lusikisiki with volunteers doing home based care in various rural villages but other volunteers obtained 
through the snowball technique were to be included in the sample. The entry to these volunteers was 
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their Co-ordinator, who is based in Lusikisiki town. A purposive sampling method was used because it 
enabled the researcher to identify participants relevant to the purpose and goal of the study (Strydom & 
Delport, 2005:328-329).  
 
Phase 5:  Data collection and analysis 
 
The researcher gathered data by means of semi-structured one-to-one interviews or guided interviews 
(Greeff, 2002:302). The interviews were conducted at the Roman Catholic Church in Lusikisiki town as 
per agreement with the participants. The researcher facilitated the interviews by translating the 
questions into Xhosa. The bulk of the interviews were in Xhosa. The interviews were tape-recorded to 
enable the researcher to capture verbatim narratives by participants (Tutty et al., 1996:67). The 
interviews were analysed using Tesch’s data analysis method as outlined in Creswell (1994:154-156). 
 
Phase 6:  Data verification 
 
Data verification was done using Guba’s model of ensuring trustworthiness as described in Krefting 
(1990:214-222). This model is based on four criteria namely; truth value, applicability, consistency and 
neutrality. 
 
Phase 7:  Report writing 
 
This is the last phase of the qualitative research process. This is the stage where the results of the data 
analysis are presented together with the literature control. This research treatise constitutes the seventh 
and final phase of the research process. 
 
5.2.2 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Some conclusions and recommendations can be deduced from the experience of using a qualitative 
research methodology. 
 
5.2.2.1 Qualitative paradigm 
 
The qualitative paradigm proved to be the appropriate choice given the nature of the research study. The 
study sought to explore, and describe the experiences of volunteers involved in home-based care of 
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people living with HIV/AIDS what these experiences mean to them, and what it is like to be a volunteer 
doing home-based care. This kind of information was actually collected from the research participants 
and the direct narratives from participants that have been quoted are a testimony to this fact. The 
researcher is now in a position to recommend the qualitative paradigm to other researchers with similar 
research goals and objectives. 
 
5.2.2.2 Recruitment of research participants 
 
The strategy of identifying a gatekeeper to be able to reach participants proved to be worthwhile. Both 
the gatekeeper and the participants were very eager and enthusiastic in participating in this research. 
This approach is recommended to other researchers since it saves a lot of time and effort and is more 
person-centred and optimises the sampling process. A total of 13 participants were involved in the 
study. 
 
5.2.2.3 Relationship with the participants 
 
It is also recommended that researchers should not deviate from the ethical commitment undertaken at 
the beginning of the study. The relationship established with research participants was cordially 
maintained throughout the study because they were satisfied that the process was executed according to 
plan. 
 
5.2.2.4 Semi-structured one-to-one interviews 
 
The semi-structured one-to-one interviews or guided interviews proved to be an effective method of 
collecting data in this study. The researcher was able to probe where necessary to gain an in-depth 
information. Since this method allows the researcher to prepare broad question themes to guide or give 
interviews some form of structure. The question themes were as follows: 
 
1. Tell me about your experiences as a volunteer involved in HIV/AIDS home-based  care? 
 
(Kha undixelele ngokuthe gabalala ngamava akho ekusebenzeni njengevolontiya nabantu 
abaphethwe yi HIV ne AIDS?) 
 
2.  What helps you do good work as a volunteer? 
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(Yintoni ekuncedisayo ukuze uwenze ngokukuko umsebenzi wakho wobuvolontiya?) 
 
3.  What problems do you encounter in your work as a volunteer? 
 
(Ngxaki zini ohlangabezana nazo ekusebenzeni kwakho njengevolontiya?) 
 
4.  What do you think can be done to solve these problems? 
 
(Ucinga ukuba kungenziwa ntoni ukusombulula ezi ngxaki?) 
 
5.  What do you think about home-based care for people living with HIV/AIDS? 
 
(Uyibona injani le nto yokunakekelwa kwabantu abaphethwe sisigulo se HIV ne AIDS 
emakhaya?) 
 
The question themes proved to be appropriate as each interview was on average an hour or more in 
length and yielded rich information as evident in chapter 3 and 4. 
 
5.2.2.5  Audio-taping of interviews 
 
The interviews were tape-recorded so as to capture the narratives verbatim. This facilitated the process 
of transcribing because there were no words missed and the participants were not quoted out of context. 
The audio-taping of interviews saved the researcher from the onerous task of capturing the interviews 
by hand and there was more time to focus on the interview process. Audio-taping of interviews is 
recommended even to other researchers because of its obvious advantage in that the exact words of 
participants are captured. 
 
5.2.2.6 Tesch’s model of data analysis 
 
Tesch’s model (in Creswell, 1994) allows the researcher to proceed step-by-step with data analysis. The 
process becomes systematic and understandable and Tesch’s model of data analysis of qualitative 
research studies is recommended. It gives one’s analysis more structure and focus. 
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5.2.2.7 Guba’s model of trustworthiness 
 
Guba’s model (in Krefting, 1991) of ensuring trustworthiness assisted the researcher to establish the 
trustworthiness of the research study. The application of this model helped to minimize any unforseen 
biases. The use of an independent coder was especially useful in ensuring neutrality, truth value and 
consistency of the research findings. 
 
5.3  SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
The data analysis process in chapter 3 and 4 gave rise to themes, sub-themes and categories. There were 
five themes that emerged out of the data analysis process and these themes were: (1) Issues of HIV and 
AIDS, (2) Factors facilitating the work of volunteers, (3) Problems encountered by volunteers, (4) 
Possible solutions to problems encountered, (5) Views of volunteers regarding home based care. Each 
theme was divided into sub-themes which were further broken down into categories. 
 
These were then discussed in detail and were supported by direct quotations from the research 
participants. That discussion led to the identification of a number of findings summarized below: 
 
v  The HIV/AIDS disease progression leads to the emergence of various symptoms such as body 
pain, neuropathy, weight loss, vomiting, diarrhea, skin problems etc and sick people find it 
difficult to survive without being assisted with their life tasks (Moss and Sims, 1995:11; Wight 
et al., 1998:61). 
 
v  Volunteers are also involved in the supervision of the taking of treatment including TB 
treatment because TB has been found to be the most common opportunistic infection attacking 
HIV/AIDS sick people (Hubley, 2002:27; Siyaphila La Program Report, 2005:1; Walker et al., 
2004:73; Van Dyk, 2001:43). 
 
v  Both spiritual and counselling services are essential to PLWHA and their relatives because of 
the need for holistic caring where the bio-psycho-social, moral and spiritual aspects of the 
persons’s being are considered. There must be continuous counselling from pre-screening up to 
bereavement without any gap (Christie and Hickson in Van Dyk, 1999:110; Sims and Moss, 
1995:94; Ver Beek in Kruger & Williams, 2003:349). 
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v  The chronically sick people are cared for at home by informal caregivers such as the spouses, 
friends and family members. There is a great need for volunteers to train these informal 
caregivers so that they efficiently discharge their responsibilities of caring especially given that 
the volunteer does not visit the family daily (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:15; Home based care, 
2005:32). 
 
v  The disclosure of illness by PLWHA has personal implications and depends entirely on the 
relationship volunteers have managed to build with their clients who must be satisfied about the 
genuine motives of the volunteer (Corey & Corey, 2003:120; Van Dyk, 2001:214). 
 
v  PLWHA do not always want to be known publicly that they are suffering from HIV/AIDS and 
they often feel ashamed that they embarrass their families and their families too do not want 
their relatives to be identified with HIV/AIDS (Campbell et al., 2005:11; Deacon, 2005:17; 
Sethosa and Peltzer, 2005:35). 
 
v   PLWHA are sometimes neglected and abandoned by their relatives who impose severe 
restrictions on their lives and on how they interact with other family members when they 
discover that they have HIV/AIDS (Walker et al., 2004:101). 
 
v  Migrant workers and poverty have been positively linked to the uncontrollable spread of 
HIV/AIDS (Dorrington & Johnson, 2002:18; Walker et al., 2004:65; Whiteside & Sunter, 
2000:62-63). 
 
v  There is a critical need for the recruitment and training of volunteers and after training 
volunteers should be placed under a professional supervisor (Bradner, 1995:74; Lombard and 
Modise, 2002:6; Uys, 2003:9). 
 
v  That a comprehensive social security system is indeed needed to cover social grants as safety 
nets, social insurance and social relief (Triegaardt & Patel, 2005:128-134; Uys, 2003:9; White 
Paper for Social Welfare, 1997:31). 
 
v  Understanding people’s motives in volunteering is important because people are motivated and 
demotivated by a variety of factors. This is crucial for purposes of management and retention of 
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volunteers (Mc Sweetney & Alexander in Lombard & Modise, 2002:2; Swanepoel & De Beer, 
2006:104). 
 
v  Various personality traits such as empathy, emotional stability, self-esteem, moral integrity and 
confidentiality play a significant role in the care and support of people living with HIV/AIDS 
(Ife, 1995:241; Kruger & Schreuder, 1999:336; Sims and Moss, 1995:15). 
 
v  Networking, co-operation and collaboration should be promoted for optimal utilization of 
resources and services, for reduction of problems associated with fragmentation of services as 
well as avoiding of unnecessary duplication. Integration works better and is more cost-effective 
(Campbell et al., 2004:7; Kotze, 1997:30; Lombard & van Rensburg, 2001:327). 
 
v  Service rendering in the area of HIV/AIDS is characterized by poor coordination, limited inter-
sectoral collaboration and lack of accountability (Budlender, 2000:115; Streak, 2002:169). 
 
v  PLWHA and their relatives still attribute sicknesses related to HIV/AIDS to idliso by witches 
and socerers and some people especially the illiterate, the geographically isolated and those 
misinformed are completely ignorant about the realities of HIV/AIDS (Dorrington & Johnson, 
2002:16; Van Dyk, 2001:5; Walker et al., 2004:100). 
 
v  There is a relationship between HIV/AIDS and poverty (Mashologu-Kuse, 2005:384). 
 
v  Resources and infrastructure are grossly inadequate to meet the health, social, economic and 
material needs of those suffering from HIV/AIDS and their provision is the only solution to 
improve the quality of life of PLWHA (Defilippi, 2003:169; Sims and Moss, 1995:147). 
 
v  Use of alternative medicines such as the sourfig to treat sores, home remedies and traditional 
medicine have been found to be helpful in treating some of the opportunistic infections 
associated with HIV/AIDS (Neil, 2005:83; Operational Plan, 2003:23; Walker et al., 2004:99). 
 
v  The public health institutions are not accessible and they lack medicines, services and other 
treatment necessary for the improvement of the health conditions of PLWHA (Budlender, 
2000:111; Defilippi, 2003:23; Van Dyk & van Dyk, 2003:8). 
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v  PLWHA recover from their illnesses due to the work of home-based care volunteers who 
amongst other things ensure that PLWHA adhere to treatment prescribed (Hecht & Chesney, 
1999:117; Kaleeba et al., 2000:37; Uys, 2002:101). 
 
v  Volunteers feel very strongly that home-based care should continue to exist because firstly, it is 
helping the helpless and secondly, it has contributed to their personal growth, empowerment 
and development in many ways (Blinkhoff et al., 1999:47).  
       
5.4  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The above research findings emanate from a qualitative study in which the experiences of volunteers 
involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS in the Lusikisiki District were 
investigated. On the basis of these research findings and the literature control the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
 
Ø  There appears to be a lack of coordination, cooperation and collaboration in the field of 
HIV/AIDS service delivery. 
Ø  Volunteers practicing home-based care with people living with HIV/AIDS carry an 
insurmountable burden of being expected to provide a service with very limited resources and in 
most instances finding themselves utilizing their own resources because of the client realities 
they are faced with. 
Ø  Home-based care helps the helpless, the abandoned, the vulnerable and the marginalised in a 
way that improves their quality of life to the extent that others recover from their illnesses and 
become active members of their families again. 
Ø  Lack of resources and infrastructure make life very difficult for both volunteers and those they 
serve and severely impede the quality of home-based care service rendering. 
Ø  The good work done by volunteers is not tangibly recognized by government. 
Ø  There are communities who are still ignorant about the facts of HIV/AIDS and who still 
associate opportunistic infections related to HIV/AIDS to Idliso by witches (witchcraft). 
     
The following recommendations are presented on the basis of the conclusions highlighted above: 
 
§ The government, the private sector and NGOs pledge financial and material resources every year 
to fight the scourge of HIV/AIDS but these resources do not seem to reach those who need them 
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most. It is recommended that government, the private sector and NGOs should be transparent in 
publicising their policies, procedures and criteria for accessing their financial and material 
resources so that even those in the remotest rural areas can access these resources. It is further 
recommended that these policies, procedures and criteria should be user-friendly. 
 
§ The prevention, care and support programmes of HIV/AIDS should follow the continuum of 
care model where the link between the home, the community and the formal government 
services is established. This model is in the policies of government particularly Departments of 
Health and Social development but practically, there is nothing happening. The government 
should harness resources both financial and human to implement the continuum of care model. 
 
§ It is recommended that the coordination and management of HIV/AIDS programmes receive 
urgent attention in order to deal with fragmentation experienced in this service delivery area. It 
is recommended that District AIDS Councils (DACs) at the district level and Local AIDS 
Councils (LACs) at local municipal levels be established in the same format as the Provincial 
AIDS Councils. 
 
§ The Department of Health should create a structure within the District particularly at local 
municipal level, that will be populated with competent people to handle HIV/AIDS 
programmes. To employ just one HIV/AIDS Coordinator or HIV/AIDS and Communicable 
diseases Coordinator at district level is not enough, in fact, that is why PLWHA and their 
families suffer the way that was exposed by volunteers in this study. This structure should be 
designed in such a way that it accommodates and recognises volunteers because volunteers in 
the field of HIV/AIDS and home based care in particular are an indispensable human resource. 
These volunteers should be supplied with the necessities of being an HIV/AIDS volunteer like 
food supplements and care kits. 
 
§ The use of free volunteers in HIV/AIDS programmes especially home-based care is not 
sustainable. The government cannot discharge obviously terribly sick people from health 
institutions to be cared for at home by ‘faceless’ people who are not known and do not account 
to health authorities and whose competency and proficiency in health care has not been certified 
or accredited. Potentially un-regulated health care can be a violation of the human rights of 
PLWHA because health is a constitutional mandate and there is an obligation to provide health 
care services to South Africans. This responsibility cannot be delegated to free volunteers who 
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are not obliged or compelled to visit and care for any sick person. The government appears to be 
capitalizing on the vulnerability of the unemployed and their generosity of spirit to provide 
home-based care. It is recommended that government employ appropriately trained volunteers as 
fieldworkers or community health workers to address the magnitude of the HIV/AIDS 
pandemic. 
 
§ The fieldworkers/community health workers recommended above should also be charged with 
HIV/AIDS community education/awareness. 
 
§ It is recommended that further research be conducted in the following areas: the experiences of 
those receiving care and support from volunteers; the challenges faced by home-based care 
service providers especially CBOs and NGOs in training and retaining volunteers; the 
accreditation of training for volunteers; the investigation of a sustainable system of volunteering 
in home-based care and the development of appropriate policies and guidelines for volunteers in 
home-based care.     
 
5.5  CONCLUSION 
 
In this final chapter, the researcher gave a brief summary of the research methodology as applied in the 
second chapter. This was followed by the conclusions and recommendations concerning the qualitative 
methodology that was used in the study. The researcher then presented the main research findings based 
on the experiences of volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS. Based 
on those findings, conclusions were drawn which were followed by recommendations on the study as a 
whole. 
 
The aforementioned findings support the vital role fulfilled by volunteers in home-based care of 
PLWHA. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
 
Research Topic:  “The experiences of volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with 
HIV/AIDS” 
                               
 
Informed consent form for adults 
 
TO:   XXXX 
 
1. ‘Ndabazovuyo Wellington Sobuce, who is a researcher, has requested my participation in a 
study in Lusikisiki. The title of the research is ‘The experiences of volunteers involved in home-
based care of people living with HIV/AIDS.’ 
2. ‘I have been informed that the purpose of the research is to explore and describe the experiences 
of volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS.’ 
3. ‘My participation will involve giving information to the researcher through a semi-structured 
one-to-one interview about my experiences as a volunteer doing voluntary work on home-based 
care of people with HIV/AIDS.’ 
4. ‘I understand there are foreseeable discomforts to me if I agree to participate in the study. The 
possible discomforts are narrating traumatic stories about the work I do as a volunteer involved 
in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS.’ 
5. ‘I understand that there are no feasible alternative procedures available for this study.’ 
6. ‘I understand that the possible benefits of my participation in the research are to enrich 
knowledge on home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS.’ 
7. ‘I understand that the results of the research study may be published but that my name or 
identity will not be revealed. In order to maintain confidentiality of my records, Ndabazovuyo 
Wellington Sobuce will not use my real name in the transcripts or the research report and an 
acronym or code for me and my locality will be used. Nobody will have access to my 
information or transcript except the researcher, the academic supervisor and the independent 
coder all of whom will be asked to commit themselves to absolute confidentiality. All tapes, 
notes and transcripts will be locked in the researcher’s office and these will be destroyed after 
the completion of the study.’ 
8. ‘I have been advised that the research in which I will be participating does not involve more than 
minimal risk.’ 
9. ‘I have been informed that I will not be compensated for my participation.’ 
10. ‘I have been informed that any questions I have concerning the research study or my 
participation in it, before or after my consent, will be answered by 
Dr BML Pretorius of the Department of Social Development Professions,   
            Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, P.O. Box 77000 Port Elizabeth 6031, 
            Tel: 041 504 2353.’ 
      11. ‘I understand that in case of injury, if I have questions about my rights as a     
              subject/participant in this research, or if I feel I have been placed at risk, 
              I can contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Research Review Committee.’ 
     12.  ‘I have read the above information. The nature, demands, risks and benefits of  
            the project have been explained to me. I knowingly assume the risks involved, 
            and understand that I may withdraw my consent and discontinue participation 
            at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to myself. In signing this consent 
            form, I am not waiving my legal claims, rights, or remedies. A copy of this  
            consent form will be given to me.’ 
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Subject’s signature……………………………………………    Date………………… 
 
 
 
‘The experiences of volunteers involved in home-based care of people living with HIV/AIDS’ 
 
 
13. ‘I certify that I have explained to the above individual the nature and purpose, the  
       potential benefits, and possible risks associated with participation in this research 
       study, have answered any questions that have been raised, and have witnessed the  
       above signature.’ 
14. ‘These elements of informed consent conform to the assurance given by the 
        University of Port Elizabeth to the Department of Health to protect the rights of  
         human subjects.’ 
15. ‘I have provided the subject/participant a copy of this signed consent document.’ 
 
 
Signature of investigator…………………………………….   Date…………………. 
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